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I. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
A. Summary

The International Centre for Ocean Development (ICOD) is a 
federal Crown Corporation established by statute on February 27, 
1985. The mandate of the Centre is to "initiate, encourage and 
support co-operation between Canada and developing countries in 
the field of ocean resource development."
The general mandate of the Centre will be fulfilled through 
non-capital intensive programmes in three sectors: Technical 
Assistance; Information Services; and Training. The divisional 
organization of the Centre will reflect this sectoral 
concentration.
In Year I the percentage allocation of funds will be as follows: 
Technical Assistance 32%; Information Services 15%; Training 32%; 
Finance and Administration 21%. The percentage allocation of 
funds for Year II will be approximately: Technical Assistance 
30%; Information Services 21%; Training 30%; Finance and Admin
istration 19%. For the remaining years of this plan, the 
allocation of funds will gradually change from year to year to 
become in Year V: Technical Assistance 29%; Information Services 
29%; Training 29%; Finance and Administration 13%.
A reference level of $23,700,000 is used for the first four 
years of this plan, based on Treasury Board approval of the 
previous corporate plan levels. The Year V figure of $10,000,000 
is based on a projection of the average percentage increase over 
the previous four years (25%). The total of projected expendi
tures for the five years of this plan is $33,700,000.

1. S.C. 1984-85 c . 6 .
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OCCS Fisheries Support Unit 
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rrA Surveillance Assistance 
205,000
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Pro Forma Statement of 
Sources and Uses of Funds

For the Five Years 1986/87 to 1990/91
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As stated in the Act establishing the corporation (International 
Centre for Ocean Development Act, S.C. 1984-85 c.6), the mandate 
of ICOD Is to 11 Initiate, encourage and support cooperation 
between Canada and developing countries in the field of ocean 
resource development". This general mission is to be pursued in 
the context of a number of more specific objectives, also set out in the Act:
(a) initiation and support for "programmes in developing 

countries for the improved management and utilization of 
ocean resources, particularly as a source of food";

(b) support for the "development of indigenous expertise and 
institutions in developing countries in order to increase 
the capacities of developing countries in integrated ocean 
use management";

(c) utilization of the "expertise of people and institutions in 
Canada, developing countries and elsewhere";

(d) development and support for the "collection and dissemin
ation" of information relevant to ocean resource develop
ment ;

(e) development and sponsorship of training programmes, tech
nical assistance and advisory services relating to ocean 
resource development; and

(f) support for research in the field of ocean resource develop
ment.

II. MANDATE
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ICOD was originally incorporated on October 26, 1983 as a
non-profit, non-governmental organization (NGO) under Part II of 
the Canada Corporations Act. Subsequently, in February 1985, the 
Centre was established by statute^ as a Crown Corporation, and 
excepting for Governor in Council directives [s.99(l) of the 
Financial Administration Act (FAA) ] , fully subject to Part XII of the FAA. --

Section 7 of the incorporating statute provides for a Board of 
Directors consisting of a Chairman,, the President and Chief 
Executive Officer, and not more than 12 other Directors. The 
functions and power of the Board are as set out in Part XII of 
the Financial Administration Act and S.14 of the ICOD Statute. 
The Chai^mar* and President are appointed by Governor in Council, 
to hold office during pleasure for a term to be established by 
the Governor in Council (S.7(3)). The remainder of the Board is 
appointed by the Secretary of State for External Affairs, with 
the approval of the Governor in Council to hold office during 
pleasure for a term not exceeding three years (S.7(2)). The 
Chairman, President and at least seven other directors must be Canadian citizens (S.8(l)).

The following members have been appointed to the Board of Directors:

CHAIRMAN: ELISABETH MANN BORGESE
DIRECTORS: ROY CHEESEMAN

III. CORPORATE ORGANIZATION

GERALD EWING
GASTIEN GODIN
DOUGLAS LINDORES
ROBERT MAGUIRE
ELLEN MCLEAN
SHARON PROCTOR
JOHN H. VANDERMEULEN, Ph.D
GARY VERNON, PRESIDENT

Pursuant to the by laws the following were appointed:
Vice-Chai : John Vandermeulen
Secretary-Treasurer : Garry Comber
Executive Committee:

Roy Cheeseman 
Elisabeth Mann Borgese 
Gastien Godin 
John Vandermeulen 
Gary Vernon
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Audit Committee:
Chai Ellen McLean

Gerald Ewing 
Robert Maguire

The Board of Directors will make recommendations to the Secretary 
of State for External Affairs to select international candidates 
for the four remaining Directorships.
The officers of the corporation are as follows:

Secretary-Treasurer: Garry Comber
The principal office of the Centre is located at Suite 901, 5670 
Spring Garden Road, Halifax, Nova Scotia, B3J 1H6. An Ottawa 
Bureau, for purposes of liaison and coordination with federal 
government agencies and foreign embassies, is maintained at 255 
Argyle Avenue, 1st Floor, Ottawa, Ontario, K2P 1B8. Consider
ation will be given to the establishment of an official telephone 
link and mailing address in other parts of Canada as required, in 
order to reflect the Centre's national profile.
The Centre's staff is under the supervision and control of the 
President, who is the Chief Executive Officer (S.ll of the 
incorporating statute). The Centre is comprised of three 
programme divisions reflecting the Centre's mandate and 
objectives as set out above and a support services division. 
The programme divisions are: Training; Information Services; and 
Technical Assistance (with an emphasis on institution-building). 
Within the first year of this plan, staffing needs are expected 
to include up to four senior staff, up to six programme officers, 
four support staff in Halifax and one in Ottawa. Over a three 
year period, the staff is expected to expand to approximately 
thirty employees, including programme and support staff. 1

1. S.C. 1984-85, c.6.

Elisabeth Mann Borgese 
John Vandermeulen 
Gary Vernon



IV. OPERATIONAL ENVIRONMENT
 ̂ Z6*- 1

The advent of the new Law of the Sea and the massive expansion of 
coastal state jurisdiction over marine space has presented many 
developing countries with a significant new resource base and 
potential increases in national wealth. Article 56 of the 1982 
United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea grants the 
coastal state sovereign rights over all living;resources of the 
seabed and water column within its exclusive economic zone (EEZ) 
- an area which may extend up to 200 nautical miles from the 
coast. In addition, the coastal states exert sovereign control 
over the seabed resources on the continental shelf, which may in 
some cases extend as far as 350 nautical miles (or 100 miles 
beyond the 2500 metre isobath). These new rights to marine space 

resources are counterbalanced by new coastal state responsi
bilities to manage the interrelated resources and uses of the 
expanded jurisdictional zones.
Whether or not the Law of the Sea Convention enters into force, 
the validity of expanded coastal state jurisdiction has become 
enshrined in customary international law as a result of widely 
accepted state practice. The impact of these developments is 
truly revolutionary. The political globe includes 135 coastal 
states, and worldwide implementation of EEZs promises to place a 
significant new portion of ocean under the economic control of 
coastal states. This has occurred at a time when technological 
advances are intensifying human use of the most productive zones of the ocean.

In order to maximize the net benefits obtained from the EEZ, it 
is necessary to adopt an integrated approach to planning and 
managing the competing uses of the coastal and offshore areas. 
The task of formulating and implementing national ocean policies 
and plans for rational and sustained resource development is one 
which all coastal states, developed and developing, continue 
to confront. Canada, for example, has successfully achieved a 
level of sophistication in managing particular resource sectors 
but has yet to adopt a national ocean policy.
Canada's position at UNCLOS III reflected its interest as a 
coastal state as opposed to the maritime (shipping or distant 
fishing) powers. Accordingly, throughout the protracted 
negotiations at the Law of the Sea Conference, this country and 
developing coastal states found common cause on many issues.
Although Canada effectively pursued its own national interests as 
a coastal state, in becoming a champion of "coastal state 
diplomacy" Canada became closely identified with the interests 
of much of the Third World. This enhanced Canada's reputation 

active involvement in Third World development, a reputation 
already established over a period of more than twenty years.
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Within the contemporary context of North-South issues and the 
shifting power and population base of the developing world, it is 
to Canada's advantage both economically and politically to 
promote policies that strengthen its ties with the developing 
world.
Most of the world's coastal states, which gained so much in 
jurisdiction and responsibility at the Conference, are among the 
less developed countries (LDCs). However, as they lack the most 
rudimentary ocean management expertise and infrastructure, as 
well as the financial resources to exploit their new resource 
base, these LDCs are effectively precluded from realizing any 
substantial benefit from their new spatial gains. Nor are they, 
in most cases, capable of fulfilling their accompanying 
management responsibilities. This is especially disappointing as 
UNCLOS III was perceived as the most important single forum for 
the advancement of the New International Economic Order claims by 
developing nations.
Aid delivery agencies typically concentrate on sector-specific 
development problems. By the late 1970's, many developing 
coastal states began to realize the importance of integrated 
ocean management and ocean management training. It is now 
recognized that a high priority in technical assistance pro
grammes should be accorded to the creation of management and 
policy structures within national governments and regional 
bodies, to be staffed by people adequately trained in the 
traditional disciplines but aware of the importance of an 
integrated approach to marine affairs.
Prior to the establishment of ICOD, there was no Canadian agency 
specifically charged with development assistance in the marine 
sector. Canadian aid to the marine sector was concentrated in 
three organizations - the Canadian International Development 
Agency (CIDA), the International Development Research Centre 
(IDRC), and the Petro-Canada International Assistance Corporation 
(PCIAC). Since its inception, CIDA, as the official arm of the 
Canadian government, has undertaken major ocean-related projects 
involving capital assistance and training. These have been 
mostly in fishery development and aquaculture. IDRC, with a much 
more limited budget and narrowly defined objectives, has focused 
on discrete research and development projects - again, mostly in 
fishery development and aquaculture. PCIAC was established to 
assist developing countries to become more energy self-reliant by 
reducing or eliminating their dependence on imported oil. 
Bilateral development assistance through PCIAC is limited to 
projects in oil and gas exploration, including the offshore, and 
related activities using, wherever possible, Canadian technology 
and expertise.
Several federal government departments and research institutes, 
particularly the Department of Fisheries and Oceans, have
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provided assistance and carried out projects throughout the 
Third World. Universities and related research institutions, 
provincial governments and private consultants have also been 
involved in ocean-related development assistance over recent 
years.

Agricultural Organization of the U.N. (FAO), the United Nations 
Development Programme (UNDP), the International Maritime Organ
ization (IMO), the World Bank, the— Asian Development -Bank,— and 
various Arab development institutions-have been active in the 
marine sector, but primarily by way of major capital investment.
Several non-governmental organizations - the International Ocean 
Institute (I.O.I.), Foundation for International Training 
(F.I.T.), Foundation Reshaping International Order (R.I.O.) - 
have been devoting funds to activities in ocean management 
training.
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ICOD was created as a Canadian response to the perceived need of 
Third World coastal states to effectively manage and develop 
their ocean resources pursuant to the LOS Conference. Initially 
established in October 1983 as a Part II Corporation under the 
Canada Corporations Act, it was the Government of Canada's desire 
that ICOD offer specialized assistance to developing countries in 
ocean management and development, as an effective way of meeting 
the needs and opportunities arising from UNCLOS III. This policy 
initiative is especially practical as Canada possesses a 
recognized capacity, both technological and managerial, in the 
ocean resources field. Furthermore, Canadian aid in ocean 
matters is widely sought by Third World countries as Canada is 
viewed as having few, if any, "distant water" interests in 
exploiting the economic zones of other nations.
ICOD is unic cies, both national and 
multilátera to cooperate with and 
support coas regions in the compre-

V. CORPORATE ASSESSMENT

hensive mane d development of all their ocean resources.
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The primary objectives of ICOD have been established by statute 
and are as set out in the "Mandate" section above. In pursuit of 
these objectives, the Centre will adopt the following 
strategies. First, ICOD will focus its effort on three sectors 
which are most directly related to the statutory mandate: 
Training, Information Services, and Technical Assistance 
(institutional development). This approach offers three par
ticular advantages: (1) ICOD will specialize in providing 
assistance in all three of these sectors exclusively in the ocean 
development field; (2 ) capital-intensive projects, which are 
beyond ICOD's financial resources and better dealt with by other 
agencies, are avoided; and (3) sectoral concentration allows the 
Centre to provide assistance to smaller, discrete projects which 
often fall below the threshold of concern of major funding 
agencies, but which are nonetheless critical for establishing 
coordinated ocean management in developing states and regions.
The second major strategy is to ensure active and continuing 
coordination with Canadian and other aid programmes in order to 
ensure two important conditions: (1 ) the avoidance of un
necessary duplication or conflict of activities; and (2 ) the 
creation of complementary programmes whenever possible. This 
latter factor is particularly important in that ICOD has the 
opportunity to fund critical "marine management" projects which 
may be integrated with and contribute to longer-term aid pro
grammes of other agencies. Such an approach will permit ICOD to 
extend the effective impact of its limited funding, and to 
improve its own general expertise and awareness as an information 
source on ocean development projects.
The third strategy for ICOD is to act, where possible, as an "aid 
broker" between developing countries and regions and major aid 
agencies. This approach may involve ICOD in identifying projects 
and suggesting appropriate funding, as well as acting as a 
"contract manager" where appropriate.

VI. STRATEGIES/OBJECTIVES

Fourth, ICOD will deal directly with governments and regional 
intergovernmental organizations and require that projects be 
submitted or endorsed at this level. In this way, it will be 
possible to ensure that projects have the full support of local 
authorities and contribute to national and regional marine 
development priorities and objectives.
Fifth, ICOD intends, where possible, to promote and facilitate 
transfers of technology, information and expertise on a "South- 
South" basis, so that existing capacities in one part of the 
developing world are made more accessible to other regions.
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Sixth, the technical assistance programmes of ICOD will attempt 
to make use of "person to person" forms of advisory services, 
such as the posting of small-scale Canadian fishermen, plant 
operators and others to engage in grass-roots development 
programmes in developing countries.
Seventh, ICOD will endeavour to serve as an institutional link 
for the Canadian governmental, research and industrial sectors 
involved in marine affairs, providing the international community 
with a window on Canadian marine expertise. In addition to 
providing the developing world with easier access to Canadian 
marine expertise, ICOD can play an important role in promotion 
and liaison for the Canadian marine community overseas.
A final strategic choice concerns the level and areas of 
geographic concentration. ICOD will attempt, where possible, to 
focus its assistance at the regional level, in order to maximize 
the area of impact and to recognize the international nature of 
many marine management problems and the constraints often 
encountered at the national level. In addition, ICOD will 
concentrate (although not exclusively) on states and regions in 
which development of fishery and ocean resources will have 
maximum economic impact and in which the scale of operations will 
be small enough to permit the greatest possible results from 
the Centre's limited funds.
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The effectiveness of the programmes of the International Centre 
for Ocean Development must be viewed in the context of the 
Centre's general objective, which is to "... co-operate with and 
support developing countries and regions in the comprehensive 
management and development of their ocean resources." Seen in 
this light, the Centre's results and contributions do not lend 
themselves easily to quantification and objective measurement.
To overcome this difficulty and to ensure the ongoing as well as 
the longer-term effectiveness of its programmes and operations, 
the Centre has adopted an operational and organizational struc
ture that relies heavily on ongoing external input, feedback and 
advice on projects and programmes, and on peer review and peer 
adjudication of grants and awards.
A - Performance Indicators * 1
For measurement purposes, four types of activities have been 
identified:

1. Activities managed as projects
2. Scholarships and bursaries
3. Information
4. Support Services

1. Activities managed as projects
In planning and implementing Technical Assistance and Training 
projects in the developing countries, certain measures will be 
taken to ensure that activities are conducted in the most 
efficient and effective manner possible. ICOD will maintain a 
continuing dialogue with the governments of developing countries, 
other donors (IDRC, CIDA, World Bank) and the participating 
private sector organization in order to keep abreast of the 
changing circumstances affecting each project. Each project 
will be planned and implemented in accordance with the priorities 
of Canada and the developing country. The process will be 
carried out through regular field visits, donor consortia 
meetings and special planning missions. The staff of the 
Department of External Affairs, CIDA and IDRC in developing 
countries will play an important role in this process. These 
consultations will be reinforced by internal ICOD analyses or 
external help.
All ICOD projects will be managed according to a detailed 
project outline which will, whenever possible, set out quanti
fiable objectives, a schedule of activities and a detailed 
budget. This document will lay the basis for any possible 
subsequent evaluation of the project. External professional 
support will, in some instances, be sought to measure project

VII. PERFORMANCE INDICATORS AND PROGRAMME EFFECTIVENESS
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performance. Monitoring will be ensured by a proper reporting 
format approved as part of the Memorandum of Understanding.
Because of limited resources and in view of the types of projects 
that ICOD funds, not all projects will be evaluated system
atically upon completion. However, ICOD will request at the end 
of a project that the recipient country and/or organization 
provide ICOD with an assessment of the successes and failures. 
These assessments, supported by on-going monitoring reports will 
provide ICOD with the information to modify its project manage
ment guidelines and operations, if required.
The Centre intends to conduct at least two formal project 
evaluations a year starting in fiscal year 1988/89. External 
professional staff will support ICOD's staff in these ventures.

2. Scholarships and Bursaries
The Centre will conduct an ongoing review and assessment of its 
scholarship programme. Four factors will be used to assess the 
programme:

i) Target Levels and Groups: An annual review will be
undertaken to ensure that the quantitative objectives 
of the programme are being met. Adjustments may be 
made to the selection process on the basis of annual 
evaluation and review;

ii) Academic Excellence: The academic performance of
scholarship recipients will be monitored to determine 
progress. The recruitment and selection process will 
be adjusted according to the results;

iii) Funding Levels: The funding levels provided to
students will be reviewed on a continuing basis 
to ensure that financial support is adequate;

A. .

iv) Impact on -C q a s_t̂ a 1 States: The selection process
takes into consideration the relevance of the candi
date's field of study and the individual's potential 
impact to the country of origin. A follow-up survey 
will be conducted to monitor the professional progress 
of ICOD alumni.

3. Information Services
The Information Services of ICOD will publish and distribute a 
number of pamphlets and brochures on the Centre's role, mandate 
and programme. The effectiveness of this activity will best be 
measured by the increase of requests for information, project
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proposal and scholarship and bursary applications from one year 
to the next. The quality and the appropriateness of the informa
tion prepared, published, distributed will be measured by the 
demand upon the service.
4. Support Services
The results of the support services element of the Centre will be 
measured by its direct contributions to effective decision
making and by the efficient functioning and operation of the 
Centre and of its committee system.
B - Programme Effectiveness
Estimating the overall impact of ICOD's programme is complicated 
by a number of factors:

ICOD's contribution represents only a modest source of the 
funding of the average developing country's economic and 
social development activity.
It is difficult to isolate the degree of impact that ICOD's 
contributions may have on a developing country.
Development is a long-term, high-risk process involving 
changes in the foundations of a society. Many ICOD-financed 
projects will require additional years of investment by the 
developing country to achieve the desired economic and/or 
social objective.
Most ICOD Technical Assistance and Training projects 
involve costs and benefits (as well as input and outputs) 
which are not easily identifiable and quantifiable. The 
statistical data base in most developing countries is also 
weak, due in part to the relatively large traditional (i.e. 
non-monetary) sector of the economy.

The International Centre for Ocean Development will nevertheless 
monitor the effectiveness of its various funding and information 
programmes by means of peer review, and special programme 
studies.
In all of its funding programmes, the Centre relies heavily on 
ongoing external input, feed-back and advice on policies and 
programmes and on peer review. As explained earlier, measures to 
ensure the effectiveness of the Centre's programmes are built 
into the operations of the Centre and form an integral part of 
the organizational structure. This peer review process primarily 
consists of a selection committee for scholarships and bursaries 
and a number of scientists and academics from whom ICOD will 
seek knowledge, expertise and experience. These "referees" will
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be chosen from Canada as well as from other countries.
Programme effectiveness will also be assessed in the course of 
special studies conducted by the Centre. With ICOD having been 
in operation for less than a year, it is difficult to assess 
which area may need special study at this stage. ICOD's contri
bution to Canada's ocean-related industries should be studied in 
years to come. Some of the areas which may deserve special 
attention are: impact of the scholarship programme on developing 
countries' expertise; special need analysis for training pro
grammes; specific requests from countries with special technical 
assistance needs in ocean development; and impact analysis.
In addition to formal evaluations annual reports will provide 
summaries of programmes undertaken. The Centre's first annual 
report will be published in Year I of this Corporate Plan.
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VIII. OPERATIONAL PLANS 
A. TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE 
Introduction
The technical assistance component of ICOD's programme will 
concentrate on providing technical and advisory support for the 
development of institutional capacity within developing countries 
and regions. In this way ICOD's technical assistance programmes 
will promote a self-sustaining ocean management capability in 
targeted areas of the developing world.
The technical assistance activities will be programmed by 
geographic area. In many cases, although not exclusively, 
projects will be undertaken at the regional level, in recognition 
of the transnational nature of ocean management problems, and in 
order to increase the effective scope of ICOD's aid contribution.
A substantial portion of the initial technical assistance budget, 
declining over the five years, is devoted to programme develop
ment. This is in recognition of the need for ICOD to investigate 
and assist in the development of regional programmes, so that the 
eventual funded projects mesh as well as possible with the ICOD 
mandate and with other ICOD programmes.
An important aspect of the technical assistance programme which 
should be noted is its interrelationship with the training and 
information services mandates of ICOD. Where possible ICOD 
technical assistance programmes will incorporate training and 
information activities within the overall projects. As a result 
in-house training and information capacity will be brought into 
the operation of many technical assistance projects.
The operational plan for technical assistance which follows is 
divided into two parts. First, there is an operating budget for 
Year I, with an outline of planned areas of concentration and 
proposed expenditure targets. Second, there is a summary budget 
for years II through V. These latter figures are necessarily 
speculative, as much of the technical assistance programme will 
be responsive in nature.
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TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE: OPERATING BUDGET - YEAR I $1,366,000
The operating budget for Year I is divided into five general 
categories. First, there are Existing Projects, describing 
ongoing projects which have already received final approval. 
Second, there is a budget for Proposed Projects, describing 
proposals which should be sufficiently well-developed to proceed 
to implementation in Year I. Third, funds are set aside for 
Programme Development. Fourth, a Small Projects fund is 
established (described below), and fifth, professional Staff 
Costs associated with technical assistance are set out.
Existing Projects
A .1 OECS Fisheries Support Unit $235,000
This project, which began during the 1985/86 fiscal year, 
supports the establishment of a Fisheries Support Unit in the 
Secretariat of the Organization of Eastern Caribbean States 
(OECS). Financial, technical and advisory support is being 
provided to assist the OECS in the effective development and 
management of living marine resources in the region. The project 
assists in the institutional development of the OECS in marine 
management matters, and relates to the ICOD mandate in the 
following ways:

"improved management and utilization of ocean
resources" will be facilitated in the region;
the project will increase "the capacities of 
developing countries in integrated ocean use 
management", through the advisory and 
planning functions of the Support Unit;
information dissemination within the region 
will be encouraged through project support of 
a regional fisheries information unit.

This project continues through to Year IV, with a decreasing ICOD 
contribution replaced by eventual full OECS funding. The total 
ICOD contribution over four years is forecast at $670,000.
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A.2 FFA Surveillance and Enforcement $205,000
This project, which also began during the 1985/86 fiscal year, 
supports the development of a (regional) indigenous ocean 
surveillance and monitoring capacity within the South Pacific 
Forum - Forum Fisheries Agency (FFA). A surveillance advisor, 
logistical support and regional training and consultation are 
being funded by ICOD over a three year period. This project 
relates to the ICOD mandate in the following ways:

"improved management" of the living marine 
resources of the region will be encouraged by 
improved monitoring of foreign fleet exploi
tation;
"indigenous expertise" will be supported by 
the extensive training component of the 
proj ect;
the project is well-suited to utilization of 
the "expertise of people and institutions in 
Canada", given that Canada is well acquainted 
with the techniques and difficulties of 
controlling large areas of ocean space.

The total ICOD contribution over the term of the project is 
estimated at $600,000.
Proposed Projects
A.3 Indian Ocean $118,000
Initial proposals received in the 1985-86 fiscal year (from Sri 
Lanka) are expected to be sufficiently advanced to require 
project contribution in Year I of this plan. The initial 
national proposals will be utilized to move towards the develop
ment and support of regional marine management initiatives in 
the Indian Ocean.
A.4 Latin America (Colombia) $121,000
Programme development work carried out in 1985-86 is expected to 
result in at least one project moving to full implementation in 
Year I. Initial inquiries from Colombia should result in a 
marine management and policy project (possibly conducted jointly 
with IDRC) beginning in Year I. It is planned to direct the 
initial bilateral programme toward the eventual development of a 
regional programme.
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A.5 ASEAN Regional Initiative $135 000
ICOD is presently reviewing a proposal from the ASEAN states to 
establish a regional coordinating body for marine management 
issues. It is possible that ICOD will be able to fund a com
ponent of this major project, and funds are allocated to allow 
for implementation to begin in Year I of this Plan.
A . 6 Inshore Fisherman's Assistance $86,000
ICOD is investigating (in 1985—86) the feasibility of a programme 
of assistance for small-scale fishermen in developing coastal 
states, based upon the use of Canadian inshore fishermen in a 
technical advisory role overseas. A similar programme carried 
out by CUSO is being evaluated by ICOD in fiscal year 1985-86 , 
preparatory to development of a full proposal for implementation m  Year I of this Plan.
Programme Development
A.7 East Africa $25,000
Contacts have been made with representatives of East African 
states through participation in a UN/Economic Commission for 
Africa and Dalhousie University sponsored conference on the Lagos 
Plan of Action. These will be pursued to determine the potential 
for proposals in the area and an appropriate mix of national and 
regional activities. It is not expected that proposals will be 
forthcoming which will require contribution in this financial year.
A.8 West Africa $25,000
At the aforementioned conference, and through other national and 
regional level contacts, ICOD has entered the early stages of 
discussions with country and regional representatives from West 

on the appropriate type of marine-related projects for 
the region. Further development of this regional focus, with a 
concentration on planning and policy needs, will be undertaken 
during the first operating year.
A.9 North Africa/Gulf States $21 000
Enquiries and project proposals with respect to marine management 
concerns have been received from North Africa and the Persian 
Gulf and a specific proposal to assist in fisheries management 
and development is expected from Morocco within fiscal year 1985- 
86. It is planned to pursue these opportunities and it is 
expected that ICOD could develop a project for submission within 
the first operating year.
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A.10 Small Projects Fund $150,000
A small projects fund of $150,000 will be established to permit 
expeditious funding of small-scale projects ($10,000 - $20,000) 
directed to technical assistance at the community level. Due to 
the administrative costs and difficulties which would otherwise 
result, it is expected that a number of these small projects 
would be undertaken in cooperation with other Canadian agencies 
and NGOs which have extensive field staffs (e.g. IDRC, CIDA, 
WUSC, CUSO). In order to allow quick implementation, the small 
projects will be subject to a streamlined project approval 
process.
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Year I: Operating Budget SI,366,000 22
Projects
A.l OECS Fisheries Support Unit

Contribution 225 000
Travel loiooo

Sub-total S 2 3 5,000

A.2 FFA Surveillance Assistance

Contribution 193,000
Travcl 12*000

Sub-total S205.000
Proposed Proiects

A.3 Indian Ocean - Regional Initiative

Contribution 108,000
Travel 10,000

Sub-total S118.000

A.4 Latin America (Colombia)
Consultants u  qqq
Contribution ÎOO.’OOO
Travel 6,000

Sub-total $121,000
A.5 ASEAN Regional Initiative

Consultants 15.000
Travcl 1 0 , 0 0 0Contribution 110.000

Sub-total 5135,000
A.6 Inshore Fisherman's Assistance

Contribution 80,000
Travcl 6 , 0 0 0

Sub-tota1 586.000

Prograrxic Development
A.7 East Africa

Trave1 
Consultants

A.6 West Africa
Travel 
Consu1tants

A.9 Worth Africa/Gulf States
Trave1 
Consu11 ant s

5,000
2 0 , 0 0 0

Sub-total S25.000

5,000
20 , 000

Sub-total 525,000

6 , 000
15,000

Sub-total
Sr-.a 1 1 Protects 

A. 10 Promet1- Fune

521,000

5150,000

Staff

S a 1 a rie s/Be nc f 11 5245,000
Year I Total : 51 , 3 6 6 , 0 0  0
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TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE FIVE-YEAR LONG TERM SUMMARY - YEARS I-V
As was noted above, the figures in this section are necessarily 
speculative. In general, the total figures do represent the 
overall commitment to the technical assistance programme over 
Years II-V. The priorities and criteria for technical assistance 
are expected to remain substantially as stated earlier 
(Strategies and Objectives), but they will be reviewed period
ically based on performance in the first years of the programme. 
The percentage of the total budget attributed to Technical 
Assistance, which was 32% in Year I, will remain at approximately 
29-30% over the remaining four years.

TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE
Operating Budget - Years I-V (current $)

Year I
Total $1,366,000
Year II
Total $1,650,000
Year III
Total $1,740,000
Year IV
Total $2,320,000
Year V
Total $2,900,000

Five Year Total $9,976,000
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B. INFORMATION SERVICES 
Introduction
The Information Programme is an integral component of ICOD's 
corporate strategy to achieve its overall mission of enhancing 
developing coastal states' ocean resource management capabil
ities. The lack of accurate and/or accessible information and 
data upon which policy makers can base their decisions is a major 
problem confronting the Third World. The operating budget for 
Year I will be subdivided into four major categories. First is 
Information Projects, describing ongoing and proposed projects 
which should be developed enough to proceed to implementation in 
Year I. Second, funds are allocated to the Library, which is 
ICOD's in-house service for the collection and dissemination of 
information. Third, Public Relations will have funds set aside 
for the preparation and publication of regular newsletters, 
bulletins, press releases and an Annual Report. Finally, funds 
for Staff costs in Information Services are set aside.
INFORMATION: OPERATING BUDGET - YEAR I $627,000
In Year I approximately 15% of the ICOD budget will be devoted to 
Information. Activities will include establishing an in-house 
information service as well as developing and implementing 
bilateral and multilateral projects.
Information Projects
B.l Public Education Activities $80,000
Community level education programmes on ocean use and management 
issues for developing co nations will consist mainly of 
collection and dissemination of relevant information to the 
appropriate organizations abroad involved in public education. 
The Centre will assist other organizations in this endeavour by 
providing the necessary material and expertise through 
Information Services.
ICOD has received enquiries from some regions concerning involve
ment in the development and dissemination of these education 
packages. Initial activity is expected to begin during Year I of 
this plan.
B.2 Marine Affairs Bibliography $20,000
The Marine Affairs Bibliography is a comprehensive index to 
marine law and policy literature published by Dalhousie Univer
sity quarterly with an annual cumulation. ICOD will purchase
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200 subscriptions of this publication for distribution to 
regional information centres, universities, and relevant govern
ment offices in developing coastal states who would otherwise not 
be able to afford this valuable document.
B.3 Training Directory $32,000
Prior to the beginning of this Plan, a consultant will have 
begun compilation of a directory of marine-related training, 
educational and research institutes and facilities available in 
Canada. In Year I the publication and distribution costs are 
expected to be $32,000. The directory will be updated and 
republished in Year V. Total expenditure for this project is 
estimated to be $70,000 over the five year period.
The primary purpose of the directory is to provide ready access 
for developing states to available Canadian educational and 
research resources. The directory will be comprised of four 
elements: universities, community colleges, government training
institutes and research institutes. To the extent possible, each 
organization's entry will include contact information, programmes 
offered areas of research and specialization and a summary of 
international development activities.
B.4 Marine Legislation Catalogue $25,000
With the adoption of the UN Convention on the Law of the Sea in 
December 1982, coastal states have begun to review, amend and 
codify relevant domestic laws and promulgate new legislation in 
accordance with the Treaty. A proposal has been received to 
conduct a feasibility study for the compilation of a comprehen
sive marine legislation catalogue. This study will be initiated 
in Year I of this plan.

B.5 Regional Information Centres $50,000
Enquiries from the Indian Ocean region and elsewhere are expected 
to result in the submission of at least one proposal for a 
regional marine information centre.
At present many regions do not have access to the large amounts 
of marine-related information which is available in the developed 
world. Marine information centres will store and disseminate 
relevant information and promote information exchange within the 
developing region as well as with the developed world. ICOD will 
expect to make an initial contribution during Year I of this 
plan, to assist in establishing regional information centres.
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B .6 Programme Development $100,000
With the appointment of full Information Services staff, ICOD 
will proceed with the development of new programmes. A fund has 
been established to facilitate the development and implementation 
of these new programmes.
B.7, B .8 Library $25,000
While the Centre will depend on local libraries for the majority 
of its information needs, a streamlined collection of reference 
works, directories, annual reports, journals, etc. will be 
acquired on an "as needed" basis for the in-house library. Where 
key documents cannot be accessed locally, acquisition will be 
made to provide materials for ready "in-house" purposes (see 
B.7, attached Budget).
The Library will also continue development of an in-house 
computerized reference capability with links to government, 
university and industry networks. The Library will respond to 
requests for information from developing countries as well as 
provide information services to technical assistance and training 
programmes. Expenditures in Year I will be for the improvement 
of computer capability and acquisition of computer supplies (see 
B.8, attached Budget).

B.9, B.10, B.ll Public Relations $100,000
The Centre's first Annual Report will be prepared and distributed 
during Year I of this plan (B.9).
The Centre will also prepare and publish programme reviews of 
active projects and proceedings from ICOD-sponsored workshops to 
be distributed to the relevant audience (B.10).
ICOD will begin publishing a news bulletin for circulation 
within Canada and to Canadian Missions abroad concerning recent 
ocean-related activities and development projects of interest to 
the Third World, highlighting ICOD's contribution. It is 
expected that this bulletin will be a quarterly publication 
(B.ll).
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INFORMATION SERVICES
Year I : Operating Budget $627,000

Information Projects
B. 1 Public Education Activities 80,000
B. 2 Marine Affairs Bibliography 20,000

B. 3 Training and Research Directory 32,000
B.4 Marine Legislation Catalogue 

Consulting/Feasibility Study 25,000
B. 5 Regional Information Centres 

Consultants - 15,000 
Travel - 5,000 
Contribution - 60,000 80,000

B. 6 Other Programme Development 100,000

Sub-total $337,000
Library
B.7 Acquisitions 20,000

B. 8 Computer Supplies 5,000
Sub-total $ 25,000

Public Relations
B. 9 Annual Report 20,000

B.10 Programme Reviews 10,000

B.11 Newsletter ; Press Releases/Bulletins 70,000

Sub-total $100,000

Staff
Salaries/Benefits $165,000

YEAR I TOTAL $627,000
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INFORMATION SERVICES FIVE YEAR LONG-TERM SUMMARY - YEARS I - V
The Information component of the budget increases from 15% in 
Year I to 23-29% in Years II-V, reflecting the equal importance 
of the three sectors in the corporation's statutory mandate.
The Centre will endeavour to compile and consolidate information 
regarding marine matters of particular relevance to developing 
coastal states in order to effectively respond to requests. By 
developing an in-house computing capacity, ICOD will be able to 
access relevant data bases and serve both Canadian and foreign 
information needs. The establishment of Regional Information 
Centres will permit access to important information sources and 
will encourage the development of information exchanges among 
developing countries.
In addition to providing an internal reference service for the 
technical assistance and training sectors of ICOD, the 
information programme will also include public affairs which will 
be an important element in making the Centre known to Canadians 
as well as others. Funds for this function are incorporated in 
the long term budget.
Year I
Total $627,000
Year II
Total $1,155,000
Year III
Total $1,412,000
Year IV
Total $2,186,000
Year V
Total $2,900,000

Five Year Total $8,280,000
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C. TRAINING 
Introduction
The training programme proposed in this budget is based upon the 
ICOD mandate emphasizing comprehensive management and development 
of ocean resources. It is heavily weighted to responding to the 
training needs of mid to senior level professionals from 
developing -eê rs-cal states involved in marine policy and resource 
planning in an effort to enhance indigenous ocean management 
capability. The training programme focusses on the development 
of relevant courses and materials, and the necessary institu
tional support. The need to train trainers and educators is 
recognized and will be incorporated in project proposals. In 
addition, the Training Division will assist Information Services 
with public education and extension service projects designed for 
"grass roots" support of resource management and conservation 
decisions as well as ameliorating the basic skills of those who 
directly derive their livelihood and other benefits from the 
oceans.
The objective is to achieve a balanced foundation programme, 
comprising short and long term training, which is elastic, 
capable of responding to the particular needs and interests of 
developing coastal states in their attempt to realize the 
opportunities afforded by extension of jurisdiction and techno
logical advancement.
Independent of the training component of ICOD-sponsored technical 
assistance projects, the Centre will design, develop and deliver 
a variety of short courses in conjunction with participating 
countries/regions to address well-defined development problems 
associated with extension of jurisdiction experienced by Third 
World coastal states. Intensive short courses in Marine Affairs, 
tailored to the needs of the participants, will be developed.
Every effort will be made to identify, consolidate and utilize 
the expertise of the people and institutions in Canada in all 
training programmes. As well, the Centre will encourage South- 
South collaboration in an effort to promote indigenous expertise 
and institutions in developing countries and regions.
The operational plan for training which follows is divided into 
two parts. First, there is an operating budget for 1986-87 with 
an accompanying narrative, detailing the proposed expenditure 
targets. This is followed by a summary budget for the subsequent 
four financial years. These figures are somewhat speculative 
given the dynamic nature of technological and geopolitical 
development, the need to remain flexible in response to the 
needs of participating countries and continuing efforts to 
complement the work of other national and international organi
zations involved in ocean resources training.
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TRAINING: OPERATING BUDGET - YEAR I $1,320,000
In Year I, $1,320,000 or 32% of the total budget has been allo
cated to the training component of ICOD's programme.
C.1 Marine Affairs Ocean Management Course
1.1 Course Materials Development $150,000
Development of materials for a short course in Marine Affairs 
Ocean Management, which was approved during the 1985/86 fiscal 
year, will continue in Year I of this plan. The materials 
will be designed, developed and tested in English, French and 
possibly Spanish at an estimated cost of $150,000. In subsequent 
years, adjustments will be required to update and refine these 
materials and make appropriate amendments based upon evaluations 
received from user groups. It is anticipated that some of the 
initial costs could eventually be underwritten by purchases from 
the industrialized world.
1.2. World Maritime University
1.2.1 Marine Affairs Survey Course $25,000
At the request of the World Maritime University (WMU ) , an 
institution established to meet the needs of senior experts and 
administrators involved in maritime transportation from 
developing countries, ICOD has been asked to undertake, in 
cooperation with WMU, the design and delivery of a short inter
disciplinary marine affairs survey course. This course, 
commencing in 1986, will be a compulsory component of the WMU 
curriculum.
1.2.2. International Maritime Law Course $10,000
In collaboration with the World Maritime University ICOD will 
sponsor the development of a training module in International 
Maritime Law, including materials, to be offered to all incoming 
students. Costs for this module are estimated at $10,000 in 
1986 .
1.2.3. Law of the Sea Course $20,000
In collaboration with the World Maritime University ICOD will 
sponsor the development and production of a training module, 
including course materials, for the advanced course in Law of the 
Sea offered as an elective to second year students. As ICOD has 
also received requests from other Third World institutions for 
Law of the Sea teaching materials, the materials prepared for the 
WMU module will be modified accordingly. Costs for this module 
are estimated at $20,000 per year for two years.
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1.3 Regional Course $40,000
The development of a short interdisciplinary course on ocean 
management, customized for the region of delivery, which was 
initiated in the 1985/86 fiscal year, will continue in Year I of 
this plan. This course/seminar will be an intensive, practical 
introduction to ocean resource management and marine affairs for 
officials and decision-makers. The need for such umbrella 

is thought by many as critical to assist policy makers 
and managers in developing countries to evaluate policy options 
and establish resource development priorities. ICOD will 
encourage proponent participation in the design and implement
ation of these programmes in an effort to achieve maximum 
cooperation and follow-through.
1.4 Pilot Course in Marine Affairs (Halifax) $30,000
In Year I it is proposed that the standardized Marine Affairs 
course (see 1.1) is offered in Halifax as a pilot effort prior to 
offering the programme at WMU or in the Region. ICOD-fellows, 
Board members, interested Canadians and selected individuals from 
ICOD-sponsored technical assistance programmes would be prospec
tive participants. Costs for the Halifax course are estimated to be $30,000.

C.2 Diploma in Marine Affairs
2.1 Diploma in Marine Affairs (Anglophone) $75,000
Proposals invited from universities and institutions across 
Canada in the 1985/86 fiscal year for the development of a one- 
year Diploma programme in Marine Affairs will lead to an initial 
ICOD contribution in Year I of this plan. The first class 
enrollment is projected for September 1987 . ICOD sponsorship 
would supplement university financing to guarantee this programme 
for an estimated 3-5 years. This programme may serve as the 
initial stage in the development of a full-fledged Masters 
Programme in Marine Affairs and a Master in Laws in Marine 
Affairs. The total cost over four years could be as high as 
$975,000, including up to $150,000 per year for scholarships in 
the final three years.
2.2 Diploma in Marine Affairs (Francophone) $75,000
To accommodate French-speaking developing nations, as well as 
francophones from the industrialized world, ICOD will continue 
its support of the establishment of a Diploma Programme at a 
Canadian francophone university. An initial ICOD contribution 
to this programme will be made in Year I. The total cost over 
four years could be as high as $975,000, including up to $150,000 
per year for scholarships in the final three years.
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C . 3 Short Courses
3.1 Fisheries Surveillance and Monitoring Courses $95,000
A number of inquiries have been received from representatives of 
Caribbean, Southeast Asian and South Pacific countries regarding 
the development of a training programme to upgrade the maritime 
surveillance and enforcement capacities of these countries. As 
Canadian expertise in this field is highly valued and, as such a 
course would complement ICOD technical assistance projects (e.g. 
the Forum Fisheries Agency programme), it is planned that an 
intensive 2-3 week surveillance and monitoring course will be 
designed, developed and delivered with accompanying written and 
audio-visual teaching materials. General support has been 
forthcoming from officials of provincial and federal departments 
of fisheries regarding their participation in the development and 
implementation of such a course.
3.2 Non-Fuel Mineral Resource Assessment and Planning $35,000
ICOD has received a request on behalf of the Inter-Governmental 
Oceanographic Commission (IOC) and United Nations Ocean Economic 
and Technology Branch, to sponsor a two week course in Halifax on 
Non-Fuel Mineral Resource Assessment and Planning for developing 
coastal states. The proposed course is structured such that 
the first week is a general review of the subject and current 
techniques and the second week devoted to the preparation of 
customized course outlines based upon participants' country 
profiles. It is hoped that the participants will subsequently 
deliver similar courses upon their return for a national and 
regional audience.
3.3 Law and Ocean Management (Beijing) $35,000
At the request of the China National Ocean Bureau and the 
Institute for International Law, Peking University, ICOD will 
assist in the design and delivery of a short course for state 
lawyers, university law professors and senior policy makers to 
review Chinese ocean management legislation and develop a 
comprehensive marine policy, in light of the 1982 UN Law of the 
Sea Convention. It is anticipated that 50 participants from 
throughout China will attend the course for two weeks in Beijing.
C.4 Scholarships $380,000
In keeping with its mandate to promote the development of 
indigenous expertise in coastal developing states, the Centre 
will continue to develop the scholarship programme. The Centre 
will maintain a contact list and follow-up survey of ICOD Alumni 
to determine the impact of the programme and to develop and 
maintain an international network which could have future input 
to other ICOD programmes.
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The scholarship programme will provide financial support for 
students from developing coastal states wishing to pursue marine 
related fields of study. For the 1986/87 fiscal year the 
programme will consist of three components each of which is 
itemized below:
1. Continued support for selected students presently studying 

at Canadian universities who were recipients of ICOD 
scholarships in 1985;

2. ICOD scholarships for students who will study at the World 
Maritime University;

3. ICOD grants for students who will attend the International 
Ocean Institute's summer course in Ocean Management.

During the fiscal year, the Centre will develop an ICOD Fellow
ship programme at the Masters level which will provide support 
to students wishing to study marine-related subjects at a 
Canadian university. The formal establishment of this programme 
in the 1987-88 academic year will replace the present Fellowship 
programme.

C.5 Programme Development $100,000
ICOD has received requests identifying several other areas where 
Canadian expertise would be beneficial to developing coastal 
states. Short courses in areas such as contract negotiation, 
fisheries access agreements, marine poilution/environmental 
impact assessment and maritime delimitation could be designed 
and developed to suit the specific needs of proponent countries 
and regions.



TRAINING YEAH I: OPERATING BUDGET $1.320,000
C.l Marine Affairg/Occan Management Course 
1.1 Materials Development 

Editor
Contributions
Translation
Printing/Production
Advisory Committee
Consultants
Travel
Graphics

1.2 World Maritime University

1.2.1 Marine Affairs Survey Course 
Consultants 
Travel

1.2.2 International Maritime Law Course
1.2.3 Law of the Sea Course

1.3 Regional Marine Affairs Course
Consultants
Travel
Participants

1.4 Marine Affairs Pilot Course (Halifax)
Consultants
Participants

C.l Sub-total
C .2 Diploma in Marine Affairs
2.1 English
2.2 French

C.2 Sub-total

C.3 Short Courses

3.1 Surveillance and Monitoring Program
Consultants
Travel
Materials
Delivery

3.2 Non-Fuel Mineral Resource Assessment and Planning
Consultants
Travel
Participants
Materials
Hosting

3.3 Law and Ocean Management (Beijing)
Consultants
Travel
Participants
Materials

C.3 Sub-total
C.4 Scholarships
4.1 Fe 1lowships
4.2 IOI, WMU
4.3 Related Expenses

C .4 Sub-tot a 1
C ■5 Programme Development 

New Courses 
• 6 Staff Cost s

Salaries/Ber.ef if

$ 15,000
50.000
1 0 . 0 0 0  
1 0 , 0 0 0
30.000
2 0 . 0 0 0  
1 0 , 0 0 0
5,000

$150,000

$ 15,000
1 0 , 0 0 0

$ 25,000
$ 10,000
$ 2 0 , 0 0 0

$ 15,000
15.000
1 0 . 0 0 0

$ 40,000

$ 10,000 
2 0 , 0 0 0

$ 30,000
$275,000

S 75,000 
75,000

$150,000

$ 2 0 , 0 0 0  
1 0 , 0 0 0  
30,000 
3 S,000

$ 95,000

$ 10,000
5.000

1 0 , 0 0 0
5.000
5.000

$ 35,000

$ 15,000
1 0 , 0 0 0
5.000
5.000

$ 35,000 
$170,000

$ 2 6 0 , 0 0 0  
8 0 , 0 0 0  
4 0 , 0 0 0

$ 3 8 0 , 0 0 0

$ 1 0 0 , 0 0 0

$ 2 5 0 , 0 0 0

T O T A L $ 1 , 320,000
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TRAINING ~ FIVE YEAR SUMMARY - Years I-V
The training component of the budget will change in Year II to 
30% and in Years III-V to 29%. During this period ICOD will 
continue to design and deliver courses upon request from devel
oping coastal states and regional organizations. The Centre's 
initiatives in bringing Third World students to Canada, both for 
the Diploma Programmes in marine Affairs and on ICOD Scholarships 
will remain a key element in the training programme.
Year I
Total $1,320,000
Year II
Total $1,650,000
Year III
Total 1,740,000
Year IV
Total 2,320,000
Year V
Total 2,900,000

Five Year Total $ 9 , 9 3 0 , 0 0 0
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D. FINANCE AND ADMINISTRATION
Although many of the personnel costs of programme staff are 
budgeted under programme areas, there remains a category of 
general administrative personnel and other costs. It is esti
mated that Finance and Administration will require approximately 
21% in Year I and gradually decreases to 13% over the remaining 
four years of this plan.
FINANCE AND ADMINISTRATION 
Operating Budget - Year I
Rent 111,000
Equipment Rental 15,000
Office Supplies 25,000
Postage, Telephone, etc. 40,000
Furniture Purchase 10,000
Salaries/Benefits - Staff 361,000
Directors (Fees, Allowances, Travel) 100,000
Travel - Staff 60,000
Maintenance/Insurance 15,000
Removals 60,000
Personal Services 90,000

TOTAL FINANCE AND ADMINISTRATION:

FINANCE AND ADMINISTRATION 
Operating Budget - Years I-V

$887,000

Year I
Total $887,000

Year II
Total $1,045,000

Year III
Total 1,108,000

Year IV
Total 1,174,000

Year V
Total 1,300,000

FIVE YEAR TOTAL: $5,514,000
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I. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
A . Summary
The International Centre for Ocean Development (ICOD) is a 
federal Crown Corporation established by statute on February 27, 
1985.* The mandate of the Centre is to "initiate, encourage and 
support co-operation between Canada and developing countries in 
the field of ocean resource development."
In fulfilling this mandate, ICOD has adopted a non-capital 
intensive approach and a number of programming strategies which 
apply to the three programme divisions: Technical Assistance, 
Information, and Training.
In fiscal year 1987/88, the proposed allocation of funding by 
division is: Technical Assistance - 30.8%; Information - 13.8%; 
Training - 40.8%; Finance and Administration - 14.6%. Current 
plans calls for a gradual shifting of funds to provide for a 
breakdown by division in fiscal year 1991/92 of: Technical 
Assistance - 31.1%; Information - 25.2%; Training - 34.1%; 
Finance and Administration - 9.6%.
For indicative planning purposes, projected expenditures of 
$49,000,000 have been forecast for the five year period rising 
from $6,500,000 in 1987/88 to $13,500,000 in 1991/92. This 
represents an average growth rate of approximately 20% over the 
life of this Corporate Plan at which time it is expected that 
ICOD will have become a mature and stable organization within the 
Overseas Development Assistance envelope.

* S.C. 1984-85 c. 6.
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Pro Forma Statement of 
Sources and Uses of Funds

For the Five Years 1987/88 to 1991/92 I

Sources of Funds
1987/88 1988/89 1989/90 1990/91 1991/92

Government of Canada- 
Appropriations

6,500,000 8,000,000 9,500,000 11,500,000 13,500,000

Uses of Funds
Technical Assistance 2, 000,,000 2,,400,,000 2,,900,,000 3, 600,,000 4,. 200,, 000Information 900,,000 1,,400,,000 1,,925,,000 2, 500,,000 3,, 400,, 000Training 2, 650,.000 3,,200,,000 3,,600,,000 4, 100,,000 4,, 600,,000Finance & Administration 950,,000 1,,000,,000 L ,075,,000 It 200,,000 L ,300,, 000
Total Uses $6, 500,,000 00c/> ooo ,000 $9, ooin ooo $11, 500,,000 S13,, 500,,000

Balance of Funds
Year End 0 0 0 0 0
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As stated in the Act establishing the corporation (International 
Centre for Ocean Development Act, S.C. 1984-85 c.6), the mandate 
of ICOD is to "initiate, encourage and support cooperation 
between Canada and developing countries in the field of ocean 
resource development". The Act indicates that this general 
mandate is to be pursued by:
(a) initiating and supporting programmes in developing countries 

for the improved management and utilization of ocean 
resources, particularly as a source of food;

(b) supporting the development of indigenous expertise and 
institutions in developing countries in order to increase 
the capacities of developing countries in integrated ocean 
use management;

(c) enlisting the expertise of people and institutions in 
Canada, developing countries and elsewhere;

(d) developing and sponsoring the collection and dissemination 
of information relating to ocean resource development;

(e) developing and sponsoring training programmes, technical 
assistance and advisory services relating to ocean resource 
development; and

(f) supporting research relating to ocean resource development.

II. MANDATE
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In February 1985, ICOD was established by statute as a Crown 
Corporation, which is, excepting for Governor in Council 
directives [s.99(l) of the Financial Administration Act (FAA)], 
fully subject to Part XII of the FAA.
Section 7 of the incorporating statute provides for a Board of 
Directors consisting of a Chairman, the President and Chief 
Executive Officer, and not more than 12 other Directors. The 
functions and power of the Board are as set out in Part XII of 
the Financial Administration Act and S.14 of the ICOD Statute. 
The Chairman and President are appointed by Governor in Council, 
to hold office during pleasure for a term to be established by 
the Governor in Council (S.7(3)). The remainder of the Board is 
appointed by the Secretary of State for External Affairs, with 
the approval of the Governor in Council to hold office during 
pleasure for a term not exceeding three years (S.7(2)). The 
Chairman, President and at least seven other directors must be 
Canadian citizens (S.8(l)).
The Board of Directors has the following membership:

CHAIRMAN: ELISABETH MANN BORGESE
DIRECTORS: ROY CHEESEMAN

GERALD EWING 
GASTIEN GODIN 
DOUGLAS LINDORES 
ROBERT MAGUIRE 
ELLEN MCLEAN 
SHARON PROCTOR
JOHN H. VANDERMEULEN, VICE-CHAIRMAN 
GARY VERNON, PRESIDENT

III. CORPORATE ORGANIZATION

The Executive Committee consists of:
Elisabeth Mann Borgese, CHAIRMAN
Roy Cheeseman
Gastien Godin
John Vandermeulen
Gary Vernon

The Audit Committee consists of:
Gerald Ewing
Robert Maguire
Ellen McLean, Chairman
Elizabeth Mann Borgese, Ex Officio
Gary Vernon, Ex Officio
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The Board of Directors has made recommendations to the Secretary 
of State for External Affairs to select international candidates 
for the four remaining Directorships.
The Officers of the corporation are as follows:

Chairman: Elisabeth Mann Borgese
Vice-Chairman: John Vandermeulen
President: Gary Vernon
Secretary-Treasurer: Garry Comber

The Principal Office of the Centre is located at Suite 901, 5670 
Spring Garden Road, Halifax, Nova Scotia, B3J 1H6. The Ottawa 
Bureau is at 255 Argyle Avenue, 1st Floor, Ottawa, Ontario, K2P 
1B8. A telephone link and information distribution service is 
maintained in Vancouver, British Columbia.
Under the supervision and control of the President, as Chief 
Executive Officer (S.ll of the incorporating statute), the Centre 
is comprised of three programme divisions (Technical Assistance, 
Information, and Training) and the Finance and Administration 
Division. As of February 1987, there were 26 employees with a 
target of 30 to 35 employees by March 1988.
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The advent of the new Law of the Sea and the massive expansion of 
coastal state jurisdiction over marine space has presented many 
developing countries with a significant new resource base and 
potential increases in national wealth. Coastal states now have 
sovereign rights over all economic uses of their Exclusive 
Economic Zone (EEZ) and the continental shelf beyond that. These 
new rights to marine space and resources are counterbalanced by 
new responsibilities to manage the interrelated resources and 
uses of the expanded jurisdictional zones. The United Nations 
Convention on the Law of the Sea (UNCLOS) provides a new frame 
work for management and new mechanisms for scientific/industrial 
cooperation, both North-South and South-South.
The impact of these developments is truly revolutionary. The 
political globe includes 135 coastal states, and worldwide 
implementation of EEZs promises to place a significant new 
portion of ocean under the economic control of coastal states. 
This has occurred at a time when technological advances are 
intensifying human use of the most productive zones of the ocean.
The task of formulating and implementing national ocean policies 
and plans for rational and sustained resource development is one 
which all coastal states, developed and developing, continue to 
confront. Canada, for example, has successfully achieved a level 
of sophistication in managing particular resource sectors but has 
yet to adopt a national ocean policy.
Canada's position at the Law of the Sea Conference reflected its 
interest as a coastal state as opposed to the maritime powers 
with shipping or distant fishing interests. Accordingly, 
throughout the protracted negotiations at the Law of the Sea 
Conference, this country and developing countries found common 
cause on many issues. This enhanced Canada’s reputation for 
active involvement in Third World development, a reputation 
already established over a period of more than thirty years.
Prior to the establishment of ICOD, there was no Canadian agency 
charged specifically with development assistance in the marine 
sector. Canadian aid to the marine sector was part of the 
programmes of three major organizations - the Canadian 
International Development Agency (CIDA), the International 
Development Research Centre (IDRC), and the Petro-Canada 
International Assistance Corporation (PCIAC). Since its 
inception, CIDA, as the official arm of the Canadian government, 
has undertaken major ocean-related projects involving capital 
assistance and training. IDRC, with a much more limited budget 
and narrowly defined objectives, has focussed on discrete 
research and development projects. PCIAC was established to 
assist developing countries in oil and gas exploration, including 
the offshore, and related activities.

IV. OPERATIONAL ENVIRONMENT AND CORPORATE ASSESSMENT
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In addition to these agencies, several federal government 
departments, universities and related research institutions, 
provincial governments and private consultants have also been 
involved in ocean-related development assistance over recent 
years.
Apart from Canada and other technologically advanced maritime 
nations, a number of multilateral organizations and some non
governmental organizations have been active in the marine sector.
Many of the world’s coastal states, which gained so much in 
jurisdiction and responsibility at the Conference, are among the 
less developed countries (LDCs). However, as they lack the most 
rudimentary ocean management expertise and infrastructure, as 
well as the financial resources to exploit their new resource 
base, many of these LDCs are effectively precluded from realizing 
any substantial benefit from their potential gains. Nor are 
they, in most cases, capable of fulfilling their accompanying 
management responsibilities.
ICOD was created as a Canadian response to the perceived need of 
Third World countries to effectively manage and develop their 
ocean resources pursuant to the adoption of the United Nations 
Convention on the Law of the Sea in 1982. Initially established 
in October 1983 as a Part II Corporation under the Canada 
Corporations Act (a non-governmental organization), it was the 
Government of Canada's desire that ICOD offer specialized 
assistance to developing countries in ocean management and 
development, as an effective way of meeting the needs and 
opportunities arising from the Third United Nations Conference on 
the law of the Sea (UNCLOS III). This policy initiative is 
especially practical as Canada possesses a recognized capacity, 
both technological and managerial, in the ocean resources field. 
Furthermore, Canadian aid in ocean matters is widely sought by 
Third World countries as Canada is viewed as having few, if any, 
"distant water" interests in exploiting the economic zones of 
other nations.
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V. STRATEGIES
The primary objectives of ICOD have been established by statute 
and are as set out in the "Mandate" section above. In addition, 
three basic principles have been followed. The first is that
ICOD must be able to respond quickly and efficiently to requests 
and proposals from the Third World. The second is that ICOD 
should maintain maximum programming flexibility within an 
established framework. The third is that ICOD must find its
"niche" within the Canadian and international development 
assistance environments and build upon specific areas of
expertise. Within the context of ICOD's objectives and 
principles, the Centre has adopted the following approaches and strategies.

First, ICOD will focus its effort on three general types of 
programming: Technical Assistance (aimed primarily at
institutional development), Information, and Training. 
Capital-intensive projects will be avoided as they are beyond 
ICOD’s financial resources and better dealt with by other 
agencies. The Centre will concentrate on smaller, discrete
projects which often fall below the threshold of concern of major funding agencies.

Second, ICOD's programmes will encompass all aspects of ocean 
resources development and management. Many of ICOD's initial 
projects have been within the fisheries sector and, while such 
projects will continue to form an important portion of ICOD's 
activities, ICOD is actively pursuing a more diversified programming base.

Third, ICOD's programme selection is designed to provide for a 
m -̂x projects which are aimed at a wide range of people within 

countries from fishermen or technicians to senior level 
government officials. ICOD is cognizant of the role of women in 
fisheries and tries to ensure that this element is included where 
possible in development projects.
Fourth, ICOD intends, where possible, to promote and facilitate 
transfers of technology, information and expertise on a "South- 
South" basis, so that existing capacities in one part of the 
developing world are made more accessible to other regions.
Fifth, ICOD will pilot new types of projects which represent new 
initiatives or experimental approaches to the management or 
development of marine resources.
Sixth, ICOD will concentrate (although not exclusively) on states 
and regions in which the development of ocean resources will have 
maximum economic impact and in which the scale of operations will 
be small enough to permit the greatest possible results from the 
Centre's limited funds. This has led to geographic concentration
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in the Caribbean Basin, the South Pacific, the South-west Indian 
Ocean, and West Africa. Several of the countries, especially in 
the South Pacific and South-west Indian Ocean, are not major 
recipients of other Canadian Development Assistance programmes. 
Thus, the ICOD projects permit a Canadian presence in these areas 
which would otherwise be lacking.
Seventh, ICOD will undertake projects at the regional level, 
wherever possible, to ensure the widest scope of coverage for its 
programmes. However, ICOD will also undertake bilateral projects 
under specific circumstances, such as attempting new approaches 
for replication elsewhere. ICOD will deal directly with 
government bodies and regional intergovernmental organizations 
and require that projects be submitted or endorsed at this 
level. In this way, it will be possible to ensure that projects 
have the full support of local authorities and contribute to 
national and regional marine development priorities and 
obj ectives.
Eighth, ICOD will pursue active and continuing coordination with 
Canadian and international aid programmes in order to ensure: 
(1 ) the avoidance of unnecessary duplication or conflict of 
activities; and (2 ) the creation of complementary programmes 
whenever possible. Such an approach will permit ICOD to extend 
the effective impact of its limited funding, and to improve its 
own general expertise and awareness as an information source on 
ocean resources development projects.
Ninth, ICOD will act, where possible, as an "aid broker" between 
developing countries and regions and major aid agencies. This 
approach may involve ICOD in identifying projects and suggesting 
appropriate funding, as well as acting as a "contract manager", 
where appropriate, for CIDA or multilateral organizations.
Tenth, ICOD will serve as an institutional link for the Canadian 
governmental, research and industry sectors involved in the 
marine sector, providing the international community, through 
ICOD projects, with a window on Canadian marine expertise. In so 
doing ICOD endeavours to involve the Canadian private sector in 
development projects to the greatest degree possible.
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The effectiveness of the programmes of the International Centre 
for Ocean Development must be viewed in the context of the 
legislative mandate: "to initiate, encourage and support
cooperation between Canada and developing countries in the field 
of ocean resources development." Seen in this light, the 
Centre's results and contributions do not lend themselves easily 
to quantification and objective measurement.
To overcome this difficulty and to ensure the ongoing, as well as 
the longer-term, effectiveness of its programmes and operations, 
the Centre has adopted an operational and organizational struc
ture that relies heavily on ongoing external input, feedback and 
advice on projects and programmes.
Performance Indicators

vi. PERFORMANCE INDICATORS AND PROGRAMME EFFECTIVENESS

The performance of ICOD programmes needs to be measured because 
this information provides essential data for the planning and 
controlling of project operations. Performance measurement 
strategies provide direction to ICOD Management in terms of 
planning, coordination, staffing, executing and monitoring 
proj ects.

The measurement of international development programmes is not a 
process which can be described within a set of rigidly defined 
procedures. It is a management concept which is necessary for 
supporting and defining activities and programme results. The 
identification of performance measurement indicators is a 
necessary prerequisite for the planning of ICOD projects. It 
also provides the means by which ICOD assesses its impact in the 
development assistance field. Various assessment methods are 
required to provide data to management with respect to the levels 
of programme efficiency, quality, quantity, and level of service 
or effectiveness.

1. Activities managed as projects
In planning and implementing Technical Assistance, Information 
and Training projects in the developing countries, measures will 
be taken to ensure that activities are conducted in the most 
efficient and effective manner possible. Planning will be 
undertaken in consultation with other donors and only projects of 
high Recipient Country priority will be implemented.
All ICOD projects will be managed according to a detailed project 
outline which will, whenever possible, set out quantifiable 
objectives, a schedule of activities and a detailed budget. This 
document will lay the basis for any possible subsequent
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evaluation of the project. External professional support will 
be sought as required to measure project performance. Monitoring 

ensured by a proper reporting format approved as part of the Memorandum of Understanding.

The Centre intends to conduct at least two formal project 
evaluations a year starting in fiscal year 1988/89. External 
professional staff will support ICOD's staff in these ventures.
In addition to these evaluations, yearly project reports will 
provide information on the progress of projects and annual 
reports will provide summaries of programmes undertaken

2. Scholarships and Bursaries

The Centre will conduct an ongoing review and assessment of its 
scholarship programme. The following factors will be used to assess the programme:

i) Target Levels and Groups: An annual review will be
undertaken to ensure that the quantitative objectives 
of the programme are being met. Adjustments may be 
made to the selection process on the basis of annual 
evaluation and review;

ii) Academic Excellence: The academic performance of
scholarship recipients will be monitored to determine 
progress. The recruitment and selection process will 
be adjusted according to the results;

iii) Impact on Coastal States: The selection process takes
into consideration the relevance of the candidate's 
field of study and the individual's potential impact to 
the country of origin. A follow-up survey will be 
conducted to monitor the professional progress of ICOD alumni.

3. Information Services

The Information Division of ICOD will publish and distribute a 
number of information documents. The effectiveness of this 
activity will best be measured by independent evaluators familiar with information programmes.
4. Support Services

The support services element of the Centre will be assessed by 
• irect contribution to effective decision-making and by the 

efficient functioning and operation of the Centre.
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5. Conclusion.
The International Centre for Ocean Development will monitor the 
effectiveness of its various funding and information programmes 
by means of peer review, project evaluations and special studies.
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VII. OPERATIONAL PLAN 
A* Technical Assistance
The technical assistance component of ICOD’s programme provides 
technical and advisory support ( focussed on development of 
institutional capacity), to promote a self-sustaining capacity to 
develop and manage ocean resources and uses. Priority attention 
is given to four regions: the Caribbean Basin; West Africa; the 
South Pacific; and the Southwest Indian Ocean. The intention is 
to allow maximum impact for ICOD's limited budgets, and to focus 
on states with a high degree of "oceans interest", in which the 
oceans have a high potential for contribution to national 
development. Many of these recipients are small island states, a 
concentration which supports recent Commonwealth and UN efforts 
to improve the situation of such countries.
In accordance with the general corporate strategy, support is 
given to regional initiatives and institutions where appropriate, 
in recognition of the transnational nature of ocean resource 
management problems. ICOD will continue to fund the regional 
fisheries desk of the Organisation of Eastern Caribbean States, 
as well as regional fisheries and offshore minerals organizations 
in the South Pacific. Potential new regional initiatives in the 
Southwest Indian Ocean (surveillance and monitoring) are being 
pursued. Bilateral activities will also be supported, primarily 
in cases in which: a) there is development of new approaches with 
potential for later replication in other states; b) a national
l y 6.̂ programme may assist in the creation of a regional 
initiative; c) there is a rural development focus, more difficult 
to achieve at the regional level. In some instances, projects of 
global scope will be undertaken, such as the preparation of the 
Research Vessel Operation manual - which is expected to be of 
significance to a large number of states.
The Division will pursue projects which reflect a balance between 
the management and the development of ocean resources. The 
management component, reflected in projects such as the programme 
for improved fisheries data management in Morocco and the ongoing 
EEZ surveillance project in the South Pacific, recognizes the 
critical need for wise use of ocean resources. The development 
aspect, exemplified by the support given cooperative fisheries 
development in the Dominican Republic and Vanuatu, stresses the 
need to increase resource exploitation capacity and ensure that 
the oceans contribute more fully to national economic development.

The means by which Technical Assistance projects are carried out 
will vary with the need expressed by recipients, but it is 
planned to continue posting qualified Canadians in advisory posts 
overseas, as in the Surveillance and Regional Marine Geology
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projects in the Pacific. New initiatives will result in the use 
of Canadian fishermen in support of village-level fisheries 
extension projects. As in previous cases, ICOD will continue to 
pursue joint or parallel projects with other agencies including 
IDRC, CUSO and Organisation Canadienne pour la Solidarité et le Développement (OCSD).
In this plan period, the addition of new staff will result in 
increasing attention to two areas - the Southwest Indian Ocean 
and West Africa. A substantial amount of the funds allocated to 
project development and new projects is expected to be devoted to 
these regions. Other new directions will include increased 
efforts to broaden the scope of Technical Assistance projects to 
new sectors of ocean resource development, altering to some 
degree the initial concentration on fisheries.
Finally, an important aspect of the technical assistance 
programme which should be noted is its interrelationship with the 
training and information programmes of ICOD. Where possible ICOD 
technical assistance programmes will incorporate training and 
information activities within the overall projects. As a result, 
ICOD's in-house training and information expertise will be 
brought into the operation of many technical assistance projects.
The criteria and strategies set out here are intended to provide 
a planning framework within which maximum flexibility is 
maintained for responsiveness to regional and national needs. 
This flexibility is also reflected in the mixture of government 

institutional assistance and "person to person", rural development projects.
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EXISTING PROJECTS 1987/88
( $ 0 0 0 )South Pacific

1. FFA Surveillance and Enforcement 200
2. Vanuatu Fisheries Extension Centres - I 13
3. CCOP/SOPAC - Regional Marine Geology 120
4. Law of the Sea Implementation 70
5. Petroleum Development- Tonga 12
6. Vanuatu Fisheries Extension Centres - II 13
7. Coastwatchers Programme 10

Caribbean Basin
8. OECS Fisheries Desk 200
9. Fish Marketing - Costa Rica 60
10. Fishermen’s Training - II 60
11. Fishermen's Assistance - Dominican Republic 10
12. SeaMoss Cultivation 35
13. Fisheries Policy - Costa Rica 70
Indian Ocean
14. Maldives - Fisheries Development & Management 100
15. Seychelles - Artisanal Tuna Fishing 75
16. Fisheries Surveillance - SW Indian Ocean 85
West Africa
17. Morocco Data Management 80
18. Fisheries Development - West Africa 90
Other
19. Research Vessel Operation 200
20. Master Fishermen Programme 80

TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE Operating Budget 1987/88

Project Sub-Total 1,583

Programme Development/New Projects 100
Staff Salaries 317

2,000TOTAL TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE
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B. Information

ICOD s Information Division fulfills two purposes: the first is
to provide project support to meet the information needs of the 
developing countries in the area of ocean management and 
development; the second is to provide information and 
communication services for corporate ICOD and staff.

Information Programme
The information component of ICOD1s programmes addresses the need 
for information systems and data necessary for sound ocean 
management in the developing countries. Support is targetted for 
the building of developing country capacities to gather and use 
marine information and to increase the flow of "south-south" 
exchanges most relevant to their needs, particularly in regions 
of primary ICOD’s interest. But the development of information 
handling capacities alone cannot overcome the disadvantages of 
working with incomplete information. Therefore, the Division
also supports the preparation and provision of marine-related 
materials which are critical to these regions. By supporting the 
development of information handling capacities in tandem with the 
provision of critical materials, ICOD seeks to maximize the long
term benefit and impact of technical assistance and traininq support.

To provide maximum benefit from information programmes, support 
will be focussed on the development of marine information centres 
and networks at the regional level. Regional information centres 
have been found to be more effective where their subject scope is 
^•^htly defined, where the institution is a recognized centre of 
excellence and where the cooperation of neighbouring countries 
has been secured. Regional information networks will be 
supported through the strengthening and/or establishment of 
information infrastructures at the national level. For example 
the Division is supporting the establishment of a Marine Affairs 
and Aquatic Resources Information System (MAARIS) for Sri Lanka 
at the National Aquatic Resources Agency (NARA) in collaboration 
with the IDRC. This system may, in time, provide the focus of an 
information exchange which embraces some of the island states in the Indian Ocean.

In the area of information materials development, ICOD is 
preparing the publication of a quarterly newsletter on activities 
in ocean management and development. It is intended to promote an 
exchange of information between projects and between developing 
countries sharing similar interests. Support is also being 
provided for production of educational materials at the secondary 
school level to promote awareness of the oceans. Assistance to 
the Training Division will be provided in the _production of
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written and audio-visual training materials for both general and 
specialized courses in marine affairs. Assistance for the 
enhancement of editing, publishing and other skills in the 
developing countries will also be considered for support in order 
to improve their marine related communications capacities.
Concerted planning efforts will now be focussed in the four 
geographical areas of ICOD concentration - the South Pacific, 
Caribbean Basin, Southwest Indian Ocean and West Africa.

Information Services
In addition to developing and managing an information programme 
for developing countries, the Division also directly provides 
information services to corporate ICOD. These services include 
the operation of an information resource centre to meet the needs 
of ICOD staff and to handle information enquiries, the production 
of publications and audio-visual materials required by the 
corporation; and a conduct of a communications programme to 
provide information on ICOD’s programme of work.



INFORMATION Operating Budget 1987/88
Information Programme 1987/88($0 0 0)

Information Centres
Marine Information Sri Lanka 30
New Projects 160

Sub-total 190

Information Materials
Newsletter 40
Map educational materials 25
New projects 115

Sub-total 180
Programme Development 100

Information Programme Total 470

Information Services
Information Resource Centre 65
Publications/Audio-Visual 100
Public Affairs 70

Information Services Total 235
Staff Salaries 195

TOTAL - INFORMATION DIVISION 900
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C. TRAINING
The training component of ICOD's programme emphasizes two main 
priority areas: the design, development and delivery of training
courses and the provision and management of scholarship 
activities. Given these priority areas for programme planning, 
ICOD takes into consideration two key factors: world needs and
demand for training, and secondly, areas of Canadian expertise.
Course Development and Delivery
Within the first priority area, ICOD’s activities are focussed on 
two specific thrusts: development of broad spectrum Marine
Affairs courses and the provision or sponsoring of specialized 
courses which meet developing world demand and reflect Canadian 
expertise. In the former case, the Marine Affairs training 
programmes emphasize comprehensive management and the development 
of ocean resources. These programmes are designed to respond to 
the training needs of mid to senior level professionals from 
developing states who are involved in marine policy and resource 
planning. An effort is made to enhance indigenous ocean 
management capability. In the second case, specialized courses 
are developed or sponsored which address the specific needs of 
developing countries in such areas as Maritime Boundary 
Delimitation, Tropical Stock Assessment, Non Fuel Minerals and 
other specialized topics. These skill development and knowledge 
courses are directed to a number of specific target groups 
ranging from government officials, scientists, and technical 
experts to those who directly derive their livelihood from the 
oceans.
Training Strategies
The Training Division, operates under the umbrella of ICOD’s 
programme strategy principles. An effort is made, for example, 
to concentrate ICOD training assistance in selected geographical 
areas as agreed to by the Board.
The Training Division makes a special effort to focus resources 
upon projects which can be undertaken at the regional level. In 
many cases, efforts are made to develop experimental and pilot 
training projects which can be extended to other regions. 
Whenever possible, ICOD invites observers from other regions or 
countries to attend and participate in training courses. This 
helps to provide the widest scope of coverage for training 
programmes and also promotes the diffusion of new ideas and 
practices from one country or region to another. To achieve a 
balanced programme of specialized course development and 
scholarships, ICOD makes an effort to conduct needs assessments 
prior to the delivery of all training courses. Efforts are also 
made to identify, enhance and utilize the expertise of the people 
and institutions in Canada in training programmes^.



As well, the Centre encourages collaboration among regional 
states in an effort to promote indigenous expertise and 
institution - building.
In addition to providing assistance in the areas of material 
development and institutional support, special emphasis is given 
to designing projects which recognize and incorporate a human 
resources development component - for example, the training of 
trainers and educators. The Training Division also assists the 
Information and Technical Assistance Divisions with public 
education and extension service projects designed for "grass 
roots" support of resource management and conservation decisions.
Acting as a focal point, ICOD can provide a linkage in training 
projects for various aid agencies at the bilateral and 
multilateral levels. This helps to reduce unnecessary 
duplication of effort and conflict of activities.
With respect to specialized courses, the Training Division is 
developing a capacity in compiling and producing course 
materials. At present, ICOD is working with experts from several 
institutions, to develop specialized course materials in the 
areas of Research Vessel Management, Francophone Tropical Stock 
Assessment, Marine Affairs, Maritime Boundary Delimitation, Non 
Fuel Mineral Resources and Maritime Law.
At present the Centre has undertaken a six year project to 
support the establishment of a multidisciplinary graduate Diploma 
programme in Marine Affairs. The programme has been established 
at an anglophone and francophone Canadian university. It is 
anticipated that the first class of students will be enrolled in 1987-88.
Scholarships

ICOD will grant twenty scholarships per year to government- 
nominated developing country students in support of the graduate 
diploma programme in Marine Affairs.In addition to the Marine 
Affairs Scholarships, a Scholarship Programme has been 
established in keeping with the Centre's objective to enhance the 
expertise available in the developing world. Approximately 
twenty graduate level scholarships are awarded annually for study 
at a Canadian university in a programme leading to a Master's 
Degree in a marine-related field of study. ICOD also provides 
scholarships for participation in the International Ocean 
Institute's Summer Training Programme, for University of the 
South Pacific; the University of the West Indies and the World 
Maritime University. A pilot project has been established which 
permits University of the West Indies students to undertake short 
term academic training in Canada.

20
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EXISTING PROJECTS
TRAINING Operating Budget 1987/88

Course Development and Deliverv
Marine Affairs Diploma Course 
WMU Marine Affairs Course 
(5/86 and 5/87)

1987/88
($000)
300

30
WMU Maritime Law Course 
Stand Alone Materials 
WMU Sea Use Planning Course 
Non Fuel Minerals Course - 

South Pacific

15
80
45
51

PRC Xiamen University Programme 
Stock Assessment - CECAF 
Marine Affairs Diploma 

Materials

90
283
125

Marine Affairs Training 
Advisory Group 10

Subtotal
Scholarships

1029

Marine Affairs Diploma 
Scholarships 400
10 1 Scholarships 
WMU Scholarships 
Short-Term Academic Exchange 
Regional University Scholarships 
Short-Term Academic Exchange - II 
Tropical Fisheries Diploma 
ICOD Scholarship Programme 
(1987-1991)

40
79.8

20
126
80
72.9
401.9

Subtotal 1 ,220.6

Programme Development 
(Training) 51.4
Scholarship Programmr 

(Related Expenses) 40
Staff Salaries 309

TOTAL - TRAINING DIVISION 2,650
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D. Finance and Administration
Although many of the personnel costs of programme staff are budgeted 
under programme areas, there remains a category of general 
administrative personnel and other costs. As ICOD becomes fully 
operational and undertakes more funding activities, these general 
"overhead" costs will gradually decrease to about 10% of ICOD's 
budget by the end of this plan.
FINANCE AND ADMINISTRATION - OPERATING BUDGET

1987/88
( $000 )

Employee salaries and benefits 342
Travel - Finance and Administration 50
Accommodation costs 180
Office Equipment Rental and Office Furniture 40

and Equipment Purchases
Office Supplies and Services and Communications 90
Board of Directors (Honoria, Allowance, Travel) 65
Maintenance, Insurance, Miscellaneous 15
Staff Relocation Expenses 33
Professional Services 95
Hospitality 35
Staff Development and Training 5

TOTAL FINANCE AND ADMINISTRATION: 950

There is no capital budget for ICOD as purchases of 
equipment, office furniture and costs of leasehold 
improvements are expensed in the year of acquisition.

Note :
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I. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
A. Summary
The International Centre for Ocean Development (ICOD) is a 
federal Crown Corporation established by statute on February 27, 
1985.* The mandate of the Centre is to "initiate, encourage and 
support co-operation between Canada and developing countries in 
the field of ocean resource development."
In fulfilling this mandate, ICOD has adopted a non-capital 
intensive approach and a number of programming strategies which 
apply to the three programme divisions: Technical Assistance, 
Information, and Training.
In fiscal year 1987/88, the proposed allocation of funding by 
division is: Technical Assistance - 30.8%; Information - 13.8%; 
Training - 40.8%; Finance and Administration - 14.6%. Current 
plans call for a gradual shifting of funds to provide for a 
breakdown by division in fiscal year 1991/92 of: Technical 
Assistance - 31.1%; Information - 25.2%; Training - 34.1%; 
Finance and Administration - 9.6%.
For indicative planning purposes, projected expenditures of 
$49,000,000 have been forecast for the five year period rising 
from $6,500,000 in 1987/88 to $13,500,000 in 1991/92. This 
represents an average growth rate of approximately 20% over the 
life of this Corporate Plan at which time it is expected that 
ICOD will have become a mature and stable organization within the 
Overseas Development Assistance envelope.

* S.C. 1984-85 c . 6.



International Centre for Ocean Development 
Corporate Plan 

Pro Forma Statement of 
Sources and Uses of Funds

For the Five Years 1987/88 to 1991/92

1987/88 1988/89 1989/90 1990/91 1991/92
Sources of Funds
Government of Canada- 
Appropriations 6,500,000 8,000,000 9,500,000 11,500,000

1
13,500,000

Uses of Funds
Technical Assistance
Information
Training
Finance & Administration

2,000,000
900.000 

2,650,000
950.000

2.400.000
1.400.000
3.200.000 
1,000,000

2.900.000
1.925.000
3.600.000
1.075.000

3.600.000
2.500.000
4.100.000
1.200.000

4.200.000
3.400.000
4.600.000
1.300.000

Total Uses $6,500,000 $8,000,000 $9,500,000 $11,500,000 S13,500,000

Balance of Funds 
Year End 0 0 0 0 0

i

w
00
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As stated in the Act establishing the corporation (International 
Centre for Ocean Development Act, S.C. 1984-85 c.6), the mandate 
of ICOD is to "initiate, encourage and support cooperation 
between Canada and developing countries in the field of ocean 
resource development". The Act indicates that this general 
mandate is to be pursued by:
(a) initiating and supporting programmes in developing countries 

for the improved management and utilization of ocean 
resources, particularly as a source of food;

(b) supporting the development of indigenous expertise and 
institutions in developing countries in order to increase 
the capacities of developing countries in integrated ocean 
use management;

(c) enlisting the expertise of people and institutions in 
Canada, developing countries and elsewhere;

(d) developing and sponsoring the collection and dissemination 
of information relating to ocean resource development;

(e) developing and sponsoring training programmes, technical 
assistance and advisory services relating to ocean resource 
development; and

(f) supporting research relating to ocean resource development.

II. MANDATE
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In February 1985, ICOD was established by statute as a Crown 
Corporation, which is, excepting for Governor in Council 
directives [s.99(l) of the Financial Administration Act (FAA)], 
fully subject to Part XII of the FAA.
Section 7 of the incorporating statute provides for a Board of 
Directors consisting of a Chairman, the President and Chief 
Executive Officer, and not more than 12 other Directors. The 
functions and power of the Board are as set out in Part XII of 
the Financial Administration Act and S.14 of the ICOD Statute. 
The Chairman and President are appointed by Governor in Council, 
to hold office during pleasure for a term to be established by 
the Governor in Council (S.7(3)). The remainder of the Board is 
appointed by the Secretary of State for External Affairs, with 
the approval of the Governor in Council to hold office during 
pleasure for a term not exceeding three years (S.7(2)). The 
Chairman, President and at least seven other directors must be 
Canadian citizens (S.8(l)).
The Board of Directors has the following membership:

CHAIRMAN: ELISABETH MANN BORGESE
DIRECTORS: ROY CHEESEMAN

GERALD EWING 
GASTIEN GODIN 
DOUGLAS LINDORES 
ROBERT MAGUIRE 
ELLEN MCLEAN 
SHARON PROCTOR
JOHN H. VANDERMEULEN, VICE-CHAIRMAN 
GARY VERNON, PRESIDENT

III. CORPORATE ORGANIZATION

The Executive Committee consists of:
Elisabeth Mann Borgese, CHAIRMAN
Roy Cheeseman
Gastien Godin
John Vandermeulen
Gary Vernon

The Audit Committee consists of:
Gerald Ewing
Robert Maguire
Ellen McLean, Chairman
Elizabeth Mann Borgese, Ex Officio
Gary Vernon, Ex Officio
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The Board of Directors has made recommendations to the Secretary 
of State for External Affairs to select international candidates 
for the four remaining Directorships.
The Officers of the corporation are as follows:

Chairman: Elisabeth Mann Borgese
Vice-Chairman: John Vandermeulen
President: Gary Vernon
Secretary-Treasurer: Garry Comber

The Principal Office of the Centre is located at Suite 901, 5670 
Spring Garden Road, Halifax, Nova Scotia, B3J 1H6. The^Ottawa 
Bureau is at 255 Argyle Avenue, 1st Floor, Ottawa, Ontario, K2P 
1B8. A telephone link and information distribution service is 
maintained in Vancouver, British Columbia.
Under the supervision and control of the President, as Chief 
Executive Officer (S.ll of the incorporating statute), the Centre 
is comprised of three programme divisions (Technical Assistance, 
Information, and Training) and the Finance and Administration 
Division. As of February 1987, there were 20 employees with a 
target of 30 to 35 employees by March 1988.
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IV. OPERATIONAL ENVIRONMENT AND CORPORATE ASSESSMENT
The advent of the new Law of the Sea and the massive expansion of 
coastal state jurisdiction over marine space has presented many 
developing countries with a significant new resource base and 
potential increases in national wealth. Coastal states now have 
sovereign rights over all economic uses of their Exclusive 
Economic Zone (EEZ) and the continental shelf beyond that. These 
new rights to marine space and resources are counterbalanced by 
new responsibilities to manage the interrelated resources and 
uses of the expanded jurisdictional zones. The United Nations 
Convention on the Law of the Sea (UNCLOS) provides a new frame 
work for management and new mechanisms for scientific/industrial 
cooperation, both North-South and South-South.
The impact of these developments is truly revolutionary. The 
political globe includes 135 coastal states, and worldwide 
implementation of EEZs promises to place a significant new 
portion of ocean under the economic control of coastal states. 
This has occurred at a time when technological advances are 
intensifying human use of the most productive zones of the ocean.
The task of formulating and implementing national ocean policies 
and plans for rational and sustained resource development is one 
which all coastal states, developed and developing, continue to 
confront. Canada, for example, has successfully achieved a level 
of sophistication in managing particular resource sectors but has 
yet to adopt a national ocean policy.
Canada's position at the Law of the Sea Conference reflected its 
interest as a coastal state as opposed to the maritime powers 
with shipping or distant fishing interests. Accordingly, 
throughout the protracted negotiations at the Law of the Sea 
Conference, this country and developing countries found common 
cause on many issues. This enhanced Canada's reputation for 
active involvement in Third World development, a reputation 
already established over a period of more than thirty years.
Prior to the establishment of ICOD, there was no Canadian agency 
charged specifically with development assistance in the marine 
sector. Canadian aid to the marine sector was part of the 
programmes of three major organizations - the Canadian 
International Development Agency (CIDA), the International 
Development Research Centre (IDRC), and the Petro-Canada 
International Assistance Corporation (PCIAC). Since its 
inception, CIDA, as the official arm of the Canadian government, 
has undertaken major ocean-related projects involving capital 
assistance and training. IDRC, with a much more limited budget 
and narrowly defined objectives, has focussed on discrete 
research and development projects. PCIAC was established to 
assist developing countries in oil and gas exploration, including 
the offshore, and related activities.
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In addition to these agencies, several federal government 
departments, universities and related research institutions, 
provincial governments and private consultants have also been 
involved in ocean—related development assistance over recent years.

Apart from Canada and other technologically advanced maritime 
nations, a number of multilateral organizations and some non
governmental organizations have been active in the marine sector.
Many of the world's coastal states, which gained so much in 
jurisdiction and responsibility at the Conference, are among the 
less developed countries (LDCs). However, as they lack the most 
rudimentary ocean management expertise and infrastructure, as 
well as the financial resources to exploit their new resource 
base, many of these LDCs are effectively precluded from realizing 
any substantial benefit from their potential gains. Nor are 
they, in most cases, capable of fulfilling their accompanying 
management responsibilities.
ICOD was created as a Canadian response to the perceived need of 
Third World countries to effectively manage and develop their 
ocean resources pursuant to the adoption of the United Nations 
Convention on the Law of the Sea in 1982. Initially established 
in October 1983 as a Part II Corporation under the Canada 
Corporations Act (a non-governmental organization), it was the 
Government of Canada's desire that ICOD offer specialized 
assistance to developing countries in ocean management and 
development, as an effective way of meeting the needs and 
opportunities arising from the Third United Nations Conference on 
the law of the Sea (UNCLOS III). This policy initiative is 
especially practical as Canada possesses a recognized capacity, 
both technological and managerial, in the ocean resources field. 
Furthermore, Canadian aid in ocean matters is widely sought by 
Third World countries as Canada is viewed as having few, if any, 
distant water" interests in exploiting the economic zones of 

other nations.
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The primary objectives of ICOD have been established by statute 
and are as set out in the "Mandate" section above. In addition, 
three basic principles have been followed. The first is that 
ICOD must be able to respond quickly and efficiently to requests 
and proposals from the Third World. The second is that ICOD 
should maintain maximum programming flexibility within an 
established framework. The third is that ICOD must find its 
"niche" within the Canadian and international development 
assistance environments and build upon specific areas of 
expertise. Within the context of ICOD's objectives and 
principles, the Centre has adopted the following approaches and 
strategies.
First, ICOD will focus its effort on three general types of 
programming: Technical Assistance (aimed primarily at 
institutional development), Information, and Training. 
Capital-intensive projects will be avoided as they are beyond 
ICOD's financial resources and better dealt with by other 
agencies. The Centre will concentrate on smaller, discrete 
projects which often fall below the threshold of concern of major 
funding agencies.
Second, ICOD's programmes will encompass all aspects of ocean 
resources development and management. Many of ICOD's initial 
projects have been within the fisheries sector and, while such 
projects will continue to form an important portion of ICOD's 
activities, ICOD is actively pursuing a more diversified 
programming base.
Third, ICOD's programme selection is designed to provide for a 
mix of projects which are aimed at a wide range of people within 
recipient countries from fishermen or technicians to senior level 
government officials. ICOD is cognizant of the role of women in 
fisheries and tries to ensure that this element is included where 
possible in development projects.
Fourth, ICOD intends, where possible, to promote and facilitate 
transfers of technology, information and expertise on a "South- 
South" basis, so that existing capacities in one part of the 
developing world are made more accessible to other regions.
Fifth, ICOD will pilot new types of projects which represent new 
initiatives or experimental approaches to the management or 
development of marine resources.
Sixth, ICOD will concentrate (although not exclusively) on states 
and regions in which the development of ocean resources will have 
maximum economic impact and in which the scale of operations will 
be small enough to permit the greatest possible results from the 
Centre's limited funds. This has led to geographic concentration

V. STRATEGIES
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in the Caribbean Basin, the South Pacific, the South-west Indian 
Ocean, and West Africa. Several of the countries, especially in 
the South Pacific and South-west Indian Ocean, are not major 
recipients of other Canadian Development Assistance programmes. 
Thus, the ICOD projects permit a Canadian presence in these areas 
which would otherwise be lacking.
Seventh, ICOD will undertake projects at the regional level, 
wherever possible, to ensure the widest scope of coverage for its 
programmes. However, ICOD will also undertake bilateral projects 
under specific circumstances, such as attempting new approaches 
for replication elsewhere. ICOD will deal directly with 
government bodies and regional intergovernmental organizations 
and require that projects be submitted or endorsed at this 
level. In this way, it will be possible to ensure that projects 
have the full support of local authorities and contribute to 
national and regional marine development priorities and 
objectives.
Eighth, ICOD will pursue active and continuing coordination with 
Canadian and international aid programmes in order to ensure: 
(1 ) the avoidance of unnecessary duplication or conflict of 
activities; and (2 ) the creation of complementary programmes 
whenever possible. Such an approach will permit ICOD to extend 
the effective impact of its limited funding, and to improve its 
own general expertise and awareness as an information source on 
ocean resources development projects.
Ninth, ICOD will act, where possible, as an "aid broker" between 
developing countries and regions and major aid agencies. This 
approach may involve ICOD in identifying projects and suggesting 
appropriate funding, as well as acting as a "contract manager", 
where appropriate, for CIDA or multilateral organizations.
Tenth, ICOD will serve as an institutional link for the Canadian 
governmental, research and industry sectors involved in the 
marine sector, providing the international community, through 
ICOD projects, with a window on Canadian marine expertise. In so 
doing ICOD endeavours to involve the Canadian private sector in 
development projects to the greatest degree possible.
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VI• PERFORMANCE indicators and programme effectiveness
The effectiveness of the programmes of the International Centre 
for Ocean Development must be viewed in the context of the 
legislative mandate: "to initiate, encourage and support
cooperation between Canada and developing countries in the field 

ocean resources development." Seen in this light, the 
Centre's results and contributions do not lend themselves easily 
to quantification and objective measurement.
To overcome this difficulty and to ensure the ongoing, as well as 
the longer-term, effectiveness of its programmes and operations, 
the Centre has adopted an operational and organizational struc
ture that relies heavily on ongoing external input, feedback and 
advice on projects and programmes.
Performance Indicators

The performance of ICOD programmes needs to be measured because 
this information provides essential data for the planning and 
controlling of project operations. Performance measurement 
strategies provide direction to ICOD Management in terms of 
planning, coordination, staffing, executing and monitoring projects. a

The measurement of international development programmes is not a 
process which can be described within a set of rigidly defined 
procedures. It is a management concept which is necessary for 
supporting and defining activities and programme results. The 
identification of performance measurement indicators is a 
necessary prerequisite for the planning of ICOD projects. It 
also provides the means by which ICOD assesses its impact in the 
development assistance field. Various assessment methods are 
required to provide data to management with respect to the levels 
of programme efficiency, quality, quantity, and level of service or effectiveness.

1. Activities managed as projects
In planning and implementing Technical Assistance, Information 
and Training projects in the developing countries, measures will 
be taken to ensure that activities are conducted in the most 
efficient and effective manner possible. Planning will be 
undertaken in consultation with other donors and only projects of 
high Recipient Country priority will be implemented.
All ICOD projects will be managed according to a detailed project 
outline which will, whenever possible, set out quantifiable 
objectives, a schedule of activities and a detailed budget. This 
document will lay the basis for any possible subsequent
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evaluation of the project. External professional support will, 
be sought as required to measure project performance. Monitoring 
will be ensured by a proper reporting format approved as part of 
the Memorandum of Understanding.
The Centre intends to conduct at least two formal project 
evaluations a year starting in fiscal year 1988/89. External 
professional staff will support ICOD's staff in these ventures.
In addition to these evaluations, yearly project reports will 
provide information on the progress of projects and annual 
reports will provide summaries of programmes undertaken

2. Scholarships and Bursaries
The Centre will conduct an ongoing review and assessment of its 
scholarship programme. The following factors will be used to 
assess the programme:

i) Target Levels and Groups: An annual review will be
undertaken to ensure that the quantitative objectives 
of the programme are being met. Adjustments may be 
made to the selection process on the basis of annual 
evaluation and review;

ii) Academic Excellence: The academic performance of 
scholarship recipients will be monitored to determine 
progress. The recruitment and selection process will 
be adjusted according to the results;

iii) Impact on Coastal States: The selection process takes
into consideration the relevance of the candidate’s 
field of study and the individual's potential impact to 
the country of origin. A follow-up survey will be 
conducted to monitor the professional progress of ICOD alumni.

3. Information Services
The Information Division of ICOD will publish and distribute a 
number of information documents. The effectiveness of this 
activity will best be measured by independent evaluators familiar 
with information programmes.
4. Support Services

The support services element of the Centre will be assessed by 
its direct contribution to effective decision-making and by the 
efficient functioning and operation of the Centre.
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5. Conclusion.
The International Centre for Ocean Development will monitor the 
effectiveness of its various funding and information programmes 
by means of peer review, project evaluations and special studies.
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VII. OPERATIONAL PLAN 
A. Technical Assistance
The technical assistance component of ICOD's programme provides 
technical and advisory support (focussed on development of 
institutional capacity), to promote a self-sustaining capacity to 
develop and manage ocean resources and uses. Priority attention 
is given to four regions: the Caribbean Basin; West Africa; the 
South Pacific; and the Southwest Indian Ocean. The intention is 
to allow maximum impact for ICOD's limited budgets, and to focus 
on states with a high degree of "oceans interest", in which the 
oceans have a high potential for contribution to national 
development. Many of these recipients are small island states, a 
concentration which supports recent Commonwealth and UN efforts 
to improve the situation of such countries.
In accordance with the general corporate strategy, support is 
given to regional initiatives and institutions where appropriate, 
in recognition of the transnational nature of ocean resource 
management problems. ICOD will continue to fund the regional 
fisheries desk of the Organisation of Eastern Caribbean States, 
as well as regional fisheries and offshore minerals organizations 
in the South Pacific. Potential new regional initiatives in the 
Southwest Indian Ocean (surveillance and monitoring) are being 
pursued. Bilateral activities will also be supported, primarily 
in cases in which: a) there is development of new approaches with 
potential for later replication in other states; b) a national- 
level programme may assist in the creation of a regional 
initiative; c) there is a rural development focus, more difficult 
to achieve at the regional level. In some instances, projects of 
global scope will be undertaken, such as the preparation of the 
Research Vessel Operation manual - which is expected to be of 
significance to a large number of states.
The Division will pursue projects which reflect a balance between 
the management and the development of ocean resources. The 
management component, reflected in projects such as the programme 
for improved fisheries data management in Morocco and the ongoing 
EEZ surveillance project in the South Pacific, recognizes the 
critical need for wise use of ocean resources. The development 
aspect, exemplified by the support given cooperative fisheries 
development in the Dominican Republic and Vanuatu, stresses the 
need to increase resource exploitation capacity and ensure that 
the oceans contribute more fully to national economic 
development.
The means by which Technical Assistance projects are carried out 
will vary with the need expressed by recipients, but it is 
planned to continue posting qualified Canadians in advisory posts 
overseas, as in the Surveillance and Regional Marine Geology
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projects in the Pacific. New initiatives will result in the use 
of Canadian fishermen in support of village-level fisheries 
extension projects. As in previous cases, ICOD will continue to 
pursue joint or parallel projects with other agencies including 
IDRC, CUSO and Organisation Canadienne pour la Solidarité et le 
Développement (OCSD).
In this plan period, the addition of new staff will result in 
increasing attention to two areas - the Southwest Indian Ocean 
and West Africa. A substantial amount of the funds allocated to 
project development and new projects is expected to be devoted to 
these regions. Other new directions will include increased 
efforts to broaden the scope of Technical Assistance projects to 
new sectors of ocean resource development, altering to some 
degree the initial concentration on fisheries.
Finally, an important aspect of the technical assistance 
programme which should be noted is its interrelationship with the 
training and information programmes of ICOD. Where possible ICOD 
technical assistance programmes will incorporate training and 
information activities within the overall projects. As a result, 
ICOD's in-house training and information expertise will be 
brought into the operation of many technical assistance projects.
The criteria and strategies set out here are intended to provide 
a planning framework within which maximum flexibility is 
maintained for responsiveness to regional and national needs.

flexibility is also reflected in the mixture of government 
or institutional assistance and "person to person", rural 
development projects.
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TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE Operating Budget 1987/88

EXISTING PROJECTS 1987/88
( $000 )South Pacific

1. FFA Surveillance and Enforcement 200
2. Vanuatu Fisheries Extension Centres - I 13
3. CCOP/SOPAC - Regional Marine Geology 120
4. Law of the Sea Implementation 70
5. Petroleum Development- Tonga 12
6. Vanuatu Fisheries Extension Centres - II 13
7. Coastwatchers Programme 10

Caribbean Basin
8. OECS Fisheries Desk 200
9. Fish Marketing - Costa Rica 60
10. Fishermen’s Training - II 60
11. Fishermen's Assistance - Dominican Republic 10
12. SeaMoss Cultivation 35
13. Fisheries Policy - Costa Rica 70
Indian Ocean
14. Maldives - Fisheries Development & Management 100
15. Seychelles - Artisanal Tuna Fishing 75
16. Fisheries Surveillance - SW Indian Ocean 85
West Africa
17. Morocco Data Management 80
18. Fisheries Development - West Africa 90
Other
19. Research Vessel Operation 200
20. Master Fishermen Programme 80

Project Sub-Total 1,583

Programme Development/New Projects 100
Staff Salaries 317

2,000TOTAL TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE
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B. Information
ICOD's Information Division fulfills two purposes: the first is
to provide project support to meet the information needs of the 
developing countries in the area of ocean management and 
development; the second is to provide information and 
communication services for corporate ICOD and staff.

Information Programme
The information component of ICOD’s programmes addresses the need 
for information systems and data necessary for sound ocean 
management in the developing countries. Support is targetted for 
the building of developing country capacities to gather and use 
marine information and to increase the flow of "south-south" 
exchanges most relevant to their needs, particularly in regions 

Primary ICOD s interest. But the development of information 
handling capacities alone cannot overcome the disadvantages of 
working with incomplete information. Therefore, the Division
also supports the preparation and provision of marine-related 
materials which are critical to these regions. By supporting the 
development of information handling capacities in tandem with the 
provision of critical materials, ICOD seeks to maximize the long
term benefit and impact of technical assistance and training support.

To provide maximum benefit from information programmes, support 
will be focussed on the development of marine information centres 
and networks at the regional level. Regional information centres 
have been found to be more effective where their subject scope is 
tightly defined, where the institution is a recognized centre of 
excellence and where the cooperation of neighbouring countries 
has been secured. Regional information networks will be 
supported through the strengthening and/or establishment of 
information infrastructures at the national level. For example, 
the Division is supporting the establishment of a Marine Affairs 
and Aquatic Resources Information System (MAARIS) for Sri Lanka 
at the National Aquatic Resources Agency (NARA) in collaboration 
with the IDRC. This system may, in time, provide the focus of an 
information exchange which embraces some of the island states in the Indian Ocean.

In the area of information materials development, ICOD is 
preparing the publication of a quarterly newsletter on activities 
in ocean management and development. It is intended to promote an 
exchange of information between projects and between developing 
countries sharing similar interests. Support is also being 
provided for production of educational materials at the secondary 
school level to promote awareness of the oceans. Assistance to 
the Training Division will be provided in the production of
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written and audio-visual training materials for both general and 
specialized courses in marine affairs. Assistance for the 
enhancement of editing, publishing and other skills in the 
developing countries will also be considered for support in order 
to improve their marine related communications capacities.
Concerted planning efforts will now be focussed in the four 
geographical areas of ICOD concentration - the South Pacific, 
Caribbean Basin, Southwest Indian Ocean and West Africa.

Information Services
In addition to developing and managing an information programme 
for developing countries, the Division also directly provides 
information services to corporate ICOD. These services include 
the operation of an information resource centre to meet the needs 
of ICOD staff and to handle information enquiries, the production 
of publications and audio-visual materials required by the 
corporation; and a conduct of a communications programme to 
provide information on ICOD's programme of work.



INFORMATION Operating Budget 1987/88
Information Programme 1987/88

($0 0 0 )
Information Centres
Marine Information Sri Lanka 30
New Projects 160

Sub-total 190

Information Materials
Newsletter 40
Map educational materials 25
New projects 115

Sub-total 180
Programme Development 100

Information Programme Total 470

Information Services
Information Resource Centre 65
Publications/Audio-Visual 100
Public Affairs 70

Information Services Total 235
Staff Salaries 195

TOTAL - INFORMATION DIVISION 900
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C. TRAINING
The training component of ICOD's programme emphasizes two main 
priority areas: the design, development and delivery of training
courses and the provision and management of scholarship 
activities. Given these priority areas for programme planning, 
ICOD takes into consideration two key factors: world needs and
demand for training, and secondly, areas of Canadian expertise.
Course Development and Delivery
Within the first priority area, ICOD's activities are focussed on 
two specific thrusts: development of broad spectrum Marine
Affairs courses and the provision or sponsoring of specialized 
courses which meet developing world demand and reflect Canadian 
expertise. In the former case, the Marine Affairs training 
programmes emphasize comprehensive management and the development 
of ocean resources. These programmes are designed to respond to 
the training needs of mid to senior level professionals from 
developing states who are involved in marine policy and resource 
planning. An effort is made to enhance indigenous ocean 
management capability. In the second case, specialized courses 
are developed or sponsored which address the specific needs of 
developing countries in such areas as Maritime Boundary 
Delimitation, Tropical Stock Assessment, Non Fuel Minerals and 
other specialized topics. These skill development and knowledge 
courses are directed to a number of specific target groups 
ranging from government officials, scientists, and technical 
experts to those who directly derive their livelihood from the 
oceans.
Training Strategies
The Training Division, operates under the umbrella of ICOD's 
programme strategy principles. An effort is made, for example, 
to concentrate ICOD training assistance in selected geographical 
areas as agreed to by the Board.
The Training Division makes a special effort to focus resources 
upon projects which can be undertaken at the regional level. In 
many cases, efforts are made to develop experimental and pilot 
training projects which can be extended to other regions. 
Whenever possible, ICOD invites observers from other regions or 
countries to attend and participate in training courses. This 
helps to provide the widest scope of coverage for training 
programmes and also promotes the diffusion of new ideas and 
practices from one country or region to another. To achieve a 
balanced programme of specialized course development and 
scholarships, ICOD makes an effort to conduct needs assessments 
prior to the delivery of all training courses. Efforts are also 
made to identify, enhance and utilize the expertise of the people 
and institutions in Canada in training programmes.



As well, the Centre encourages collaboration among regional 
states in an effort to promote indigenous expertise and 
institution - building.
In addition to providing assistance in the areas of material 
development and institutional support, special emphasis is given 
to designing projects which recognize and incorporate a human 
resources development component - for example, the training of 
trainers and educators. The Training Division also assists the 
Information and Technical Assistance Divisions with public 
education and extension service projects designed for "grass 
roots" support of resource management and conservation decisions.
Acting as a focal point, ICOD can provide a linkage in training 
projects for various aid agencies at the bilateral and 
multilateral levels. This helps to reduce unnecessary 
duplication of effort and conflict of activities.
With respect to specialized courses, the Training Division is 
developing a capacity in compiling and producing course 
materials. At present, ICOD is working with experts from several 
institutions, to develop specialized course materials in the 
areas of Research Vessel Management, Francophone Tropical Stock 
Assessment, Marine Affairs, Maritime Boundary Delimitation, Non 
Fuel Mineral Resources and Maritime Law.
At present the Centre has undertaken a six year project to 
support the establishment of a multidisciplinary graduate Diploma 
programme in Marine Affairs. The programme has been established 
at an anglophone and francophone Canadian university. It is 
anticipated that the first class of students will be enrolled in 1987-88.
Scholarships
ICOD will grant twenty scholarships per year to government- 
nominated developing country students in support of the graduate 
diploma programme in Marine Affairs.In addition to the Marine 
Affairs Scholarships, a Scholarship Programme has been 
established in keeping with the Centre's objective to enhance the 
expertise available in the developing world. Approximately 
twenty graduate level scholarships are awarded annually for study 
at a Canadian university in a programme leading to a Master's 
Degree in a marine-related field of study. ICOD also provides 
scholarships for participation in the International Ocean 
Institute's Summer Training Programme, for University of the 
South Pacific; the University of the West Indies and the World 
Maritime University. A pilot project has been established which 
permits University of the West Indies students to undertake short 
term academic training in Canada.

20
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TRAINING
EXISTING PROJECTS

Course Development and Delivery

Operating Budget 1987/88

1987/88
Marine Affairs Diploma Course

($000)
300

WMU Marine Affairs Course 30
(5/86 and 5/87)
WMU Maritime Law Course 15
Stand Alone Materials 80
WMU Sea Use Planning Course 45
Non Fuel Minerals Course - 51

South Pacific
PRC Xiamen University Programme 90
Stock Assessment - CECAF 283
Marine Affairs Diploma 125

Materials
Marine Affairs Training 10

Advisory Group
Subtotal 1029

Scholarships
Marine Affairs Diploma 400
Scholarships
101 Scholarships 40
WMU Scholarships 79.8
Short-Term Academic Exchange 20
Regional University Scholarships 126
Short-Term Academic Exchange - II 80
Tropical Fisheries Diploma 72.9
ICOD Scholarship Programme 401.9
(1987-1991)

Subtotal 1 ,220.6

Programme Development 51.4
(Training)
Scholarship Programmr 40

(Related Expenses)
Staff Salaries 309

TOTAL TRAINING DIVISION 2,650



2 2

D. Finance and Administration
Although many of the personnel costs of programme staff are budgeted 
under programme areas, there remains a category of general 
administrative personnel and other costs. As ICOD becomes fully 
operational and undertakes more funding activities, these general 
"overhead" costs will gradually decrease to about 10% of ICOD’s 
budget by the end of this plan.
FINANCE AND ADMINISTRATION - OPERATING BUDGET

1987/88($0 00)
President’s Office and Finance and Administration Division
Employee salaries and benefits 342
Travel 50
Corporate Expenses
Accommodation costs 180
Office Equipment Rental and Office Furniture 40

and Equipment Purchases
Office Supplies and Services and Communications 90
Board of Directors (Honoraria, Allowances, Travel) 65
Maintenance, Insurance, Miscellaneous 15
Staff Relocation Expenses 33
Professional Services 95
Hospitality 35
Staff Development and Training  5

TOTAL FINANCE AND ADMINISTRATION: 950

There is no capital budget for ICOD as purchases of 
equipment, office furniture and costs of leasehold 
improvements are expensed in the year of acquisition.

Note :
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I SOMMAIRE ADMINISTRATIF 
A. Résumé
Le Centre international d'exploitation des océans (CIEO) est une 
société d'État dont la constitution remonte au 27 février 1985.* 
Le Centre a pour mandat "de lancer, d'encourager et d'appuyer la 
coopération entre le Canada et les pays en voie de développement 
dans le domaine de l'exploitation des richesses des océans:.
Pour mener à bien son mandat, le CIEO a adopté une approche qui 
ne nécessite pas d'importantes mises de fonds et diverses 
stratégies de programmes, qui s'appliquent au trois divisions 
chargées de l'exécution de ces programmes, à savoir l'Aide 
technique, l'Information et la Formation.
Pour l'année 1987-1988, on se propose de répartir comme suit le 
financement : Aide technique - 30 %, Information - 13,8 %, 
Formation - 40,8 %, Finances et Administration - 14,6 %. Selon 
les plans actuels, il faudra procéder graduellement à une 
réaffectation des fonds de manière à ce que la ventilation soit 
la suivante pour l'année financière 1991-1992 : Aide technique- 
31,1 %, Information - 25,2 %, Formation 34,1 %, Finances et 
Administration - 9,6 %.
Aux fins de planification indicative, on a chiffré à 49 000 000 $ 
les prévisions de dépenses au cours des cinq ans considérés, 
celles-ci passant de 6 500 000 $ en 1987-1988 à 13 500 000 $ en 
1991-1992. Cela représente un taux moyen de croissance d'environ 
20 % au cours de la période visée par la plan. On s'attend à ce 
qu'à la fin de cette période le CIEO soit devenu un organisme 
solide et bien implanté dans le domaine de l'aide au 
développement à l'étranger.

* s/c 1984-1985, c.6.



Centre International d'exploitation des Océans 
Plan d'entreprise 

Description pro forma des 
sources de revenu et de l'utilisation des fonds

1987/88 à 1991/92

Sources de revenu
1987/88 1988/89 1989/90 1990/91 1991/92

Gouvernement du Canada- 
Crédits 6,500,000 8,000,000 9,500,000 11,500,000 13,500,000

Utilisation des Fonds
Assistance technique 
Information 
Formation 
Finances et

2,000,000 2,400,000 2,900,000 3,600,000 4,200,000 3 400 000900,000 1,400,000 1,925,000 2,500,0002,650,000 3,200,000 3,600,000 4,100,000 4,600,000
administration 950,000 1,000,000 1,075,000 1,200,000 1,300,000

Total - utilisation $6,500,000 $8,000,000 $9,500,000 $11,500,000 S 13,500,000

Solde en fin d'exercice 0 0 0 0 0

M

CO



MANDATII .

Comme II est indiqué dans la loi en vertu de laquelle la société a été créée 
(Loi sur le Centre international d'exploitation des océans, s.c. 1984-1985, 
c.6), le CIEO a pour mandat "de lancer, d'encourager et d'appuyer la coopération 
entre le Canada et les pays en voie de développement dans le domaine de 
l'exploitation des richesses des océans". Aux termes de cette loi, le mandat 
général doit être exécuté comme suit :

a) lancer et appuyer, dans les pays en voie de développement, des projets 
d'amélioration de la gestion et de l’utilisation des richesses des océans, 
surtout à des fins alimentaires;

b) susciter, dans les pays en voie de développement, les connaissances 
spécialisées et la création des institutions nécessaires à l’amélioration 
des compétences en matière de gestion intégrée de l'exploitation des 
océans ;

c) tirer parti des connaissances spécialisées de personnes et d'institutions 
du Canada, de pays en voie de développement et d ’ailleurs;

d) organiser et appuyer la collecte et la diffusion d'informations utiles à 
l'exploitation des richesses des océans;

e) organiser et appuyer des services de formation, d'assistance technique et 
de prestation de conseils se rapportant à l'exploitation des ressources 
des océans;

f) appuyer la recherche se rapportant â l'exploitation des richesses des 
océans.



III. STRUCTURE INTERNE

En février 1985, le CIEO est constitué légalement en société d'État et, 
exception faite des directives du gouverneur en conseil (par. 99 (1) de la Loi 
sur l'administration financière (LAF)) , il est complètement assujetti à la 
Partie XII de la LAF.

L'article 7 des statuts du CIEO prévoit la création d'un conseil 
d'administration constitué d'un président, du président de la société et du 
directeur général ainsi que d'un maximum de 12 autres administrateurs. Les 
fonctions et les pouvoirs du conseil d'administration sont définis à la 
partie XII de la Loi sur l'administration financière ainsi qu'à l'article 14 des 
statuts de la société. Le président du conseil d'administration et le président 
de la société sont nommés par le gouverneur en conseil pour un mandat d'une 
durée que celui-ci doit préciser (par. 7(3)). Les autres membres du conseil 
d'administration sont choisis par le Secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 
et gardent leur poste pour une période maximale de trois ans (par. 7(2)), après 
approbation par le gouverneur en conseil. Le président du conseil 
d'administration, le président de la société et au moins sept autres 
administrateurs doivent être de citoyenneté canadienne (par. 8(1)).

Voici la composition du conseil d'administration :

PRÉSIDENTE : ELISABETH MANN BORGESE

ADMINISTRATEURS : ROY CHEESEMAN
GERALD EWING 
GASTIEN GODIN 
DOUGLAS LINDORES 
ROBERT MAGUIRE 
ELLEN MCLEAN 
SHARON PROCTOR
JOHN H. VANDERMEULEN, VICE-PRÉSIDENT 
GARY VERNON, PRÉSIDENT DE LA SOCIÉTÉ

Le comité exécutif se compose des membres suivants :
Elisabeth Mann Borgese, PRÉSIDENTE
Roy Cheeseraan
Gastien Godin
John Vanderraeulen
Gary Vernon

Le comité de vérification se compose des membres suivants :
Gerald Ewing
Robert Maguire
Ellen McLean, présidente
Elisabeth Mann Borgese, membre d'office
Gary Vernon, membre d'office



Le conseil d'administration 
extérieures Les candidats et 
postes d'administrateurs.

recommande au Secrétaire d'État aux Affaires 
rangers susceptibles de pourvoir aux quatre derniers

Les personnes ci-après composent le bureau de la société :
Présidente du conseil d'administration 
Vice-président :
Président de la société : 
Secrétaire-trésorier :

Elizabeth Mann Borgese 
John Vandermeulen 
Gary Vernon 
Garry Comber

Le siège social du Centre est situé au 5670, Spring Garden Road 
Halifax (N.-É.), B3J 1H6. Le bureau d'Ottawa se trouve au 255, 
premier étage, à Ottawa (Ont.), K2P 1B8. Un service de liaison 
de diffusion de l’information est assuré à Vancouver (C.-B.).

pièce 901, à 
avenue Argyle, 
téléphonique et

Sous la supervision et le contrôle du président de la société, qui agit 
également à titre de directeur général (art. 11 des statuts constitutifs), le 
Centre comprend trois Divisions de programme (assistance technique, information 
et formation) et la Division des finances et de l'administration. Au mois de 
février 1987, le personnel comptait 20 employés et il devrait compter de 30 à 
35 employés en mars 1988.



IV. CADRE OPÉRATIONNEL ET SITUATION

La ratification de la Convention sur le droit de la mer et la compétence 
beaucoup plus étendue des états côtiers sur les eaux territoriales représentent, 
pour un grand nombre de pays en voie de développement, une augmentation 
éventuelle énorme des richesses nationales et une importante source nouvelle de 
matières premières. Les états côtiers ont maintenant des droits souverains sur 
l'exploitation des ressources de leur zone économique exclusive (ZÉE) et 
de la plate-forme continentale. La Convention des Nations Unies sur le droit de 
la mer (UNCLOS) leur offre à cet égard un nouveau cadre de gestion et de 
nouveaux mécanismes de coopération scientifique et industrielle, tant sur un axe 
nord—sud , que sur un axe sud—sud.
Que l'on en vienne ou non à appliquer la Convention, l'extension de la 
compétence des états côtiers a été reconnue par le droit commun international 
conformément à une pratique nationale largement acceptée. Les retombées sont 
véritablement révolutionnaires. Le monde géopolitique comprend 135 états 
côtiers, et l'application du principe des ZÉE à l'échelle du globe devrait 
mettre une nouvelle partie assez importante des océans sous le contrôle 
économique de ces pays et ce, à une époque où les progrès de la technologie 
accélèrent l'exploitation, par l'homme, des régions les plus riches de l'océan.

L'élaboration et la mise en oeuvre de politiques et de plans nationaux 
susceptibles de permettre un développement rationnel et soutenu des ressources 
des océans sont un problème auquel continuent de se heurter tous les pays 
côtiers, soient-ils industrialisés ou en voie de développement. Le Canada, par 
exemple, tout en étant très avancé en ce qui concerne la gestion de certains 
secteurs des matières premières, n'a pas encore de politique nationale sur la 
mer.
La position adoptée par le Canada à la Conférence sur le droit de la mer tenait 
compte de nos intérêts d'état côtier par opposition aux intérêts des puissances 
maritimes en matière de transport ou de pêche en haute mer. Au cours des 
longues négociations de la Conférence sur le droit de la mer, le Canada et les 
pays en voie de développement ont fait front commun sur de nombreux points. Par 
la même occasion, notre pays a mis en relief son intense participation au 
développement du Tiers-Monde, soulignant de ce fait une réputation solidement 
établie depuis plus de trente ans.
Avant la création du CIEO, aucun organisme canadien ne s'intéressait 
spécifiquement à l'aide au développement du secteur marin. Les efforts 
canadiens déployés à ce niveau étaient répartis entre trois organismes : 
l'Agence canadienne de développement international (ACDI), le Centre de 
recherches pour le développement international (CRDI) et la Petro—Canada 
International Assistance Corporation (PCIAC). Depuis sa naissance, 1'ACDI, qui 
représente officiellement le gouvernement canadien, a entrepris d'importants 
projets reliés à l'exploitation des océans qui comprennent une aide financière 
et des cours de formation. Le CRDI, dont le budget et les objectifs sont plus 
limités, a concentré ses efforts sur des projets de recherche et de 
développement secondaires. Dans le cas de la PCIAC, l'aide aux pays en voie de 
développement a porté sur l'exploitation pétrolière et gazière, y compris les 
ressources extracôtières, ainsi que sur des activités connexes.



En plus de ces organismes, plusieurs ministères fédéraux, universités et 
organismes de recherche apparentés, gouvernements provinciaux et sociétés 
privées d'experts-conseils se sont eux aussi intéressés à l'aide au 
développement des océans au cours des dernières années.

Outre le Canada et d'autres pays maritimes technologiquement avancés, un certain 
nombre d'agences multilatérales et quelques organismes non gouvernementaux ont 
eux aussi joué un rôle dynamique dans le secteur marin.

De nombreux états côtiers du monde, qui ont acquis une si grande compétence et 
tant de responsabilités à la Conférence, sont parmi les pays les moins 
développés (PMD). En l'absence de compétences et d'une infrastructure, même les 
plus rudimentaires, en matière d'exploitation des richesses océaniques et devant 
le manque de ressources financières qui permettraient une telle exploitation, 
nombre de ces pays se trouvent effectivement dans l'impossibilité de tirer parti 
des avantages substantiels provenant de leurs gains éventuels. Dans la plupart 
des cas, ces pays sont également incapables d'assumer les responsabilités sur le 
plan de gestion.

Le CIEO a été créé pour répondre aux besoins apparents des pays côtiers du 
Tiers-Monde et les aider à gérer et à développer de façon efficace les 
ressources des océans consécutivement à l'adoption de la Convention des 
Nations Unies sur le droit de la mer, en 1982. Établi en octobre 1983 en vertu 
de la Partie II de la Loi sur les corporations canadiennes (organisme non 
gouvernemental), le CIEO devait, selon le désir du gouvernement canadien, offrir 
aux pays en voie de développement une aide spécialisée dans l'exploitation et le 
développement des océans, de manière à répondre aux possibilités et aux besoins 
cernés à la Troisième Conférence des Nations Unies sur le droit de la mer 
(UNCLOS III). Cette initiative revêtait un grand aspect pratique car la 
compétence technique et administrative du Canada dans le domaine des ressources 
océaniques est reconnue. En outre, les pays du Tiers-Monde recherchent 
avidement l'aide canadienne dans ce domaine car ils estiment que le Canada a peu 
d'intérêts - voire aucuns - dans l'exploitation des "eaux éloignées" qui 
constituent les zones économiques des autres nations.



V. STRATÉGIES

Les principaux objectifs du CIEO sont déterminés dans les statuts du Centre et 
ont été énoncés dans la section Intitulée "Mandat”. Trots principes 
fondamentaux solnt en outre suivis par le CIEO : être capable de répondre 
rapidement et efficacement aux demandes et aux propositions du Tiers-Monde, 
maintenir une souplesse maximale dans la mise en oeuvre des programmes dans les 
limites d’un cadre établi et enfin, trouver sa place parmi les organismes 
internationaux et canadiens d'aide au développement et développer des 
compétences dans des domaines précis. Pour réaliser ces objectifs et ces 
principes, le Centre a adopté les stratégies et les démarches qui suivent.

En premier lieu, le CIEO concentre ses efforts sur trois types de programme 
généraux : assistance technique (axée principalement sur la création 
d'établissements), information et formation. Le CIEO évite les projets à forte 
concentration de capital qui dépassent ses possibilités financières et sont plus 
du ressort d'autres organismes. Il concentre son action sur des projets 
secondaires plus modestes auxquels les principaux organismes de financement 
s'intéressent rarement.

Deuxièmement, les programmes du CIEO couvrent tous les aspects de l'exploitation 
et de la gestion des océans. Nombre des premiers projets du CIEO portaient sur 
les pêcheries et, même s'ils continueront à occuper une place importante dans 
ses activités, le CIEO tente activement d'élargir l'éventail de ses programmes.

Troisièmement, le choix des programmes du CIEO se fonde sur la volonté de 
réaliser des projets variés qui s'adressent à une gamme étendue de personnes des 
pays récipiendaires, du pêcheur ou du technicien jusqu'aux hauts fonctionnaires 
gouvernementaux.

Quatrièmement, le CIEO a l'intention d'encourager et de faciliter le plus 
possible le transfert de la technologie, de l'information et des compétences 
selon un axe "sud-sud" afin que les compétences qui existent dans une partie du 
monde en développement soient accessibles aux autres régions.

Cinquièmement, le CIEO pilote de nouveaux types de projets qui constituent de 
nouvelles initiatives ou des méthodes expérimentales de gestion ou de mise en 
valeur des ressources marines.

Sixièmement, le CIEO oriente ses efforts (mais pas exclusivement) vers les états 
et les régions où la mise en valeur des ressources océaniques aura la plus 
profonde Incidence économique et où l'échelle des opérations sera assez petite 
pour qu'on tire les meilleurs résultats possibles des fonds restreints mis à la 
disposition du Centre. C'est pourquoi les activités se sont concentrées dans 
les zones géographiques suivantes : bassin des Antilles, Pacifique Sud,
Sud-Ouest de l'océan Indien et Afrique de l'Ouest. Plusieurs des pays visés, 
particulièrement dans le Pacifique Sud et au Sud-Ouest de l'océan Indien, ne 
sont pas des bénéficiaires importants de l'aide canadienne au développement.
Les projets du CIEO permettent donc d'assurer une présence canadienne dans les 
réglons où certaines lacunes restent à combler.



Septièmement, Le CIEO réalise des projets au palier régional, dans la mesure du 
possible, afin d'accentuer au maximum la portée des retombées des programmes mis 
en oeuvre. Cependant, le CIEO entreprend aussi des projets bilatéraux dans des 
conditions spéciales, par exemple, dans le but d'expérimenter de nouvelles 
méthodes appelées à être reprises dans d'autres régions. Le Centre traite 
directement avec les gouvernements et les organismes intergouvemementaux 
régionaux en demandant que les projets soient soumis ou ratifiés à ce palier.
De cette façon, on s'assure que les projets profitent de l'appui inconditionnel 
des autorités locales et qu'ils contribuent à la réalisation des priorités et 
des objectifs nationaux et régionaux en matière d'exploitation marine.

Huitièmement, le CIEO s'engage dans la coordination active ou permanente des 
programmes d'aide canadiens et internationaux dans le but : 1 ) d'éviter le 
double emploi ou les conflits relativement aux activités mises en oeuvre; et 
2 ) d'assurer, dans la mesure du possible, la création de programmes 
complémentaires. Le CIEO pourra ainsi tirer le meilleur usage possible de ses 
ressources financières limitées et accroître sa compétence générale comme source 
d'information sur les projets d'exploitation des richesse des océans.

Neuvièmement, le CIEO agit, dans la mesure du possible, comme "courtier" entre 
les régions et les pays en voie de développement, et les principaux organismes 
d'aide. Cette approche peut amener le CIEO à définir les projets, à proposer 
les fonds appropriés et, le cas échéant, à faire office "d'entrepreneur" pour 
l’ACDI ou des agences multilatérales.

En dernier lieu, le CIEO cherche à servir de lien entre les divers 
établissements canadiens oeuvrant dans les secteurs gouvernemental, de la 
recherche et de l'industrie pour tout ce qui a trait à la mer, de manière à 
présenter à la communauté internationale, par le biais de ses projets, une voie 
d'accès unique au savoir-faire canadien dans ce domaine. Ce faisant, le CIEO 
s'efforce de faire participer le plus possible le secteur privé canadien à ses 
projets de développement.



INDICES DE RENDEMENT ET EFFICACITE DES PROGRAMMESVI .

L'efficacité des programmes du Centre international d'exploitation des océans 
doit être envisagée dans le contexte de son mandat législatif, c'est-à-dire "de 
lancer, d'encourager et d'appuyer la coopération entre le Canada et les pays en 
voie de développement dans le domaine de l'exploitation des richesses des 
océans." Sous cet angle, les résultats et les contributions du Centre ne se 
prêtent pas facilement à une évaluation quantitative ou à une mesure des 
objectifs.

Afin de surmonter cette difficulté et d'assurer l'efficacité, courante et à long 
terme, de ses programmes et de ses opérations, le Centre s'est doté d'une 
structure opérationnelle et organisationnelle qui repose largement sur l'apport, 
la rétroaction et les conseils d'organismes extérieurs relativement aux projets 
et aux programmes mis en oeuvre.

Indices de rendement

Le rendement des programmes du CIEO doit être mesuré, car l'information qui en 
ressort fournit des données essentielles à la planification et au contrôle des 
opérations effectuées dans le cadre des projets. Les stratégies d'évaluation du 
rendement indiquent aux gestionnaires la direction à prendre en matière de 
planification, de coordination, de dotation, d'exécution et de contrôle des 
projets.

L'évaluation des programmes de développement international ne peut se décrire 
suivant un ensemble de règles précis. C'est une notion de gestion nécessaire 
pour appuyer et définir des activités et les résultats de programmes donnés. Il 
est essentiel de déterminer les indices de rendement aux fins de la 
planification des projets du CIEO. Ces Indices constituent en outre un moyen 
utilisé par le CIEO pour évaluer son influence dans le domaine de l'aide au 
développement. Diverses méthodes d'évaluation sont nécessaires pour fournir des 
données aux gestionnaires en ce qui a trait au rendement, à la qualité et à la 
quantité des programmes, ainsi qu'au niveau de service ou à l'efficacité.

1. Activités gérées à titre de projets

La planification et la mise en oeuvre des projets d'assistance technique et de 
formation dans les pays en voie de développement doivent s'accompagner de 
mesures visant à assurer l'efficacité et la rentabilité maximales des activités 
s'y rapportant. La planification sera effectuée en collaboration avec les 
autres donateurs et seuls les projets destinés à des pays dont les besoins sont 
considérés prioritaires seront mis en oeuvre.

Le CIEO gérera tous ses projets selon un aperçu du projet qui devra, dans la 
mesure du possible, contenir des objectifs mesurables, un calendrier des 
activités et un budget détaillé. Ce document servira de base à toute évaluation 
subséquente du projet. On consultera des professionnels de l'extérieur pour 
mesurer le rendement du projet. Le contrôle sera assuré par l'établissement de 
rapports, lesquels ont été approuvés dans le protocole d'entente.

Le Centre entend mener au moins deux évaluations officielles de chaque projet 
par année à compter de l'exercice financier de 1988-1989. On demandera à des 
spécialistes de l'extérieur d'aider le personnel du CIEO dans ces évaluations.



En plus de ces dernières, on prévoit la présentation de rapports annuels sur les 
projets destinés à fournir des renseignements sur l'évolution des projets. De 
même, des rapports annuels fourniront des résumés des programmes mis en oeuvre.

2. Bourses

Le Centre entreprendra une révision et une évaluation constantes de son 
programme de bourses, en se fondant sur les facteurs suivants :

i) Niveaux et groupes visés : une révision annuelle sera entreprise afin 
de veiller au respect des objectifs quantitatifs du programme. Ces 
évaluations annuelles pourront donner lieu à des modifications du 
processus de sélection.

ii) Réussite scolaire : le rendement de chaque boursier sera surveillé
afin de déterminer ses progrès. Le recrutement et la sélection seront 
modifiés en fonction des résultats.

iii) Influence sur les états côtiers : au cours du processus de sélection, 
le Centre doit tenir compte de la pertinence du domaine d'étude du 
candidat et de l'influence éventuelle de l'étudiant sur son pays 
d'origine. Voilà pourquoi on procédera à une enquête de suivi afin de 
surveiller les progrès professionnels des anciens boursiers du CIEO.

3. Services d'information

La Division de l'information du CIEO publiera et distribuera un certain nombre 
de documents d'information. L'utilité de cette activité sera mesurée par des 
évaluateurs indépendants qui connaissent bien les programmes d'information.

4. Services de soutien

L'efficacité du volet “services de soutien" du Centre sera évaluée en fonction 
de son apport direct aux prises de décisions et du fonctionnement et de 
l'exploitation efficace du Centre et de ses comités.

5. Conclusion.

Le Centre international d'exploitation des océans surveillera l'efficacité de 
ses divers programmes de financement et d'information au moyen d'inspections 
professionnelles, d'évaluations de projets et d'études spéciales.



VII. PLANS D'ACTION

A. Assistance technique

Le volet assistance technique du programme du CIEO assure un soutien technique 
et consultatif (axé sur la création d'un bassin de compétences) dans le but 
d'encourager les états ou les réglons visés à devenir autonomes sur le plan de 
l'exploitation et de la gestion de leurs ressources océaniques et des 
utilisations qui en seront faites. La priorité sera accordée à quatre régions 
en particulier : le bassin des Antilles, l'Afrique de l'Ouest, le Pacifique Sud 
et le Sud-Ouest de l’océan Indien. L'objectif du CIEO est d'obtenir les 
meilleurs résultats possibles de ses fonds restreintes, et de se concentrer sur 
les états qui présentent des possibilités élevées d'exploitation et dans 
lesquels les richesses des océans pourront contribuer largement à l'essor 
national. Comme nombre des bénéficiaires sont de petits états insulaires, une 
telle ligne de conduite vient appuyer les récents efforts du Comraonwealth et des 
Nations-Unies pour améliorer la situation de ces pays.

Conformément à sa stratégie générale, le CIEO favorise les initiatives et les 
projets régionaux, selon le cas, de manière à tenir compte de la nature 
transnationale des problèmes d'exploitation des ressources des océans. Le CIEO 
continuera de financer le bureau régional des pêcheries de 1 'Organlzatlon of 
Eastern Carribbean States de même que les organismes régionaux dont les 
activités portent sur les pêcheries et les minéraux extracôtiers du Pacifique 
Sud. On envisage toujours la possibilité de nouvelles initiatives régionales 
dans le Sud-Ouest de l'océan Indien (surveillance). Des activités bilatérales 
recevront également l'appui du Centre principalement dans les cas où : a) de 
nouvelles méthodes sont mises au point et leur application dans d'autres états 
est possible; b) un programme à l'échelle nationale peut aider à la création 
d'un projet régional; c) l'objectif est axé sur le développement rural, ce qui 
est plus difficile à réaliser sur un plan régional. Dans certains cas, des 
projets d'application mondiale seront réalisés. Le guide intitulé Research 
Vessel Operation manuel (guide d ’exploitation des navires de recherches) en est 
un exemple; on prévoit en effet qu'il prendra une importance primordiale pour un 
grand nombre d'états.

La Division s'engagera dans des projets dans lesquels on tiendra compte de 
l'équilibre entre la gestion et l'exploitation des ressources des océans. 
L'aspect gestion, que l'on retrouve dans des projets comme le programme 
d'amélioration de la gestion des données sur les pêcheries au Maroc et le projet 
de surveillance de la ZÉE actuellement en cours dans le Pacifique Sud, fait 
ressortir le besoin aigu d'arriver à une utilisation intelligente des richesses 
des océans. L'aspect exploitation, illustré par l'appui accordé aux pêcheries 
coopératives en république Dominicaine et au Vanuatu, met en évidence le besoin 
d'accroître la capacité d'exploitation des ressources et de veiller à ce que 
l'exploitation des océans contribue plus largement à l'essor économique 
nat ional.

Les moyens utilisés pour la mise en oeuvre des projets relatifs à l'assistance 
technique varieront selon les besoins qu'auront exprimés les bénéficiaires. La 
nomination de Canadiens compétents à des postes à caractère consultatif 
outre-mer se poursuivra fort probablement tel, par exemple, dans le cas des 
projets de surveillance et des projets régionaux de géologie marine dans le 
Pacifique. De nouvelles initiatives se traduiront par la participation de



pêcheurs canadiens à des projets de vulgarisation sur les pêcheries menés à 
l'échelle des villages. Comme dans les cas précédents, le CIEO poursuivra la 
mise en oeuvre de projets conjoints ou parallèles avec d'autres organismes, 
notamment le CRDI, le SUCO et l'Organisation canadienne pour la solidarité et le 
développement (OCSD) .

AU cours de la réalisation du présent plan d'exploitation, l'ajout de nouveaux 
membres du personnel permettra d'accorder une attention plus grande à deux 
secteurs particuliers, le Sud-Ouest de l'océan Indien et l'Afrique de l'Ouest.
On prévoit y consacrer des fonds importants qui seront destinés à l’expansion 
des projets en cours et au développement de nouveaux projets. De nouvelles 
orientations seront prises qui se concrétiseront par des efforts accrus visant à 
élargir le champ d'application des projets d'assistance technique à de nouveaux 
secteurs d'exploitation des richesses des océans, et ainsi, l'orientation 
originale axée principalement sur les pêcheries s'en trouvera modifiée.

En dernier lieu, il faut mentionner un aspect important du programme 
d'assistance technique, c'est-à-dire ses rapports avec les programmes de 
formation et d'information du CIEO. Dans la mesure du possible, les programmes 
d ’assistance technique comprendront des activités de formation et d'information 
dans le cadre des projets généraux. Ainsi, les compétences internes en 
formation et en information du CIEO participeront à la mise en oeuvre de 
nombreux projets d'assistance technique.

Les critères et les stratégies énoncées dans la présente partie du plan servent 
de cadre de planification dans lequel est assuré un maximum de souplesse pour 
répondre aux besoins régionaux et nationaux et offrir une gamme étendue de 
projets, qui vont des projets d'aide gouvernementale ou d'organismes et de 
"personne à personne", jusqu'aux projets de développement rural.



ASSISTANCE TECHNIQUE Budget d'exploitation 1987-1988

PROJETS ACTUELS 1987-1988
000 $

Pacifique Sud

1. Surveillance et application (FFA) 200
2. Centres de vulgarisation sur les pêcheries au Vanuatu - 1 13
3. CCOP/SOPAC - Géologie marine, échelle régionale 120
4. Application du droit de la mer 70
5. Exploitation pétrolière - Tonga 12
6. Centres de vulgarisation sur les pêcheries au Vanuatu - 11 13
7. Programme de surveillance côtière 10

Bassin des Antilles

8. Bureau des pêcheries de l'OECS 200
9. Commercialisation du poisson - Costa Rica 60
10. Formation des pêcheurs - II 60
11. Aide aux pêcheurs - république Dominicaine 10
12. Culture de mousse de mer 3 5
13. Politique en matière de pêcheries - Costa Rica 70

Océan Indien

14. Maldives - Exploitation et gestion des pêcheries 100
15. Seychelles - Pêche artisanale du thon 75
16. Surveillance des pêches - Sud-Ouest de l'océan Indien 85

Afrique de l'Ouest

17. Gestion des données au Maroc 80
18. Exploitation des pêcheries - Afrique de l'Ouest 90

Autres

19. Exploitation des navires de recherches 200
20. Programme de perfectionnement des pêcheurs 80

Total partiel 1,583

Élaboration de programmes/Nouveaux projets 100
Traitements du personnel 317

TOTAL - ASSISTANCE TECHNIQUE 2,000



B. Information

Le mandat de la Division de l'information du CIEO est double : en premier lieu, 
appuyer les projets visant à répondre aux besoins d'information des pays en voie 
de développement dans le domaine de la gestion et de l'exploitation des océans 
et, en second Heu, assurer des services d'information et de communication au 
siège du CIEO et à son personnel.

Programme d'information

Le volet "information" des programmes du CIEO répond au besoin de systèmes 
d'information et de données pour gérer efficacement les océans dans les pays en 
voie de développement. L'objectif visé est d'aider ces pays à se donner les 
moyens pour recueillir de l'information sur les ressources marines et 
l'utiliser; et pour augmenter le volume des échanges selon un axe sud—sud le 
plus efficacement possible, particulièrement dans les régions où le CIEO est le 
plus actif. Cependant, la mise au point de tels moyens ne peut à elle seule 
éliminer les inconvénients que représente le fait de travailler avec une 
information incomplète. C'est pourquoi la Division appuie également diverses 
activités qui consiste à préparer et à fournir du matériel d'information relatif 
aux océans et valable pour ces régions. En réalisant cet objectif double, le 
CIEO réussira à maximiser les avantages et les répercussions à long terme de 
l'assistance technique et de l'appui à la formation.

Afin de tirer le plus grand profit possible des programmes d*informataion, 
l'appui du CIEO portera surtout sur la mise sur pied, au palier régional, de 
centres et de réseaux d'information sur les affaires marines. Les centres 
d'information régionaux se sont révélés plus efficaces lorsque leur domaine 
d'application était clairement défini, lorsque l'établissement était un centre 
reconnu et lorsque la collaboration des pays avoisinants était assurée. Les 
réseaux d'information régionaux seront appuyés par le renforcement ou 
l'établissement d'infrastructures au palier national. Par exemple, la Division 
participe à la mise sur pied d'un Marine Affairs and Aquatlc Resources 
Information System (MAARIS) pour le Sri Lanka à la National Aquatlc Resources 
Agency (NARA), en collaboration avec le CRDI. Ce système peut, en temps utile, 
servir à un échange d'information dont pourront profiter certains états 
insulaires de l'océan Indien.

Dans le domaine de la préparation de matériel d'information, le CIEO prépare 
actuellement la publication d'un bulletin trimestriel sur les activités 
d'exploitation et de gestion des océans. L'objectif sera de favoriser l'échange 
d'information entre les responsables de projets et entre les pays en voie de 
développement partageant des intérêts coumuns. Le CIEO appuie également la mise 
au point de matériel éducatif au niveau secondaire afin de faire connaître les 
océans. En outre, le Centre aide la Division de la formation dans la production 
de matériel de formation audio-visuel et écrit destiné à des cours généraux et 
spécialisés en affaires marines. On envisage aussi de participer à 
l'amélioration de l'édition, de la publication et d'autres techniques utilisées 
dans les pays en voie de développement dans le but d'accroître leurs moyens de 
communication connexes au domaine marin.



Les efforts de planification seront maintenant orientés vers les quatre secteurs 
géographiques sur lesquels l'action du CIEO porte principalement : le Pacifique 
Sud, le bassin des Antilles, le Sud-Ouest de l'océan Indien et l'Afrique de 
1'Ouest.

Services d'information

En plus d'exploiter et de gérer un programme d'information à l’intention des 
pays en voie de développement, la Division fournit directement des services 
d'information au CIEO. Ces services comprennent l'exploitation d'un centre de 
ressources en information dont le mandat est de répondre aux besoins du 
personnel du CIEO et aux demandes de renseignements, la préparation de 
publications et de matériel audio—visuel en fonction des demandes du Centre, et 
la direction d'un programme de communications pour fournir des renseignements 
sur le programme de travail du CIEO.



INFORMATION - Budget d'exploitation

Programme d'information 1987-1988
"(000 $)

Centres d'informations

Information sur les ressources marines - Sri Lanka 30
Nouveaux projets 150

Total partiel 190

Matériel d'information

Bulletin 40
Matériel éducatif pour l'utilisation de cartes 25
Nouveaux projets 115

180
Elaboration de programmes 1 0 0

Total du programme d'information 470

Services d'information

Centre de ressources d'information 65
Publications/audio-visuel 100
Affaires publiques 70

Total des services d'information 235

Traitements du personnel 195

TOTAL POUR L'INFORMATION 900



c . FORMATION

Le volet "formation" du programme du CIEO porte principalement sur deux tâches 
prioritaires : élaboration et présentation de cours de formation et mise sur 
pied et administration du programme des bourses d'études. Étant donné ces 
priorités relatives à la planification de programme, le CIEO doit tenir compte 
de deux facteurs clés, soit les besoins mondiaux et les besoins en matière de 
formation et, deuxièmement, les domaines dans lesquels le savoir-faire du Canada 
est reconnu.

Élaboration et présentation des cours

Dans le premier domaine de priorité, les activités du CIEO portent sur deux 
points bien précis : élaboration de toute une gamme de cours sur les affaires 
marines et préparation ou parrainage de cours spécialisés qui suivent 
l’évolution des besoins mondiaux et traduisent le savoir-faire du Canada.
Ainsi, les programmes de formation sur les affaires marines mettent l'accent sur 
une gestion détaillée et sur le développement des ressources océaniques. Ces 
programmes sont conçus de manière à répondre aux besoins de formation de 
spécialistes aux échelons intermédiaires et supérieurs dans des pays en voie de 
développement, qui participent à la planification de la politique et des 
ressources marines. On tente de favoriser le développement de compétences 
locales de gestion des ressources océaniques. En outre, on élabore ou on 
parraine des cours spécialisés conçus pour répondre aux besoins précis des pays 
en voie de développement, sur des sujets comme la délimitation des zones 
maritimes, l'évaluation des populations de poissons, les ressources minérales 
non combustibles et d'autres sujets spécialisés. Ces cours de formation et de 
développement des compétences sont destinés à un certain nombre de groupes 
cibles dont les fonctionnaires gouvernementaux, les chercheurs et les experts 
techniques aussi bien que tous ces gens qui vivent de la mer.

Stratégies de formation
Le fonctionnement de la Division de la formation est régi par les principes de 
la stratégie de programme du CIEO. On tente par exemple de concentrer l'aide 
offerte par le CIEO en matière de formation dans des régions géographiques 
précises, selon ce qu'aura déterminé le conseil d'administration.

La Division de la formation tente en particulier de concentrer les ressources 
sur des projets qui peuvent être mis en oeuvre à l'échelon régional. Dans de 
nombreux cas, on tente de mettre au point des projets expérimentaux et des 
projets-pilotes de formation qui peuvent être étendus à d'autres régions. Dans 
la mesure du possible, le CIEO invite des observateurs d'autres régions ou pays 
à venir assister au cours de formation. On peut ainsi assurer une plus grande 
portée aux programmes de formation et favoriser la diffusion d'idées et de 
pratiques nouvelles dans les divers pays ou régions. Dans le but de mettre sur 
pied un programme équilibré de cours spécialisés et de bourses d'études, le CIEO 
tente de faire une évaluation des besoins avant de donner un cours de 
formation. Il tente également d'utiliser les compétences reconnues, au Canada, 
dans l'élaboration de programmes de formation. En outre, le Centre encourage la 
collaboration entre les adminsitrations régionales afin de favoriser la création 
de bassins de compétences locales.



Ln plus d assurer une assistance dans l'élaboration de matériel didactique et le 
soutien aux institutions, le CIEO met tout spécialement l'accent sur 
l'élaboration de projets qui comprennent un volet de perfectionnement des 
ressources humaines, par la formation, par exemple, d'animateurs et 
d éducateurs. La Division de la formation collabore également, avec les 
Divisions de l'information et de l'assistance technique, à la mise sur pied de
projets d'enseignement public et de vulgarisation. Il s'agit en quelque sorte
d un programme d éducation de la masse axe sur la gestion des ressources et la
prise de décisions en matière de conservation.

À titre d'organe central en matière d'assistance, le CIEO peut servir de lien 
pour les projets de formation, entre les divers organismes qui participent aux 
programmes d'aide bilatéraux et multilatéraux. C'est ainsi qu'on peut éviter le 
chevauchement inutile des efforts et des activités.

Dans le domaine des cours spécialisés, la Division de la formation bâtit un 
savoir-faire dans la compilation et la préparation de matériel didactique. À 
l'heure actuelle, le CIEO élabore, en compagnie d'experts de plusieurs 
institutions, des documents de cours spécialisés sur des sujets comme la gestion 
des navires de recherches, l'évaluation des populations de poissons, les 
affaires marines, la délimitation des zones maritimes, les ressources minérales 
non combustibles et le droit maritime.

Le Centre mène actuellement un projet échelonné sur six ans, qui vise à appuyer 
la mise sur pied d'un programme d'études couronnées par des diplômes 
multidisciplinaires en affaires marines. Le programme se donne dans deux 
universités canadiennes, l'une francophone et l'autre anglophone. Les premiers 
étudiants devraient entreprendre les études en 1987-1988.

Bourses d'études

Le CIEO accordera chaque année vingt bourses d'études à des étudiants de pays en 
voie de développement, nommés par le gouvernement, pour le programme d'études 
supérieures dans les affaires marines. Le Centre a également mis sur pied un 
programme de bourses d'études destiné à appuyer son objectif de création d'un 
bassin de compétences dans les pays en voie de développement. On accorde ainsi 
chaque année une vingtaine de bourses d'études supérieures, pour permettre à des 
étudiants de suivre, dans une université canadienne, un programme menant à une 
maîtrise dans un domaine lié aux sciences de la mer. Le CIEO remet également 
des bourses d'études pour le programme d'été de formation de 1 * Institut 
international de l'océan, pour la University of South Pacific, pour la 
University of the West Indies et pour l'Université maritime internationale. On a 
mis sur pied un projet-pilote qui permet à des étudiants de la University of 
West Indies de venir suivre au Canada une formation scolaire de courte durée.



Format ton Budget d'exploitation
1987-1988

Titre des 
projets

(000 $)

Élaboration et présentation des cours

Cours pour l'obtention d'un diplôme en affaires marines 
Cours sur les affaires marines - UMI 

(5/86 et 5/87)

300
30

Cours sur le droit maritime - UMI 
Matériel de formation autonome
Cours de planification - utilisation des ressources des océans - UMI 
Cours sur les ressources minérales non combustibles -

15
80
45
51

Pacifique Sud
Programme universitaire de Xiamen - République populaire de Chine 
Évaluation des populations - COPACE
Matériel de formation - diplôme en affaires marines 
Groupe consultatif - formation en affaires marines

90
283
125
10

Total partiel 1,029

Bourses

Diplôme en affaires marines 
Bourses

400

Bourses de 1*110 
Bourses de 1*UMI
Échange universitaire à court terme 
Bourses universitaires régionales 
Échange universitaire à court terme - II 
Diplôme - pêcheries 
Programme de bourses du CIEO 

(1987-1991)

40
79.8 
20

126
80
72.9 

401.9

Total partiel 1,220.6

Élaboration de programmes 
(Formation)

51.4

Programme de bourses 4 0
(Dépenses connexes) 

Traitements du personnel 309

TOTAL - DIVISION DE LA FORMATION 2,650TOTAL - DIVISION DE LA FORMATION



D. Finances et ad rn lnlstr a cion

Bien qu une bonne partie des coûts du personnel des programmes soit 
budget du programme proprement dit, il reste à payer des frais dans 
d 'adm1nlstratIon générale ainsi que d'autres frais. Le CIEO atteint 
sa vitesse de croisière et peut entreprendre un plus grand nombre d' 
financement, de sorte que ces frais généraux diminueront au point de 
environ 10 p. 100 du budget du CIEO à la fin du présent plan.

portée au 
1 a catégorle 
maintenant 

activités de 
représenter

FINANCES ET ADMINISTRATION - BUDGET DE FONCTIONNEMENT
1987-1988 

(000 $)
Bureau du Président et Direction des Finances
et Administration

Traitements/avantages - personnel 342
Déplacement 50
Frais généraux
Logement 180
Location d'équipement de bureau et achats 40
d'équipement et de meubles de bureau 

Fournitures de bureau, et services et 90
communications

Administrateurs - (jetons de présence, 65
allocations, déplacements

Entretien/Assurances, divers 15
Frais de réinstallation du personnel 33
Professionnel - honoraires de conseillers 95
Frais d'accueil 35
Formation et perfectionnement du personnel  5

TOTAL - FINANCES ET ADMINISTRATION 950

Note: Le CIEO n'a pas de budget d'investissement, l'achat
d'équipement, de meubles de bureau et les frais 
relatifs aux améliorations locatives sont imputés à 
l'exercice de l'année d'acquisition.
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ICOD CORPORATE PROGRAM PLAN 
1988/89

1. PURPOSE
This document describes the role and operating strategy of the 
International Centre for Ocean Development and the context within 
which it operates. It recommends an increase in core funding for 
the Centre in order to deepen and expand existing programming and 
to fully cover current target countries. More important, the 
paper requests funding for special program initiatives which ICOD 
is prepared to undertake within the context of the new ODA policy 
framework.

2. KEY ISSUES AND TRENDS
"Sharing our Future" identifies many of the issues which will be 
faced by developing countries over the coming years. In addition 
the report of the UN Commission on Environment and Development 
entitled "Our Common Future" .emphasizes the need for 
environmentally sound ocean resources development. In this 
context, the following elements will have a major impact on our 
oceans:

the increasing pressures on food security;
the growth of population and the need to create 
employment opportunities;
the conflicts • between environmental -protection
(depletion and pollution) and economic development;
the need to develop appropriate organizations 
(institution building) and human resources for ocean 
management in the developing world;
increasing energy requirements; and c -(  f a s

multiple use of ocean space for drilling, 
transportation, tourism and military purposes^-^^
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These elements are closely interrelated. Population expansion 
compounds the concern for food security and improved food 
distribution. Increased harvesting of ocean resources to meet 
growing protein demand increases the potential for critical stock 
depletion/ Accelerating environmental pressure may lead to long 
term damage to ocean ecosystems and to narrowed economic options. 
Stability can only derive from environmentally sound economic 
development, and careful husbanding of ocean resources through 
proper management of ocean ecosystems and resource exploitation.

3. PROGRAM POLICY FRAMEWORK
ICOD's mandate to initiate, encourage and support cooperation 
between Canada and developing countries in the field of ocean 
resource development (see Annex 1) was established by statute in 
1985. Initially three basic principles were set out to guide the 
management of the program. The first was that ICOD must be able 
to respond quickly and efficiently to requests and proposals from 
developing countries and regional organizations. The second was 
that ICOD concentrate on the development of human resources and 
management capacity in the developing world. The third was that 
ICOD limit its geographical focus and build upon specific areas 
of expertise. These principles were based in part on the limited 
financial resources available to the Centre, and on the need for 
ICOD to establish a recognized "niche" among development 
assistance organizations.
Even though funding has been limited during the Centre's initial 
years, ICOD has consolidated a series of useful programs in its 
four areas of geographical concentration. Those years have also 
seen the creation of an effective management team in ICOD and the 
establishment of networks with centres of oceans expertise.
It is now evident that existing funding projections will not 
satisfy demand for the range of assistance ICOD is providing. 
The' 1988/89 budget is expected to be fully committed by the end 
of June and a mounting number of requests are being received, 
both from the Centre's existing clientele and others. The full 
commitment of existing funds for this fiscal year (a situation 
which will be exacerbated in future) prevents ICOD from:

a) meeting demands from the countries identified as 
primary targets for ICOD assistance

b) expanding assistance to other high-priority areas 
identified in the new ODA objectives.
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Accordingly, in this document, ICOD is requesting a funding 
increase which will enable it to fully respond to the objectives 
outlined in "Sharing our Future" both through expansion of 
existing activities and the development of new initiatives.
The following are aspects of the approach in "Sharing Our Future" 
where ICOD programs have specific impacts, or where modifications 
may be possible.
Responding To Poverty - The developments associated with the 
Law of the Sea (LOS), in particular the creation of 200 nautical 
mile Exclusive Economic Zones (EEZ's), have resulted in one of 
the largest shifts in the ownership of the world's natural 
resource base since the age of exploration. The fundamental 
basis of ICOD's program is to assist developing countries in 
realizing the potential gains in living standards, particularly 
in food supplies, made possible by access to ocean resources. In 
this connection, ICOD's target countries include 17 of the 22 
Least Developed Countries which are coastal states.
Food Security - As noted above, a critical aspect of ICOD's 
mandate is the development and management of ocean resources as a 
source of food. In artisanal fisheries, fishing technology, 
mariculture, processing and marketing, this will continue to be a 
priority.
Increased Participation of Women - ICOD is developing a number 
of mechanisms to ensure that its programs enhance the role and 
participation of women in economic and social benefits of 
development. Greater proportions of program activities will be 
devoted to train and assist women in ocean related development at 
the managerial and technical levels in government and industry.
Environmentally Sound Development - In promoting the
sustainable and rational development and management of ocean 
resources, ICOD's entire program is intended to contribute to 
environmentally sound development of the world's oceans. Three 
areas of new or increased focus are foreseen to fulfill the 
objectives of "Sharing-Qu-r-Future": the development of improved
environmental impact assessment in ICOD project formulation; the 
provision, on request, of marine expertise for the environmental 
assessment of projects in developing countries; and direct 
assistance to marine environmental projects, particularly at the 
regional level.
Energy Availability - Although there are sources of energy 
associated with the oceans (hydrocarbons, tidal power, waves, 
thermal energy conversion), limited capital budgets and the more 
appropriate mandates of other organizations (eg. PCIAC) dictate 
that this will not be an area of ICOD focus. Related activities
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may, however, be undertaken in marine policy formulation and 
environmental protection.
The above review sets out general priorities for ICOD arising 
from the goals established in "Sharing Our Future", both in 
continuation of existing policies and in the pursuit of new 
objectives. These are developed further as specific
recommendations in Section 5 below.
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4. PROGRAM DELIVERY
4.1 IMPLEMENTATION STRATEGY AND DELIVERY MECHANISMS
ICOD's legislative mandate, current operating principles and 
implementation strategies are found in Annex 1 to this document.
The first 3-year phase of ICOD's operations has now been 
completed. During this period, ICOD has become a recognized 
entity in the ocean resources development field and has 
established itself as a major Canadian focus for ocean related 
development projects. This paper describes the activities which 
will be undertaken during a transitional phase of 3-5 years by 
which time ICOD should be a well established institution both 
within the Canadian government and within the international 
development assistance community.
During this period, ICOD will grow only as quickly as its 
financial and human resource base will permit given the necessity 
to maintain high standards in program and project management.
During this transitional stage, ICOD will continue to focus its 
activities on the four geographic regions identified and, more 
particularly, on the "target countries" within those regions. 
Similarly, ICOD will continue to undertake projects which are not 
capital intensive and are basically devoted to human resource 
development activities.
ICOD will continue its efforts to cooperate with other donors 
when implementing programs in order to avoid duplication. Also, 
ICOD will continue to offer its services to Canadian and 
international organizations as a potential executing agency for 
projects which fall within its legislative mandate.
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4.2 MANAGEMENT FRAMEWORK
The ultimate responsibility for ICOD's policies and programs is 
vested in a Board of Directors which includes members appointed 
from the international community. Under the direction of the 
President, as Chief Executive Officer, there are currently 35 
employees organized into 3 program divisions and the core 
administrative and financial functions. At present, the program 
divisions are structured along functional lines, i.e. Technical 
Assistance, Training, and Information. During the transitional 
period, ICOD will assess its organizational structure to assure 
its appropriateness to the demands of new and/or enhanced 
activities. A part of this review will assess the question of 
regional ICOD representation.
4.3 ISSUES AND CONSTRAINTS RELATED TO PROGRAM DELIVERY
4.3.1 CAPACITY OF RECIPIENT COUNTRIES
One of the greatest constraints to the effective and efficient 
management of ocean resources in developing countries is the lack 
of trained manpower in this sector. ICOD projects recognize this 
and appropriate training is built into virtually every project. 
It is also recognized that the oceans sector has not received 
adequate attention in the past and is often included with 
agriculture or other government structures. Thus, funding for 
the sector has been relatively limited and the capacity to 
develop and manage ocean activities is still rudimentary in many 
cases.
4.3.2 CAPACITY OF CANADIAN INSTITUTIONS AND ORGANIZATIONS
Until recently, Canada did not approach the subject of the 
management of ocean resources as an integrated system. Although 
much effort has been directed at this approach within the past 
ten years, Canadian capacity is still not as strong as it could 
be. Thus, in the planning of projects, ICOD cannot draw upon an 
unlimited supply of appropriate Canadian expertise in the field 
of .ocean resource development and management. Therefore, 
consultation with appropriate organizations within Canada is 
necessary to enhance the capability of Canadian organizations to 
respond effectively to developing country needs in the sector.
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5. RECOMMENDATIONS AND FOLLOW-UP
Within the context set by "Sharing Our Future", and given the 
factors set out in preceding sections, two general 
recommendations are suggested as targets for the next phase of 
ICOD's programming. (Target expenditures provided represent the 
incremental cost over existing budget projections for the period 
1989/90 to 1993/94).
5.1 EXTENSION AND EXPANSION OF EXISTING ACTIVITIES
Certain existing elements in ICOD's program should be expanded to 
emphasize more directly the themes and strategies of "Sharing Our 
Future". These include the following:
Integrated Ocean Management - ($1,000,000)
Fisheries Management - Promotion of improved fisheries management 
(including data collection, information systems and monitoring, 
control and surveillance) will contribute to food security and 
environmentally sound development. ($3,000,000)
Implementation of the Law of the Sea - This general area 
encompasses development of national marine policies, legislation, 
maritime boundary delimitation and related subjects. In that the 
effective extension of national jurisdiction over the oceans is 
critical to all other marine sectors, this group of programs has 
implications for all of the strategies outlined in Section 3. 
($1,500,000)
Support For Artisanal Fisheries - The further development of 
direct assistance programs for artisanal fisheries in developing 
countries, including the provision of community-based advisory 
support, will be an essential element of ICOD's approach to the 
alleviation of poverty and the enhancement of food security. 
($2,500,000)
Non-living Resource Development - Improved management and 
conservation of marine non-living resources (eg. non-fuel 
minerals), will continue to develop as an area of ICOD interest. 
Proper management of exploitation will permit environmentally 
sound development, and provide some contribution to import 
substitution. ($2,500,000)
Public Information - Continued enhancement of the availability of 
information on marine-related matters will contribute to public 
understanding of the importance of ocean conservation and 
development and its contribution to economic development. This 
would directly assist in improved decision-making in developing 
countries and enhance the profile of the marine sector as a
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contributor to economic development. ($2,500,000)
5.2 DEVELOPMENT OF NEW INITIATIVES
It is recommended that ICOD develop initiatives in areas which 
are not currently part of its program (or which are a very minor 
part), but which are directly suggested by the strategies in 
,,Sha^ing~r:Our Future". These initiatives would include the 
following:
Marine Environmental Protection - ICOD is prepared to develop 
more direct programs of assistance which promote environmentally 
sound development. This will focus especially on support for 
regional initiatives in marine environmental protection, given 
the transboundary nature of many marine environmental problems. 
ICOD will also improve its capacity for environmental impact 
assessment of its own and other projects. % ($4,000,000)

H it*  iaM w amen In Fisheries - The role of women in fisheries particularly, 
and the marine sector generally, will be targeted for new 
programs in areas such as marketing and production of food. In 
addition to contributing to an increased focus on WID activities, 

0* this will have impacts on food security and the alleviation of
poverty. ($2,500,000)
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Marine Transportation - Marine transport contributes to all 
aspects of national economic life, including food security and 
employment creation. ICOD will expand its programmes in marine 
transportation, with a focus on development of national shipping 
policies, training and environmental protection. ($2,500,000)
Tourism - In many coastal and island states, tourism is an 

h M  kWAMU important potential contributor to employment and foreign 
exchange earnings. It can, however, have many negative

huf implications, both socially and environmentally. ICOD will
develop programs to improve the planning and implementation of 

ifaj si beneficial and environmentally sound marine tourism development, 
including the provision of advice on marine parks. ($3,000,000)

/ihms Community Education - ICOD will concentrate more heavily on the 
(¿fat preparation and distribution of marine-related ̂ community

education materials. This will provide information to the 
tyMAfavUvu! relatively disadvantaged, and contribute to environmentally sound

/
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development at the community level. ($1,500,000)
Mariculture - ICOD intends to increase its contribution to this 
potentially important element of food security. Implementation 
of this target will be based on research carried out by agencies 
in Canada (IDRC) and elsewhere. ($2,500,000)
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Fundina Summary by Fiscal Year durincr IPF Period ($ in millions
1989/90 1990/91 1991/92 1992/93 1993/94 Totals

Original
IPF 9.5 11.5 13.5 15.7 16.8 = 67.0

Increase
Proj ected 
Proposed IPF

2.0 3.5 5.0 7.8 10.7 = 29.0

11.5 15.0 18.5 23.5 27.5 = 96.0-,

The above target expenditures represent a 43% increase over 
present indicative planning figures. It is expected that ICOD 
staff levels would need to be increased to approximately 50 
employees in order to accommodate the expected workload implicit 
in the above. Implementation of these increased activities will 
be undertaken largely by the Canadian private sector, and 
appropriate educational and governmental institutions.
In all program areas, ICOD will continue its basic concentration 
on human resource development (through technical and academic 
training), technical assistance and improved information 
collection and dissemination. These reflect both the nature of 
ocean development problems and the priorities of "Sharing Our 
Future".
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Annex 1

A BACKGROUND TO
THE INTERNATIONAL CENTRE FOR OCEAN DEVELOPMENT

1. BACKGROUND
Over the past twenty years, many countries have declared extended 
jurisdiction, creating Exclusive Economic Zones (EEZ's). This 
provided developing countries with extended sovereignty over all 
economic uses of the new zones, as well as the continental shelf 
beyond the zones. These rights involve new responsibilities to 
manage the resources and uses of these expanded zones.
Although almost all countries have now declared a 200 mile zone, 
most of the smaller countries are still unable to assume 
effective management measures. Optimistic estimates indicate 
that even with an increased focus on the EEZ's, developing 
countries face a task that may take them well into the 21st 
century. Completing their tasks of defining the boundaries of 
their EEZ's, developing a cadre of skilled and knowledgeable 
personnel, establishing the necessary organizational groups, and 
compiling the inventory of ocean resources is a formidable 
undertaking for most countries.
Many of the world's coastal states are among the least developed 
countries (LLDC's) and lack the most rudimentary ocean management 
expertise and infrastructure, as well as the financial resources 
to exploit their new resource base. Without assistance, many of 
these LLDC's would be effectively precluded from realising any 
substantial benefits from their potential gains. Nor are they, 
in most cases, capable of fulfilling their accompanying 
management responsibilities.
Canada and developing countries found common cause on many issues 
at the Law of the Sea Conference. This enhanced Canada's 
reputation for active involvement in third world development, and 
led' directly to the creation of ICOD, as an agency of the 
Government of Canada, charged specifically with development 
assistance in the marine sector.
Canada's response to the needs of the third world is especially 
practical as Canada possesses a recognized capacity, both 
technological and managerial in the ocean resources field. 
Furthermore, Canadian aid in ocean matters is widely sought by 
third world countries, as Canada is viewed as having few, if any, 
"distant water" interests in exploiting the economic zones of 
other nations.
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2. ICOD'S MANDATE
The International Centre for Ocean Development (ICOD), was 
created as a Crown Corporation by Act of Parliament on February 
27, 1985. Section 4 of the incorporating statute provides the
mandate of ICOD as follows.

"The objectives of the Centre are to initiate, encourage and 
support cooperation between Canada and developing countries 
in the field of ocean resource development by:
(a) initiating and supporting programs in developing 
countries for the improved management and utilization of 
ocean resources, particularly as a source of food;
(b) supporting the development of indigenous expertise and 
institutions in developing countries in order to increase 
the capacities of developing countries in integrated ocean 
use management;
(c) enlisting the expertise of people and institutions in 
Canada, developing countries and elsewhere;
(d) developing and sponsoring the collection and 
dissemination of information relating to ocean resource 
development;
(e) developing and sponsoring training programs, technical 
assistance and advisory services relating to ocean resource 
development; and
(f) supporting research relating to ocean resource 
development."

3. ICOD PRINCIPLES
Initially, three basic principles were set out by ICOD to guide 
the management of its programs. The first was that ICOD must be 
able to respond quickly and efficiently to requests and proposals 
from developing countries and regional organizations. The second 
required that ICOD maintain maximum programming flexibility 
within an established program framework. The third was that ICOD 
focus its programs narrowly and build upon specific areas of 
expertise. These principles were based in part on the limited 
financial resources available to the Centre, and on the need for 
ICOD to establish its management capacities quickly.
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4. ICOD STRATEGIES
During its formative years, the Centre adopted the following 
approaches and strategies:

(a) ICOD concentrates on Human Resources Development, and 
focusses its efforts on three general types of 
programming:

Technical Assistance (aimed primarily at 
institutional development);
Information; and,
Training.

Capital-intensive projects have been avoided at this 
time, as they are beyond ICOD's present financial 
resources and are better dealt with by other agencies. 
The Centre concentrates on smaller discrete projects 
which often fall below the threshold of concern of 
major funding agencies.

(b) ICOD's programs encompass all aspects of ocean 
resources development and management through 
environmentally sound projects. Many of ICOD's initial 
projects have been within the fisheries sector and, 
while such projects will continue to form an important 
portion of ICOD's activities, the Centre is actively 
pursuing a more diversified programming base.

(c) ICOD's program selection is designed to provide for a 
mix of projects which are aimed at a wide range of 
people within recipient countries, from fishermen or 
technicians, to senior level government officials.

(d) ICOD is cognizant of the role of women in developing 
countries and tries to ensure that this role is given 
particular consideration wherever possible in the 
development of projects.

(e) Similarly, ICOD endeavours to assist disadvantaged 
groups and the poorest of people in target countries 
wherever possible.

(f) ICOD intends, where possible to promote and facilitate 
transfers of technology, information, and expertise on 
a "south-south" basis, so that existing capacities in 
one part of the developing world are made more 
accessible to other regions.
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(g) ICOD undertakes pilot projects involving new 
initiatives and/or experimental approaches to the 
management or development of marine resources.

(h) ICOD concentrates on countries and regions in which the 
development of ocean resources will have maximum 
economic impact, and in which the scale of operations 
will be small to permit the greatest possible results 
from the Centre's limited funds. This has led to the 
geographic concentration in the Caribbean Basin, the 
South Pacific, the South and West Indian Ocean, and 
West Africa, and includes 17 of the 22 Least Developed 
Countries, which are coastal states. Several of the 
countries, especially in the South Pacific and South 
and West Indian Ocean have not been major recipients of 
other Canadian Development Assistance programs. Thus 
the ICOD projects permit a Canadian presence in these 
areas which would otherwise be lacking.

(i) ICOD undertakes projects at the bilateral, regional and
global levels. Global projects are undertaken where 
there is a worldwide commonality of needs, where the
nature of the problem lends itself to global solutions,
and where it is more efficient to undertake the project 
at a global level. Bilateral projects are undertaken 
to meet country specific needs and priorities, especi
ally when such projects can be replicated in other 
countries, or are pilot projects involving new init
iatives and/or experimental approaches. Regional
programming is ICOD's preferred approach, as many 
oceans issues are of a regional nature, and such an 
approach allows for a wide range of projects designed 
to fill identified needs within the broad mosaic of
regional development.

(j) ICOD deals directly with government bodies and regional
inter-governmental organizations, and requires that 
projects be submitted or endorsed at this level. In
this manner, it is possible to ensure that projects 
have the support of local authorities, and contribute 
to the national and regional priorities and objectives.

(k) ICOD pursues active and continuing coordination with 
Canadian and other aid programs in order to ensure the 
avoidance of unnecessary duplication or conflict of 
activities, and the creation of complimentary programs 
whenever possible. Such an approach permits ICOD to 
extend the effective impact of its limited funding and 
to improve its own general expertise and awareness as 
an information source on ocean resources development
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proj ects.
(l) ICOD acts where possible as an "aid broker" between 

developing countries/regions and major aid agencies. 
This approach may involve ICOD as an executing agency, 
a partner involved in joint funding, or a facilitator 
linking donors and aid recipients.

(m) When implementing programs either on behalf of the 
Canadian Government or other donors, ICOD utilizes 
Canadian expertise to the greatest degree possible in 
the planning, implementation, and evaluation of 
projects and programs.

ICOD will review these strategies during the current year and 
make adjustments as necessary to reflect new programming thrusts 
indicated in the Corporate Program Plan.

5. ICOD'S INITIAL YEARS OF OPERATION
During the first three years of the existence of ICOD, efforts 
were focussed on creating the organizational structure to carry 
out its mandate. During this time, much of the new 
organization's time and energy were devoted to establishing its 
presence both nationally and internationally. As a result, 
ICOD's initial programming approach was relatively narrowly 
targeted and largely responsive to those developing countries 
which had the least capacity to manage their EEZ's.
This gave the Centre the time to begin the process of defining 
the needs and issues related to ocean resource development in a 
more comprehensive and systematic manner. Simultaneously, this 
approach provided ICOD with the opportunity to review how it 
might best respond to the complex task at hand.

6. THE ICOD ENVIRONMENT
Since the establishment of ICOD, several key external factors 
have emerged. These factors all call for a more proactive role 
on the part of the Centre, and a more rapid assumption of its 
mandated role. Some of these factors include the following:
The recently issued strategy of the Government of Canada on ODA 
reinforces ICOD's place in the family of Canadian international
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development efforts. The strategy which sets out national 
policies and priorities for Canada in international development, 
strengthens the view that ICOD is uniguely positioned to 
contribute in the field of ocean development.
In addition, the recent work of the UN Commission on Environment 
and Development highlights the need for rapid and expanded 
commitments by donor agencies and countries to environmentally 
sound ocean resource development, conservation and protection.
On the basis of the foregoing, ICOD recognizes the need to become 
a more equal partner in the efforts of Canada and developing 
countries in ocean resources development. This implies that ICOD 
should move quickly to fulfill the full mandate of the 
organization as articulated in the Act.
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7. FULFILLING ICOD'S MANDATE
LDC's face enormous challenges if they are to harness the 
opportunities and meet their responsibilities flowing from the 
LOS and the creation of EEZ's. In part this challenge stems from 
the relative lack of priority that ocean resource management and 
development have received in the developing world in the past 30 
years. Even now, LDC and donor agency budgets for ocean 
development hardly reflect the importance of ocean development to 
the world and individual countries.
In response to these needs and on the basis of its mandate, the 
ICOD of the future has an important role to play in both Canada 
and developing countries in ocean resources development. To do 
this, the Centre plans on developing its organization and 
programs over the next decade, gradually consolidating and 
expanding its capabilities and programs. On this basis, ICOD 
sees its evolution over the next decade involving two stages.
During the next 3-5 years, ICOD intends to expand its program 
scope in response to the government's new strategy, i.e. special 
initiative in WID, environment, etc. In the following 3-5 years, 
ICOD will pursue the consolidation of existing programs, 
expansion of target countries, and start of capital project 
funding.
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ICOD CORPORATE PROGRAM PLAN 
1988/89

1. PURPOSE
This document describes the role and operating strategy of the 
International Centre for Ocean Development and the context within 
which it operates. It proposes an increase in core funding for 
the Centre in order to deepen and expand existing programming and 
to fully cover current target countries. More importantly, it 
requests funding for special program initiatives which ICOD is 
prepared to undertake within the context of the new ODA policy 
framework.

2. KEY ISSUES AND TRENDS
Sharing our Future identifies many of the issues which will be 
faced by developing countries over the coming years. In addition 
the report of the UN Commission on Environment and Development 
entitled Our Common Future , emphasizes the need for
environmentally sound ocean resources development. In this 
context, the following elements will have a major impact on our 
oceans :

o the increasing pressures on food security;
o the growth of population and the need to create

employment opportunities ;
o the need to integrate environmental concerns (depletion 

and pollution) with economic development;
o the need to develop appropriate organizations

(institution building) and human resources for ocean 
management in the developing world;

o increasing energy requirements; and
o multiple use of ocean space for living and non living 

resource exploitation, transportation, tourism, 
scientific research and military purposes.

These elements are closely interrelated. Population expansion 
compounds the concern for food security and improved food 
distribution. Increased harvesting of fisheries resources to 
meet growing demand increases the potential for critical stock
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depletion. Accelerating pressure on the environment may lead to 
damage to ocean ecosystems and to narrowed economic options. 
Sustained ocean development can only derive from environmentally 
sound practices, and careful management of resources.

3. PROGRAM POLICY FRAMEWORK
ICOD's mandate to initiate, encourage, and support cooperation- 
between Canada and developing countries in the field of ocean 
resource development (see Annex 1) was established by statute in 
1985. Initially ICOD established three basic principles to guide 
the management of the program: 1) responding quickly and
efficiently to requests and proposals from developing countries 
and regional organizations; 2) concentrating on the development 
of human resources and management capacity in the developing 
world; 3) limiting its geographical focus and building upon 
specific areas of expertise. These principles were based in part 
on the limited financial resources available to the Centre, and 
on the need for ICOD to establish a recognized niche among 
development assistance organizations.
Even though funding has been limited during the Centre's initial 
years, ICOD has consolidated a series of useful programs in its 
four areas of geographical concentration-Caribbean Basin, South 
Pacific, South and West Indian Ocean, West Africa. Those years 
have also seen the creation of an - effective management team in 
ICOD and the establishment of working relationships with centres 
of oceans expertise.
It is now evident that existing funding projections will not 
satisfy demand for the range of assistance ICOD is providing. 
The 1988/89 budget is expected to be fully committed by the end 
of June while requests both from the Centre's existing clients 
and others are increasing. The full commitment of existing funds 
for this fiscal year (a situation which will be exacerbated in 
future) prevents ICOD from:

a) meeting demands from the countries identified as 
primary targets for ICOD assistance

b) expanding assistance in high-priority sectors 
identified in the new ODA objectives.

Accordingly, in this document, ICOD is proposing a funding 
increase to enable it to fully respond to the objectives outlined 
in Sharing our Future both through expansion of existing 
activities and the development of new initiatives.
The following are aspects of the approach in Sharing Our Future 
where ICOD programs have specific impacts, or where modifications
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may be possible.
Responding To Poverty - The developments associated with the 
Law of the Sea (LOS), in particular the creation of 200 nautical 
mile Exclusive Economic Zones (EEZ's), have resulted in one of 
the largest shifts in the ownership of the world's natural 
resource base since the age of exploration. The fundamental 
basis of ICOD's program is to assist developing countries in 
realizing the potential gains in living standards, particularly 
in food supplies, made possible by access to ocean resources. In 
this connection, ICOD's target countries include 17 of the 22 
Least Developed Countries which are coastal states.
Food Security - As noted above, a critical aspect of ICOD's 
mandate is the development and management of ocean resources as a 
source of food. In artisanal fisheries, fishing technology, 
mariculture, processing and marketing, this will continue to be a 
major priority.
Increased Participation of Women - ICOD is developing
mechanisms to ensure that its programs enhance the role and 
participation of women in development. A greater proportion of 
program activities will be devoted to training and assisting 
women in ocean related development at the managerial and
technical levels in government and industry.
Environmentally Sound Development - In promoting the
sustainable and rational development and management of ocean
resources, ICOD's entire program is intended to contribute to 
environmentally sound development of the world's oceans. Three 
areas of new or increased focus are foreseen to fulfill the
objectives of Sharing Our Future: the development of improved
environmental impact assessment in ICOD project formulation; the 
provision, on request, of marine expertise for the environmental 
assessment of projects in developing countries; and direct 
assistance to marine environmental projects, particularly at the 
regional level.
Energy Availability - Although there are sources of energy 
associated with the oceans (hydrocarbons, tidal power, waves, 
thermal energy conversion), limited capital budgets and the more 
appropriate mandates of other organizations (e.g. PCIAC) dictate 
that this will not be an area of ICOD focus. Related activities 
may, however, be undertaken in marine policy formulation and 
environmental protection.
The above review sets out general priorities for ICOD arising 
from the goals established in Sharing Our Future, both in 
continuation of existing policies and in the pursuit of new 
objectives. These are developed further as specific
recommendations in Section 5 below.
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4. PROGRAM DELIVERY
4.1 Implementation Strategy And Delivery Mechanisms
ICOD's legislative mandate, current operating principles and 
implementation strategies are found in Annex 1 to this document.
The first 3-year phase of ICOD's operations is now completed. 
During this period, ICOD has become a recognized entity in the 
ocean resources development field and has established itself as a 
focus for ocean related development projects. This paper 
describes the activities which are proposed for the next 5 year 
period.
During this period, ICOD will grow only as quickly as its 
financial and human resource base will permit given the necessity 
to maintain high standards in program and project management. The 
Centre will continue to focus its activities on the four 
geographic regions identified and, more particularly, on the 
"target countries" within those regions. Similarly, ICOD will 
continue to undertake projects which are not capital intensive 
and are basically devoted to human resource development 
activities.
ICOD will continue its efforts to cooperate with other donors 
when implementing programs in order to avoid duplication. Also, 
ICOD will continue to offer its. services to Canadian and 
international organizations as a potential executing agency for 
projects which fall within its legislative mandate. During this 
period, ICOD will assess its organizational structure to assure 
that it can meet the demands of new and/or enhanced activities. 
A part of this review will assess the question of regional ICOD 
representation.

5. PROGRAM FOLLOW-UP
Within the context set by Sharing Our Future, and given the 
factors set out in preceding sections, two general categories are 
proposed for the next phase of ICOD's programming. (Target 
expenditures provided represent the incremental cost over 
existing budget projections for the period 1989/90 to 1993/94).
5.1 Extension And Expansion Of Existing Activities
Certain elements in ICOD's present program should be expanded to 
emphasize more directly the themes and strategies of Sharing Our 
Future. These include the following:
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Integrated Ocean Management - Understanding of the 
interrelationships among marine resources and their uses is 
critical to the effective management of coastal development and 
ocean space. ICOD will continue to provide advice and training 
to policy makers and managers in developing countries in this 
important area. ($1 ,000,000)
Fisheries Management - Promotion of improved fisheries management 
(including data collection, technology development, information 
systems and monitoring, control and surveillance) will contribute 
to food security and environmentally sound development. 
($3,000,000)
Implementation of the Law of the Sea - This general area 
encompasses development of national marine policies, legislation, 
maritime boundary delimitation, regional development and 
international cooperation. In that the effective extension of 
national jurisdiction over the oceans is critical to all other 
marine sectors, this group of programs has implications for all 
of the strategies outlined in Section 3. ($1,500,000)
Support For Artisanal Fisheries - The further development of 
direct assistance programs for artisanal fisheries in developing 
countries, including the provision of community-based advisory 
support, will be an essential element of ICOD's approach to the 
alleviation of poverty and the enhancement of food security. 
($2,500,000)
Non-living Resource Development - Improved management and 
conservation of non-living marine resources (eg. non-fuel 
minerals) , will continue to develop as an area of ICOD interest. 
Proper management of exploitation will permit environmentally 
sound development, and provide some contribution to import 
substitution. ($2,500,000)
Public Information - Sustained communications efforts will 
increase Canadian public understanding of ocean development 
issues and support for Canadian assistance to developing 
countries in this sector. Such information will also assist 
decision makers in developing countries to enhance the profile of 
the marine sector as a contributor to economic development. 
($2,500,000)
5.2 New Initiatives
ICOD is proposing initiatives in areas which currently comprise 
only a small part of its program, but which are directly 
suggested by the strategies in Sharing Our Future. These 
initiatives would include the following:
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Marine Environmental Protection - ICOD is prepared to develop 
more direct programs of assistance to promote environmentally 
sound development. These would focus especially on support for 
regional initiatives in marine environmental protection, given 
the transboundary nature of many marine environmental problems. 
ICOD will also improve its capacity for environmental impact 
assessment of its own and other projects. ($4,000,000)
Women In Fisheries - The role of women in fisheries in 
particular, and the marine sector generally, will be targeted for „ 
new programs in areas such as marketing and production of food. 
In addition to contributing to an increased focus on WID 
activities, this will have impacts on food security and the 
alleviation of poverty. ($2,500,000)
Technology Development - Successful EEZ management increasingly 
depends on sophisticated technology. (New materials, micro 
electronics, lasers, satellites, etc). The major factor in 
adapting and utilizing these technologies is through information 
and the development of human resources. ($1,500,000)
Marine Transportation - Marine transportation contributes to all 
aspects of national economic life, including food security and 
employment creation. ICOD will expand its programs in marine 
transportation, with a focus on development of national shipping 
policies, training and environmental protection. ($2 ,000,000)
Coastal Development - In many coastal and island states, tourism 
and coastal developments in general are seen as important 
potential contributors to employment and foreign exchange 
earnings. They can, however, have many negative implications, 
both socially and environmentally. ICOD will develop programs to 
improve the planning and implementation of beneficial and 
environmentally sound coastal development, including the 
provision of advice on marine parks and tourist developments. 
($1,500,000)
Community Education - ICOD will concentrate more heavily on 
extension courses, training and related information materials for 
rural communities so that they can use the resources at their 
disposal effectively and contribute to environmentally sound 
development at the community level. ($2 ,000,000)
Mariculture - ICOD intends to increase its contribution to this 
potentially important element of food security. Implementation 
of this target will be based on research carried out by agencies 
in Canada (IDRC) and elsewhere. ($2,500,000)
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Funding Summary by Fiscal Year during IPF Period (million $)

1989/90 1990/91 1991/92 1992/93 1993/94 Totals
Original
IPF 9.5 11.5 13.5 15.7 16.8 = 67.0
Increase
Proj ected 2 .0 3.5 5.0 7.8 10.7 = 29.0
Proposed IPF 11.5 15.0 18.5 23.5 27.5 = 96.0

Implementation of these increased activities will be undertaken 
largely by the Canadian private sector, and appropriate 
educational and governmental institutions. In all program areas, 
ICOD will continue its basic concentration on human resource 
development through technical and academic training, technical 
assistance and improved information collection and dissemination.



Annex 1

PERSPECTIVE ON
THE INTERNATIONAL CENTRE FOR OCEAN DEVELOPMENT

1. BACKGROUND
Over the past twenty years, many countries have declared extended 
jurisdiction over their coastal waters, creating Exclusive 
Economic Zones (EEZ's). This provided developing countries with 
extended sovereignty over all economic uses of the new zones, as 
well as the continental shelf beyond them. The rights which have 
accrued involve new responsibilities to manage the resources and 
uses of these expanded zones.
Although almost all countries have now declared 200 mile zones, 
most of the smaller countries are still unable to effectively 
manage their offshore areas. Completing the tasks of defining 
the boundaries of their EEZ's, establishing policy and management 
regimes, developing a pool of skilled personnel, establishing the 
organizational structures, and compiling the inventory of ocean 
resources is a formidable undertaking for most countries.
Many coastal states are among the least developed countries 
(LLDC's) and lack the most rudimentary ocean management expertise 
and infrastructure, as well as the financial resources to exploit 
their new resource base. Without assistance, many of these 
LLDC's would be effectively precluded from realizing the 
potential of their EEZ's. Nor are they, in most cases, capable 
of fulfilling their accompanying management responsibilities.
It was with the above factors in mind that ICOD, as an agency of 
the Government of Canada, was charged specifically with 
development assistance in the marine sector.
Canada's response to the needs of the developing countries is 
practical because Canada possesses a recognized capacity, both 
technological and managerial, in the ocean resources field. 
Furthermore, Canadian aid in ocean matters is widely sought by 
developing countries, who view Canada as having few, if any, 
"distant water" interests in exploiting the economic zones of 
other nations.
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2. MANDATE
The International Centre for Ocean Development (ICOD), was 
created as a Crown Corporation by Act of Parliament on February 
27, 1985. Section 4 of the incorporating statute provides the
mandate of ICOD as follows.

"The objectives of the Centre are to initiate, encourage and
support cooperation between Canada and developing countries
in the field of ocean resource development by:
(a) initiating and supporting programs in developing 

countries for the improved management and utilization 
of ocean resources, particularly as a source of food;

(b) supporting the development of indigenous expertise and 
institutions in developing countries in order to 
increase the capacities of developing countries in 
integrated ocean use management;

(c) enlisting the expertise of people and institutions in 
Canada, developing countries and elsewhere;

(d) developing and sponsoring the collection and
dissemination of information relating to ocean resource 
development;

(e) developing and sponsoring training programs, technical 
assistance and advisory services relating to ocean 
resource development; and

(f) supporting research relating to ocean resource
development."

3. PRINCIPLES
Initially, ICOD established the following three basic principles 
to guide the management of its programs: 1) ICOD must be able
to respond quickly and efficiently to requests and proposals from 
developing countries and regional organizations; 2) The Centre 
should concentrate on the development of human resources and 
management capacity in the developing world; 3) ICOD should 
limit its geographpical focus and build upon specific areas of 
expertise. These principles were based in part on the limited 
financial resources available to the Centre and on the need for 
ICOD to establish a recognized niche among development assistance 
organizations.
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4. STRATEGIES
During its formative years, the Centre adopted the following 
strategies:

(a) ICOD concentrates on Human Resources Development, and 
focusses its efforts on three general types of 
programming:

Technical Assistance (aimed primarily at 
institutional development);
Information; and,
Training.

Capital-intensive projects have been avoided at this 
time, as they are beyond ICOD's present financial 
resources and are better dealt with by other agencies. 
The Centre concentrates on smaller discrete projects 
which often fall below the threshold of concern of 
major funding agencies.

(b) ICOD's programs encompass all aspects of ocean 
resources development and management through 
environmentally sound projects. Many of ICOD's initial 
projects have been within the fisheries sector and, 
while such projects will continue to form an important 
portion of ICOD's activities, the Centre is actively 
pursuing a more diversified programming base.

(c) ICOD's program selection is designed to provide for a 
mix of projects which are aimed at a wide range of 
people within recipient countries, from fishermen or 
technicians, to senior government officials.

(d) ICOD is cognizant of the role of women in developing 
countries and tries to ensure that this role is given 
particular consideration wherever possible in the 
development of projects.

(e) Similarly, ICOD endeavours to assist disadvantaged 
groups and the poorest of people in target countries 
wherever possible.

(f) ICOD intends, where possible, to promote and facilitate 
transfers of technology, information, and expertise on 
a "south-south" basis, so that existing capacities in 
one part of the developing world are made more 
accessible to other regions.
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(g) ICOD undertakes pilot projects involving new 
initiatives and/or experimental approaches to the 
management or development of marine resources.

(h) ICOD concentrates on countries and regions in which the 
development of ocean resources will have maximum 
economic impact, and in which the scale of operations 
will be small enough to permit the greatest possible 
results from the Centre's limited funds. This has led 
to the geographic concentration in the Caribbean Basin, 
the South Pacific, the South and West Indian Ocean, and 
West Africa, and includes 17 of the 22 Least Developed 
Countries, which are coastal states. Several of the 
countries, especially in the South Pacific and South 
and West Indian Ocean have not been major recipients of 
other Canadian Development Assistance programs. Thus 
the ICOD projects create a Canadian presence in these 
areas which would otherwise be lacking.

(i) ICOD undertakes projects at the bilateral, regional and
global levels. Global projects are undertaken where 
there is a worldwide commonality of needs, where the
nature of the problem lends itself to global solutions,
and where it is more efficient to undertake the project 
at a global level. Bilateral projects are undertaken 
to meet country specific needs and priorities, especi
ally when such projects can be replicated in other 
countries, or as pilot projects involving new init
iatives and/or experimental approaches. Regional
programming is ICOD's preferred approach, as many 
oceans issues are of a regional nature, and such an 
approach allows for a wide range of projects designed 
to fill identified needs within the broad mosaic of
regional development.

(j) ICOD deals directly with government bodies and regional
inter-governmental organizations, and requires that 
projects be submitted or endorsed at this level. In
this manner, it is possible to ensure that projects 
have the support of local authorities, and contribute 
to the national and regional priorities and objectives.

(k) ICOD pursues active and continuing coordination with 
Canadian and other aid programs to avoid duplication or 
conflict of activities. Complementary programs are 
created whenever possible. Such an approach permits 
ICOD to extend the effective impact of its limited 
funding and to improve its own general expertise and 
awareness as an information source on ocean resource 
development projects.



(l) ICOD acts where possible as an "aid broker" between 
developing countries/regions and major aid agencies. 
This approach may involve ICOD as an executing agency, 
a partner involved in joint funding, or a facilitator 
linking donors and aid recipients.

(m) When implementing programs either on behalf of the 
Canadian Government or other donors, ICOD utilizes 
Canadian expertise to the greatest degree possible in 
the planning, implementation, and evaluation of 
projects and programs.

ICOD will review these strategies during the current year and 
make adjustments as necessary to reflect new programming thrusts 
indicated in the Corporate Program Plan.

5



Annex 2

COUNTRY ELIGIBILITY

ICOD proposes to categorize developing countries in its four 
areas of concentration as:

a) Target Countries;
b) Countries of Secondary Focus; and
c) Ineligible.

Target Countries are eligible to participate in regional and 
global projects and are the main focus of bilateral projects. 
Countries of Secondary Focus are eligible to participate in 
regional and global projects, but are not normally involved in 
bilateral projects. Countries in the ineligible category would 
not normally participate in any ICOD projects, although limited 
participation in regional or global projects could be considered 
on a cost recovery basis or in special circumstances.
The following is a list of countries by category in the four 
areas of concentration:

1. South Pacific
A. Target Countries

All South Pacific Forum countries excluding Australia 
New Zealand, and Nauru*
i.e. Cook Islands, Federated States of Micronesia, 
Fiji, Kiribati, Marshall Islands, Niue, Palau, Papua 
New Guinea, Solomon Islands, Tonga, Tuvalu, Vanuatu, 
Western Samoa.
* Nauru would not receive direct bilateral assistance 
because of its high per capita income.

B. Ineligible
Colonial Possessions (i.e. American Samoa, Guam, French 
Polynesia, New Caledonia)

. . . / 2
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2. Caribbean
A. 1) Target Countries

- Central American States: Costa Rica,
Nicaragua

- Commonwealth Countries:
O.E.C.S. countries (independent): Grenada,
St. Vincent and The Grenadines, St. Lucia,
Dominica, Antigua and Barbuda, St. Kitts and
Nevis
Barbados
Jamaica
Guyana
Belize

2) Secondary Focus
Commonwealth: Trinidad and Tobago.
Commonwealth non-independent states: British
Virgin Islands, Montserrat, Anguilla.

- Haiti and Dominican Republic
B. Ineligible

Central American States: Guatemala,
Honduras, Panama.
South American States (excluding Guyana)
Cuba
Colonies: French, Dutch, U.S.
Bahamas

3. South and West Indian Ocean
A. 1) Target Countries

Island States: Sri Lanka, Maldives,
Seychelles, Mauritius, Comoros, Madagascar.

2) Secondary Focus
East African Coastal States: Mozambique,
Tanzania, Kenya, Somalia.
Gulf of Aden States: Djibouti, Yemen Arab
Republic.

. . . / 2
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B. Ineligible
Asian States: Burma, Bangladesh, India,
Pakistan.
Arab States: Oman, Democratic Yemen
Ethiopia

4. West Africa
A. 1) Target Countries

Francophone Coastal Countries: Morocco,
Mauritania, Senegal, Guinea, Ivory Coast,
Togo, Benin, Cameroon, Congo.

- Island States: Sao Tome and Principe, Cape
Verde Islands.

2) Secondary Focus
Gambia, Sierra Leone, Liberia, Ghana, Nigeria

- Guinea-Bissau 
Equatorial Guinea 
Gabon

B. Ineligible
Zaire, Angola, Namibia, South Africa.

Eligibility will be reviewed from time to time based on ICOD 
experience. It should be assumed that all states not 
specifically mentioned above would be in the ineligible category.
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I. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
A. Summary
The International Centre for Ocean Development (ICOD) is a 
federal Crown Corporation established by statute on February 27, 
1985.* The mandate of the Centre is to "initiate, encourage and 
support co-operation between Canada and developing countries in 
the field of ocean resource development."
In fulfilling this mandate, ICOD has adopted principles and 
strategies to guide the three programme divisions: Technical 
Assistance, Information, and Training. ICOD focuses on human 
resources development projects relating to the management of 
ocean resources. Programmes are concentrated in four geographic 
regions: the South Pacific, the Caribbean Basin, the South and 
West Indian Ocean, and West Africa.
In fiscal year 1989/90, the proposed allocation of funding by 
division is: Technical Assistance - 31%; Information - 17%; 
Training - 41%; Finance and Administration - 11%.
For indicative planning purposes, projected expenditures of 
$96,000,000 have been forecast for the five year period rising 
from $11,500,000 in 1989/90 to $27,500,000 in 1993/94.
In addition, ICOD is projecting a flow-through of funds from 
ether donors of up to $3 5,000,000 over the five year period based 
c5n current planning activities. This amount could increase -if 
non-Canadian donor funding is directed through ICOD for overseas 
proj ects.

* S.C. 1984-85, C . 6 .



Sources of Funds

Government of Canada- 
Appropriations 
Interest Income

Uses of Funds

Technical Assistance
Information
Training
Finance & Administration 
Total Uses

(Deficit)/Surplus

Funds managed on 
behalf of other 
organizations 
(Flow-through funds
Note: 1. Use of funds

2. Funds managed

International Centre for Ocean Development 
Corporate Plan 

Pro Forma Statement of 
Sources and Uses of FundsI

For the Seven Years 1986/87 to 1992/93-

1987/88

6,400,000
11,979

2,440,276 
540,630 

2,257,119 
1,184,579

$ 6,422,604

Q-
(10,625)

1988/89

8,000,000

2.500.000
1.350.000
3.250.000

900,000
$ 8 , 000,000

a

1989/90

11,500,000

3.600.000
2,000,000
4.400.000
1.500.000

$11,500,000

-XL

1990/91

15,000,000

4.700.000
2.500.000
6.130.000
1.570.000

$15,000,000

XL

1991/92

18,500,000

6,000,000
3.450.000
7.400.000
1.650.000

$18,500,000

A

1992/93

23,500,000

7.500.000
4.870.000
9.400.000
1.730.000

$23,500,000

XL

1993/94

27,500,000

8,800,000
5.880.000

11,000,000
1.820.000

$27,500,000

a

135,750 750,000 $ 2,750,000 $ 4,000,000 $ 7 , 000,000  $ 8 , 000,000  $ 8 , 000,000

figures with related core administration expenses for 1988/89 onwards, 
on behalf of others: Figures based on 3 CIDA projects only with value of + $35 Million over 5-6 years.
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As stated in the Act establishing the corporation (International 
Centre for Ocean Development Act, S.C. 1984-85 c.6), the mandate 
of ICOD is to "initiate, encourage and support cooperation 
between Canada and developing countries in the field of ocean 
resource development". The Act indicates that this general 
mandate is to be pursued by:
(a) initiating and supporting programmes in developing countries 

for the improved management and utilization of ocean 
resources, particularly as a source of food;

(b) supporting the development of indigenous expertise and 
institutions in developing countries in order to increase 
the capacities of developing countries in integrated ocean 
use management;

(c) enlisting the expertise of people and institutions in 
Canada, developing countries and elsewhere;

(d) developing and sponsoring the collection and dissemination 
of information relating to ocean resource development;

(e) developing and sponsoring training programmes, technical 
assistance and advisory services relating to ocean resource 
development; and

(f) supporting research relating to ocean resource development.

II. MANDATE
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In February 1985, ICOD was established by statute as a Crown 
Corporation, which is, excepting for Governor in Council 
directives [s.99(l) of the Financial Administration Act (FAA)], 
fully subject to Part XII of the FAA.
Section 7 of the incorporating statute provides for a Board of 
Directors consisting of a Chairman, the President and Chief 
Executive Officer, and not more than 12 other Directors. The 
functions and power of the Board are as set out in Part XII of 
the Financial Administration Act and S.14 of the ICOD Statute. 
The Chairman and President are appointed by Governor in Council, 
to hold office during pleasure for a term to be established by 
the Governor in Council (S.7(3)). The remainder of the Board is 
appointed by the Minister of External Relations and International 
Development, with the approval of the Governor in Council to hold 
office during pleasure for a term not exceeding three years 
(S.7(2)). The Chairman, President and at least seven other 
directors must be Canadian citizens (S.8(l)).
The Board of Directors has the following membership:

CHAIRMAN : ELISABETH MANN BORGESE
DIRECTORS: ROY CHEESEMAN

MARY JO DUNCAN 
GASTIEN GODIN 
VAUGHAN LEWIS 
ROBERT MAGUIRE 
MOÏSE MENSAH 
ELLEN MCLEAN 
PHILIP MULLER 
FRANÇOIS POULIOT 
SHARON PROCTOR 
DANIELLE DE ST. JORRE
JOHN H. VANDERMEULEN, VICE-CHAIRMAN 
GARY VERNON, PRESIDENT

The Executive Committee consists of:Elisabeth Mann Borgese, CHAIRMAN
Roy Cheeseman 
Robert Maguire 
John Vandermeulen 
Gary Vernon

The Audit Committee consists of:Ellen McLean, Chairman 
Gastien Godin 
Sharon Proctor
Elisabeth Mann Borgese, Ex Officio 
Gary Vernon, Ex Officio

III. CORPORATE ORGANIZATION
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The Officers of the corporation are as follows:
Cjiairinan: Elisabeth Mann Borgese
Vice-Chairman: John Vandermeulen
President: Gary Vernon
Secretary-Treasurer: Garry Comber

The Principal Office of the Centre is located at Suite 900, 5670
Spring Garden Road, Halifax, Nova Scotia, B3J 1H6. The ̂ Ottawa 
Bureau is at 255 Argyle Avenue, 1st Floor, Ottawa, Ontario, K2P 
1B8. A telephone link and information distribution service is 
maintained in Vancouver, British Columbia.
Under the supervision and control of the President, as Chief 
Executive Officer (S.ll of the incorporating statute), the Centre 
is comprised of three programme divisions (Technical Assistance, 
Information, and Training) and the Finance and Administration 
Division. As of December 1988, there are 34 employees.
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The advent of the new Law of the Sea and the massive expansion of 
coastal state jurisdiction over marine space has presented many 
developing countries with a significant new resource base and 
potential increases in national wealth. Coastal states now have 
sovereign rights over all economic uses of their Exclusive 
Economic Zone (EEZ) and the continental shelf beyond that. These 
new rights to marine space and resources are counterbalanced by 
new responsibilities to manage the interrelated resources and 
uses of the expanded jurisdictional zones. The United Nations 
Convention on the Law of the Sea provides a new framework for 
management and new mechanisms for scientific/industrial 
cooperation, both North-South and South—South.
The impact of these developments is truly revolutionary. The 
political globe includes 135 coastal states, and worldwide 
implementation of EEZs promises to place a significant new 
portion of ocean under the economic control of coastal states. 
This has occurred at a time when technological advances are 
intensifying human use of the most productive zones of the ocean.
The task of formulating and implementing national ocean policies 
and plans for rational and sustained resource development is one 
which all coastal states, developed and developing, continue to 
confront. Canada, for example, has successfully achieved a level 
of sophistication in managing particular resource sectors, but 
lias yet to adopt a national ocean policy.
Canada's position at the Law of the Sea Conference reflected its 
interest as a coastal state as opposed to the maritime powers 
with shipping or distant fishing interests. Accordingly, 
throughout the protracted negotiations at the Law of the Sea 
Conference, this country and developing countries found common 
cause on many issues. This enhanced Canada's reputation for 
active involvement in Third World development, a reputation 
already established over a period of more than thirty years.
Prior to the establishment of ICOD, there was no Canadian agency 
charged specifically with development assistance in the marine 
sector. Canadian aid to the marine sector was part of the 
programmes of three major organizations - the Canadian 
International Development Agency (CIDA), the International 
Development Research Centre (IDRC), and the Petro—Canada 
International Assistance Corporation (PCIAC). Since ‘ its 
inception, CIDA has undertaken major ocean-related projects 
involving capital assistance and training. IDRC, with a much 
more limited budget and narrowly defined objectives, has focussed 
on discrete research and development projects. PCIAC was 
established to assist developing countries in oil and gas 
exploration and related activities, both on land and in offshore 
areas.

IV. OPERATIONAL ENVIRONMENT AND CORPORATE ASSESSMENT
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In addition to these agencies, several federal government 
departments, universities and related research institutions, 
provincial governments and private consultants have also been 
involved in ocean-related development assistance for many years.
Apart from Canada and other technologically advanced maritime 
nations, a number of multilateral organizations and some non
governmental organizations have been active in the marine sector.
Many of the world's coastal states, which gained so much in 
jurisdiction and responsibility at the Conference, are among the 
world's Least Developed Countries (LDCs). As they lack the most 
rudimentary ocean management expertise and infrastructure, as 
well as the financial resources to exploit their new resource 
base, many of these LDCs are effectively precluded from realizing 
any substantial benefit from their potential gains. Nor are 
they, in most cases, capable of fulfilling their accompanying 
management responsibilities.
ICOD was created as the Canadian response to the new requirements 
of Third World countries to effectively manage and develop their 
ocean resources pursuant to the adoption of the United Nations 
Convention on the Law of the Sea in 1982. Initially established 
in October 1983 as a Part II Corporation under the Canada 
Corporations Act (a non-governmental organization), it was the 
Government of Canada's desire that ̂ ICOD offer specialized 
assistance to developing countries in ocean management and 
"development, as an effective way of meeting the needs and 
"opportunities arising from the Third United Nations Conference on 
the Law of the Sea (UNCLOS III). Canada was_the only country to 
establish such an agency. This policy initiative is especially 
practical as Canada possesses a recognized capacity, both 
technological and managerial, in the ocean resources field. 
Furthermore, Canadian aid in ocean matters is widely sought by 
developing countries as Canada is viewed as having few, if any, 
"distant water" interests in exploiting the economic zones of 
other nations.
In March 1988, the Government tabled its new strategy of Official
Development Assistance entitled Sharing our;— Future. At the
invitation of the Canadian International Development Agency, and 
as indicated in last year's Corporate Plan, ICOD reviewed its 
program in light of the new strategy and presented a paper to 
illustrate how ICOD's activities were in harmony with the new 
policy. ICOD also proposed funding increases in keeping with the 
priorities established in the new ODA strategy. ICOD is well 
suited to support the four basic tenets of the ODA Charter: 
Putting poverty first; Helping people help themselves; 
Development priorities must prevail; Partnership is the key. 
ICOD also supports four of the six major themes: Poverty
alleviation, Environmentally sound development, Food security, 
and Increased participation of women. The other two themes-



Structural adjustment and Energy availability - do not fit with 
ICOD's mandate and, in any event, are best handled by other 
Canadian ODA partners.
In responding to the ODA strategy, ICOD identified thirteen 
activities or initiatives which are found in Section 8 below. 
These activities will be monitored and evaluated during the five 
year planning period.

8
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V. PHILOSOPHY AND STRATEGIES

ICOD's philosophical approach is based on the following premises:
1. The oceans offer considerable potential for economic returns 

to developing countries;
2. Ocean resources should be managed in a rational way with due

respect for conservation and preservation of the
environment ;

3. Responsibility for management of economic zones should be 
assumed by coastal countries;

4. Effective management strategies must incorporate scientific, 
social, and economic considerations;

5. Adeguate management of ocean resources can only be achieved
through information, education and the development of
trained personnel;

6. Regional and global cooperation are necessary for sound
ocean management.

The primary objectives of ICOD were established by statute and 
are set out in the "Mandate" section above. In addition, ICOD 
adopted the following three operating principles to guide its 
program development:
1 . responding guickly and efficiently to requests from

developing countries or regions;
2 . concentrating on the development of human resources and

management capacity in developing regions;
3. limiting geographical focus and building on specific areas 

of expertise.
Within the context of ICOD's objectives and principles, the 
Centre has adopted the following approaches and strategies: 1
1) ICOD will continue to concentrate on Human Resource

Development and will focus its effort on three general types 
of programming: Technical Assistance (aimed primarily at
institutional development), Information, and Training. 
Capital-intensive projects will be avoided as they are 
beyond ICOD's financial resources and better dealt with by 
other agencies. The Centre will concentrate on smaller, 
discrete projects which often fall below the threshold of 
concern of major funding agencies.
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2)

3)

4)

5)

6)

7)

8 )

ICOD's programmes will ^ompass ^“ ^^environmental ly 
resources development and Mnagejn projects have been
sound projects. Many while such projects will
within the fisheries sector,a ' ion of IC0D's activities,
continue to form an impor ^ diversified programmingXCOD is actively pursuing a more diversinea P u
base.
ICOD's programme selection iŝ  designed P ^ p ^ p l ^ w i t h i n

senior
level government officials.

• o-F the role of women in developingICOD IS °f that this role is given
^ c i f a r  ^confidfratTon, wherever possible, in the
development of projects.
Similarly, ICOD will endeavour ^^¿^tries^^herevergroups and the poorest people in target counrri
possible.
ICOD intends, where possible, to promote
transfers of ^ eciinoloJ ythatnexS'ting capacities in one part "South-South" basis, so that exisri J L  accessible to otherof the developing world are made more accessicie
regions.

and/of1 :'ex^rTme^tal^^PP^'chef t T ^  Cnaglment^or
development of marine resources.

ICOD will concentrate resource!1 ti Maximum “economicdevelopment of ocean resources wi be smallimpact and in wh> ch f e  scal^of o p e r a t i o n ^ ^  ^
enough to permit the g e . h led to geographic
Centre's limited funds. J*. the South Pacific, the 
concentration in the Caribbean &3 ' Africa and includes 17 
south and West Indian Oce;an and Vest M r £  are coastal of the 22 Least Developed Countrles whicn ^  ^  gouth
states. Several of the ¿cean have not been major 
Pacific and South aad ”est dian Development Assistance 
recipients of other jects permit a Canadian
P™ I “ n the^a'reaTwhLh wo’uld'otherwise be lacking.
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9) ICOD will undertake projects at the bilateral, regional, and 
global levels. Global projects are undertaken where there 
is a worldwide commonality of needs, where the nature of the 
problem lends itself to global solutions, and where it is 
more efficient to undertake the project at a global level. 
Bilateral projects are undertaken to meet country specific 
needs and priorities, especially when such projects can be 
replicated in other - countries or are pilot projects 
involving new initiatives and/or experimental approaches. 
Regional programming is ICOD's preferred approach as many 
oceans issues are of a regional nature and such an approach 
allows for a wide range of projects designed to fill 
identified needs within the broad mosaic of regional 
development.

10) ICOD will deal directly with government bodies and regional 
intergovernmental organizations and will require that 
projects be submitted or endorsed at this level. In this 
manner, it will be possible to ensure that projects have the 
full support of local authorities and contribute to the 
national and regional marine priorities and objectives.

11) ICOD will pursue active and continuing coordination with
Canadian and other aid programmes in order to ensure: (a)
the avoidance of unnecessary duplication or conflict of 
activities; and (b) the creation of complementary programmes 
whenever possible. Such an approach will permit ICOD to
extend the effective impact of its limited funding, and to 
improve its own general expertise and awareness as -an 
information source on ocean resources development projects.

12) ICOD will act, where possible, as an "aid broker" between 
developing countries/regions and major aid agencies. This 
approach may involve ICOD as an implementing agency, a 
partner involved in joint funding, or a facilitator linking 
donors and aid recipients.

13) When implementing programmes either on behalf of the 
Canadian Government or other donors, ICOD will utilize 
Canadian expertise to the greatest degree possible in the 
planning, implementation, and evaluation of projects and 
programmes.
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VI. PERFORMANCE INDICATORS AND PROGRAM EFFECTIVENESS 
Evaluation Activities
ICOD's evaluation approach, systems and procedures were 
introduced to staff over the past year. Training programs have 
been initiated and are scheduled to continue over the next year 
to ensure that evaluation becomes an integral part of the 
Centre's management efforts.

Effective and efficient systems require ICOD's evaluation efforts 
be integrated into the Centre's program and project planning 
efforts. Towards that end, ICOD's new Program and Project 
Management Manual provides the tools for this integration. 
Implementation will follow a period of training to ensure that 
all new programs and projects reflect this approach. As indicated 
elsewhere in this document, existing projects are presently being 
reviewed to ensure that proper evaluations can take place in 
future.

A. Program Evaluation
Three levels of ICOD programs can be identified at present, ie. 
Corporate Programs, Geographic Programs, and Sub-sectoral 
Programs. During the coming year, planning documents setting out 
the scope and objectives of these three levels of programs will 
6e issued. They will include performance indicators for each 
category and indicate how information respecting performance can 
be measured.

Corporate Programs

These programs reflect ICOD's total effort and investments. 
Corporate initiatives directed to environmental protection and 
enhancement, law of the sea, women in development and other areas 
are presently under review. ICOD expects that in its next 
Corporate Plan, strategies for directing its efforts in these and 
other areas will be fully documented. Systems will also be in 
place to identify and report information on projects and their 
impact on each category.
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Geographic Programs
With the proposed reorganization of ICOD, managers will be 
expected to develop and manage programs on a geographic basis. 
During the coming year, staff will develop strategies directed at 
specified regions which contribute to the Centre's Corporate 
Programs. In the process each group will identify indicators and 
performance measurement approaches to facilitate reporting on the 
impact of ICOD's investments on each region.

Rub-sectoral Programs

ICOD has identified a number of sub-sectoral programs which it 
intends to pursue (see Section VIII). As with other program 
levels, definition of these programs will include development of 
indicators and evaluation plans which will permit ICOD managers 
to monitor and report progress.

B. Project Evaluations
As indicated earlier, each ICOD project approval document will in 
future identify criteria to establish the effectiveness, 
efficiency and impact of project investments.  ̂ These will be 
formulated to enable program managers to identify how projects 
-Will contribute to each of the Centre's program level objectives.
To the extent possible, evaluation tools will facilitate internal 
evaluation of projects. This can be assisted by ensuring, to the 
extent possible, that project reports from co-operants, trainees, 
contractors and/or recipients will generate the kind of 
information needed for the Centre to assess the impact of its 
investments. Termination reports will be prepared by ICOD staff 
for all completed projects. These will provide information 
respecting the impact of projects as it relates to the project's 
objectives, regional objectives, corporate objectives and sub- 
sectoral objectives. Supplementary analysis will be provided 
using contracted resources as reguired to ensure that the 
information available is sufficient to meet the Centre's needs.
This information will be co-ordinated by the Centre's Policy 
Planning Officer and will form the basis for a Corporate Data 
Base (CDB) . It is managements intention to make use of this CDB 
to assist in preparation of reports, review of programs, 
development of plans, and generation of background information 
respecting ICOD's experiences. Computerization of this 
historical record will likely be necessary and it is ICOD's 
intention to review the most efficient way to streamline this 
work.
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C. Evaluation and Audit Committees
To optimize the impact of finding from ICOD's evaluative efforts, 
it is necessary for managers and the Board of Directors to be 
familiar with information drawn form the Centre's experiences. 
Moreover, both groups must be involved in directing the Centre's 
evaluation efforts to ensure that it produces the information 
required. Towards this end, all evaluations and related 
documents must be reviewed by these two groups. For these 
reasons, an internal Evaluation and Audit Group (EAG) consisting 
of the Centre's managers will be established to complement the 
work of the proposed Audit and Evaluation Committee (AEC)of the 
Board.
The EAG, chaired by the Vice President will report to the 
President and will provide recommendations or report changes 
stemming from lessons learned. The Secretary of this group will 
be the Policy Planning Officer. The AEC, chaired by a member of 
the Board of Directors, will consist of a rotating membership 
drawn from the Board and will report to the full Board. ICOD's 
Secretary will provide secretariat services to the AEC.

p. Timing of Evaluation System Installation
1 to 36 Months

Key Activities:
- Implement Multi-year Evaluation Plan
- Undertake Selected Programme Orientation Evaluations
- Undertake Selected Project Evaluations
- Present Evaluation Findings and Recommendations
- Define and Install Mechanisms for Long-term Performance 
Measurements

36 Months and On

Key Activities:
- Maintain and Update Ongoing Evaluation Systems and Plans
- Present Annual Effectiveness Assessment
- Present Planned Program and Project Evaluations
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VII.
A.

OPERATIONAL PLAN 
Technical Assistance

The technical assistance component of ICOD's programme provides 
technical and advisory support (focussed on development of 
institutional capacity) to promote a self-sustaining capacity to 
develop and manage ocean resources and uses. priority attention 
is given to four regions: the Caribbean Basin; West Africa, the
South Pacific; and the South and West Indian Ocean. The 
intention is to encourage maximum impact for ICOD s limited 
budget^ and to focus on states with a high degree of "oceans 
interest", in which the oceans have a high potential for 
contribution to national development. Many of these recipients 
are small island states, a concentration which supports recent 
Commonwealth and UN efforts to improve the situation of such 
countries.
In accordance with the general corporate strategy, support is 
qiven to regional initiatives and institutions where appropna , 
in recognition of the transnational nature of ocean resource 
manaaement problems. ICOD will continue to fund the regional 
fisheries desk of the Organisation of Eastern Caribbean States, 
as well as regional fisheries and offshore minerals organizations 
in the South Pacific. New regional initiatives in the South an 
West Indian Ocean (surveillance and monitoring) are being 
pursued. Bilateral activities are also supported either a 
"sub-set of regional programmes to fill the gap in the regio 
mosaic or because of a lack of appropriate regional organizations 
or a regional focus in some areas. In some instances, proje 
of global scope will be undertaken, such as the preparation of 
the ̂ Research Vessel Operation manual, which is expected to fil 
an important need in a large number of states.
The Division will pursue projects which reflect a balance between 
the management and the development of ocean resources. The 
management component, reflected in projects such as the programme 
for improved fisheries data management in Morocco and the ongoing 
EEZ surveillance project in the South Pacifxc recognlzes the 
critical need for the wise use of ocean resources. The 
development aspect, exemplified by the support given ° 
cooperative fisheries development in the Dominican Republic an 
Vanuatu; stresses the need to increase resource explortatxon 
capacity and ensure that the oceans contribute more fully to 
national economic development.
The means by which Technical Assistance projects are earnedl out 
will vary with the need expressed by recipients, but it 1 
planned to continue posting gualified Canadians in advisory posts 
overseas, as in the Surveillance and Regional Marine Geology 
projects in the Pacific and the fisheries data management project
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in Morocco. New initiatives will result in the use of Canadian 
fishermen in support of village—level fisheries extension 
projects. As in previous cases, ICOD will continue to pursue 
joint or parallel projects with other agencies including IDRC, 
CUSO and Organisation Canadienne pour la Solidarité et le 
Développement (OCSD).
At the present time, the Technical Assistance Division has 
numerous projects in the South Pacific and Caribbean Basin 
Regions. Recently, planning activities have led to a significant 
increase in programming in the South and West Indian Ocean. 
Programme development activities are now being given increased 
attention in West Africa in close cooperation with the Training 
and Information Divisions. Other new directions include 
increased efforts to broaden the scope of Technical Assistance 
projects to new sectors of ocean resource development, altering 
to some degree the initial concentration on fisheries.
The Technical Assistance Division has been assigned the lead role 
in managing a $10 million CIDA programme in the South Pacific. 
Programme development activities will be undertaken in close 
collaboration with the other Divisions of ICOD to provide a 
balance of sub-projects with which to meet the needs of the 
Region.
The criteria and strategies set out here are intended to provide 
a planning framework within which maximum flexibility is 
maintained for responsiveness to regional and national needs, 
îhis flexibility is also reflected in the mixture of government 
or institutional assistance and "person to person", rural 
development projects.



Detailed Budget for Technical Assistance
Operating budget
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VII B. INFORMATION
The Information progress component of ICOD has two major 
interests: the first is to provide project support to meet the
information needs of the developing countries in the area of 
ocean management and development: the second is to provide
information and communication services for corporate ICOD and 
staff.

Projects in Developing Countries
This component of the Information program addresses the need for 
information systems, data and materials necessary for sound ocean 
management in the developing countries. Support is aimed at 
building in developing countries the capacities to collect, 
organize and use marine information and increasing the flow of 
"south-south" exchanges, particularly in regions of primary ICOD 
interest. The development of information handling capacities 
alone cannot overcome the disadvantages of working with 
incomplete information. Therefore, the Division also supports 
the preparation and provision of marine-related materials which 
are critical to these regions. By supporting the development of 
information handling capacities in tandem with providing critical 
materials or the capabilities to create materials locally, ICOD 
seeks to maximize the long-term benefit and impact of technical 
assistance and training support.
Participation in cooperative international information systems 
such as ASFIS (Aguatic Sciences and Fisheries Information System) 
allows countries or regions to access all available information 
In return for a limited input and also facilitates the 
development of national and regional information networks. 
Support will therefore be provided for the participation of 
developing regions in such information systems. Support will be 
focussed on the development of marine information centres and 
networks at the regional level. .Regional information centres 
have been found to be effective where their subject scope is 
tightly defined, where the institution is a recognized centre of 
excellence and where the cooperation of neighbouring countries 
has been secured. Regional information networks will be
supported through the strengthening and/or establishment of 
information infrastructures at the national level. For example, 
the Division has supported the establishment of a Pacific Islands 
Marine Resources Information System (PIMRIS). This cooperative 
system will serve the information needs of the Island states in 
the South Pacific and forms the basis of regional input to ASFIS. 
At the community level communication of information by local 
radio satellite and video systems is being explored.
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In the area of information materials development, ICOD has 
prepared a newsletter on activities in ocean management and 
development. Through this and other information products
reguested by our regions of concentration it is intended to 
promote an exchange of information between projects and between 
developing countries sharing similar interests. Joint projects 
in concort with the programs of the Training Divisions and 
Technical Assistance will continue to provide for production and 
delivery of educational and information materials in ICOD's 
regions.
Assistance to enhance writing, editing, publishing and other 
communications skills will also be considered to improve the 
marine related communications capacities in ICOD's regions of 
concentration.
Although a minimum number of the Division's projects will be of 
global scope, a concerted planning effort is being focussed in 
the four geographical areas of ICOD concentration - the South 
Pacific, Caribbean Basin, South and West Indian Ocean and West 
Africa.

Services to ICOD
In addition to developing and managing an information program for 
developing countries, the Division also provides information 
-services to corporate ICOD and its Divisions. These services 
'include: operation of an information resource centre to meet ~the
information needs of ICOD staff and projects and to handle 
information enquiries; development and monitoring of policies and 
procedures to ensure appropriate quality standards for 
information generated by or on behalf of ICOD; management of 
ICOD's communications programme including media relations, press 
releases and publicity, preparation and production of promotional 
literature, annual reports, newsletters, tape/slide
presentations, videos and films, and planning and organization of 
special events; and finally assistance to Divisions in
preparation and delivery of information products and services 
relating to their projects.



Detailed Budget for Information
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VII C. TRAINING

The aim of ICOD's training and education program is to assist the 
development of an autonomous indigenous human resource base in 
the marine sector in developing countries- This objective can be 
achieved through three broad types of activities: (1 ) support for
the design, development and delivery of university programs, 
courses, seminars, workshops, on-the-job training, and short-term 
attachments; (2) institutional enhancement, and (3) administering 
scholarships and awards. Given these priority areas, ICOD takes 
into consideration three key factors : regional needs and
existing resources, demand for training, and areas of Canadian 
expertise.
General strategies
The training and education program is formulated in accordance 
with ICOD's program strategy principles and the designated areas 
of geographic concentration. ICOD focusses training activities 
on defined topics that address the major marine concerns 
identified by developing countries, particularly those resulting 
from the Law of the Sea Convention. Efforts are made to respond 
to these needs and to design training projects which can then be 
specifically tailored for several regions presenting similar 
needs. Observers, lecturers, and students are invited from other 
JICOD-target regions or countries to attend and participate in 
•ICOD sponsored activities. This policy to promote or initiate 
south-south cooperation expands the exposure of training programs 
and also promotes the dissemination on new ideas and practices. 
ICOD also insists on the utilization of indigenous expertise, 
whenever possible, in the design and delivery of training 
programs. Efforts are also made to utilize recognized Canadian 
competence in these programs.
Acting as a focal point, ICOD endeavours to assist in the 
identification and assessment of training needs and development 
strategies; and, when appropriate, will act as a liaison among 
aid agencies at the bilateral and multilateral levels, reducing 
duplication of effort and conflict of activities.
Support for the design and delivery of courses
ICOD's support concentrates on the development of a broad 
spectrum of specialized courses which meet developing world 
demand and reflect Canadian expertise.
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Integrated Ocean Management - Training emphazises the 
comprehensive management and development of the multiple ocean 
use and addresses the need for marine resource planners and 
managers. These programs are designed to respond to the training 
needs of mid to senior level professionals. In 1986, the Centre 
sponsored the establishment of a multidisciplinary graduate 
Diploma Program in Marine Affairs at two Canadian universities 
(providing an anglophone and a francophone program). ICOD is 
funding the initial six years of the project.
Fellowships are provided to trainees from eligible countries to 
attend the International Ocean Institute's Exclusive Economic 
Zone training programs in Halifax and in developing regions. ICOD 
is also providing scholarships for students at the World Maritime 
University and administers, on behalf of CIDA, two scholarship 
programs for study at WMU. ICOD designed, developed and 
delivered two modules in marine affairs and sea use planning at 
WMU which are now a compulsory component of the academic 
curriculum.
Fisheries management - ICOD has sponsored several activities in 
this field: Tropical Stock Assessment course (West-Africa), 
Statistical Data Analysis (South Pacific), training of observers 
(South Pacific), course in the use of computers (Mauritania). 
Other projects are under development: on-the-job training in 
marine resource economics and management, training of observers, 
advanced course in stock assessment, seminars in fisheries 
management for scientists and for administrators. Scholarships 
>are provided for students in the Tropical Fisheries Diploma 
•Program at the University of the South Pacific.
The Law of the Sea - ICOD has sponsored trainees at the SEAPOL 
program in maritime boundary delimitation in the Indian Ocean and 
currently supports a course at Erindale Campus in Maritime 
Boundary Delimitation for hydrographic surveyors. A scholarship 
program is being set up to assist four female students per year 
over three years at the new International Maritime Law Institute 
in Malta. ICOD sponsors a module in Maritime Law within the WMU 
program.
Support for Artisanal Fisheries - This issue is addressed through 
the training of fisheries extension officers, training of 
trainers and national courses for fishermen (safety, navigation, 
fishing techniques, book keeping). Seminars in fish processing 
and marketing are especially designed for women.
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Non-Fuel Mineral Resource Development - Training in this emerging 
marine sector is primarily designed for mid-senior level 
geologists from governmental agencies responsible for non-fuel 
mining activities. A course was developed to provide basic 
skills and knowledge in nearshore non-fuel mineral assessment and 
management. The "training trainers" program in Canada has 
subsequently been specifically tailored to the needs of the 
regions and was offered in the South Pacific and will be 
conducted in West Africa, the Indian Ocean and the Caribbean. 
Other programs provide "on—the—job" training and short-term 
attachments.
Public information - Training Division collaborates with the 
Information Division to prepare publications for high schools, 
public servants, and the public in general. The topics include 
environment preservation, ocean management, ocean resources, 
etcetera.
Institutional Enhancement
In its efforts to assist countries to control the management and 
development of their own marine resources, ICOp's activities are 
also oriented to strengthening regional institutions, enabling 
them to take a prominent part in marine development. This 
objective may be achieved by :
- direct funding to specialized programs (M.Sc. in Natural 
Resource Management at the University of West Indies, Lecturer 
.positions at the Institute of Marine Resources at the University 
of the South Pacific and at the University of Mauritius);
- temporary assignment of Canadian lecturers (University of Papua 
New Guinea, University of Mauritius). These projects allow local 
universities to fulfill their teaching commitments and to receive 
assistance to design a development plan;
- twinning arrangements between regional and Canadian training or 
research institutions (currently under consideration with the 
Institut des Sciences et Techniques Halieutiques in West Africa 
and the Centre Universitaire de Shippagan (Université de Moncton, 
New Brunswick). Such cooperation promotes exchanges of knowledge 
and techniques through visiting professors and allows local 
teachers to enhance their expertise while coming in Canada 
through short term attachments ;
- training of professors; several projects are presently under 
study with institutions in West Africa (Mauritania, Senegal), 
Caribbean, Indian Ocean (Seychelles), South Pacific (University 
of Papua New Guinea);- scholarships for students; University of the West Indies, 
University of the South Pacific, University of Papua New Guinea, 
at the present, other institutions having sent requests.
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Scholarships
ICOD is granting twenty scholarships per year for the next three 
years to government nominees from eligible countries to attend 
the graduate diploma programs in Marine Affairs given in Canada. 
In addition, twenty scholarships are available annually for study 
at a Canadian university in a program leading to a Master's 
Degree in a marine related field.
ICOD was approached by CIDA to manage, on its behalf, a global 
scholarship program directed to the marine sector. The Centre 
would then reconsider its own scholarship program to respond more 
closely to specific needs of countries in considering their own 
training plans. The ICOD scholarship program would be organized 
"a la carte", on the basis of projects requested by these 
countries.



Detailed Budget for Training
Operating Budget
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VII.D Presidents Office and Finance and Administration
In 1988/89, on the recommendation of the Auditor General, ICOD 
undertook a restatement of its administrative costs to more 
accurately reflect the overhead costs of each program division as 
well as the corporate administrative costs. This should result 
in further administrative savings since line managers will be 
directly responsible all for the costs of managing their 
programs.
ICOD's corporate services will be considerably augmented in 
1989/90 to meet the reguirements of more staff, increased 
appropriations and increased contractual work.
FINANCE AND ADMINISTRATION - OPERATING BUDGET

1988/89 1989/90
($000) ($000)

Employee and Contract Staff Salary 
and Benefits 

Accommodation Costs 
Office Supplies and Services
Office Equipment and Leasehold Improvements 
Recruitment and Relocation Costs 
Jravel and Entertainment 
Communications
Directors' Honoraria, Travel and Meetings 
Professional Services

TOTAL FINANCE AND ADMINISTRATION

There is no capital budget for ICOD as purchases of 
equipment, office furniture and costs of leasehold 
improvements are expensed in the year of acquisition.

Note :
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Restatement of Operating Budget
by

Geographic Regions and Other Functions

1988/89
($00 0)

South Pacific
Caribbean Basin
South and West Indian Ocean
West Africa
Global Programmes
Information Services
Programme Development
Qther Non-Project Expenditures

1989/90
($0 0 0 )
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Vili. SECTORAL PRIORITIES

Within the context of the Government's new Official Development 
Strategy, ICOD has identified thirteen types of 
activities/initiatives/sectoral priorities on which to focus its 
resources.
A short description of each initiative follows with an estimate 
of funding to be targeted for the activity during the five year 
planning period:
(Note to Board of Directors: The figures given after each 
description are the result of our first attempt at categorizing 
ICOD projects according to these 13 initiatives. However, many 
discrepancies were noted on reviewing the results of the 
exercise. Time did not permit full discussion of the matter and 
we have, therefore, forwarded the information as is. However, we 
will revise these figures in December so that the final version 
of the Corporate Plan reviewed by the Executive Committee in 
January 1989 will have more accurate targets.)

1 . Marine Environmental Protection - ICOD is prepared to
develop more direct programs of assistance to promote 
environmentally sound development. These would focus
especially on support for regional initiatives in marine 
environmental protection, given the transboundary nature of 
many marine environmental problems. ICOD will also improve 
its capacity for environmental impact assessment of its own 
and other projects. ($8,000,000)

2. Fisheries Management - Promotion of improved fisheries 
management (including data collection, technology 
development, information systems and monitoring, control and 
surveillance) will contribute to food security and 
environmentally sound development. ($15,000,000)

3. Integrated Ocean Management - Understanding of the 
interrelationships among marine resources and their uses is 
critical to the effective management of coastal development 
and ocean space. ICOD will continue to provide advice and 
training to policy makers and managers in developing 
countries in this important area. ($18,000,000)
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4. Implementation of the Law of the Sea - This general area
encompasses development of national marine policies, 
legislation, maritime boundaries delimitation, regional 
development and international co-operation. In that the 
effective extension of national jurisdiction over the oceans 
is critical to all other marine sectors, this group of
programs has implications for all of the initiatives 
outlined. ($4,000,000)

5. Support for Artisanal Fisheries - The further development of 
direct assistance programs for artisanal fisheries in 
developing countries, including the provision of community- 
based advisory support, will be an essential element of 
ICOD's approach to the alleviation of poverty and the 
enhancement of food security. ($6,000,000)

6. Women in Fisheries - The role of women in fisheries in 
particular, and the marine sector generally, will be 
targeted for new programs in areas such as marketing and 
production of food. In addition to contributing to an 
increased focus on WID activities, this will have impacts on 
food security and the alleviation of poverty. ($2,750,000)

7 . Mariculture - ICOD intends to increase its contribution to
this potentially important element of food security.
Implementation of this target will be based on research 
carried out by agencies in Canada (IDRC) and elsewhere. 
($3,500,000)

8. Coastal Development - In many coastal and island states,
tourism and coastal developments in general are seen as 
important potential contributors to employment and foreign 
exchange earnings. They can, however, have many negative 
implications, both socially and environmentally. ICOD will 
develop programs to improve the planning and implementation 
of beneficial and environmentally sound coastal development, 
including the provision of advice on marine parks and 
tourist developments. ($2 ,000,000)

9. Community Education - ICOD will concentrate more heavily on 
extension courses, training and related information 
materials for rural communities so that they can use the 
resources at their disposal effectively and contribute to 
environmentally sound development at the community level. 
($2,250,000)

10. Non-living Resource Development — Improved management and 
conservation of non-living marine resources (eg. non-fuel 
minerals) will continue to develop as an area of ICOD 
interest. Proper management or exploitation will permit 
environmentally sound development and provide some 
contribution to import substitution. ($5,000,000)
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1 1 . Public Information - Sustained communications efforts will 
increase Canadian public understanding of ocean development 
issues and support for Canadian assistance to developing 
countries in this sector. Such information will also assist 
decision makers in developing countries to enhance the 
profile of the marine sector as a contributor to economic 
development. ($3,000,000)

12. Technology Development - Successful EEZ management 
increasingly depends on sophisticated technology, ie. new 
materials, micro electronics, lasers, satellites, etc. The 
major factor in adapting and utilizing these technologies is 
through information and the development of human resources. 
($2,500,000)

1 3 . Marine Transportation - Marine transportation contributes to 
all aspects of national economic life, including food 
security and employment creation. ICOD will expand its 
programs in marine transportation, with a focus on the 
development of national shipping policies, training and 
environmental protection. ($2 ,000,000)

These targets are indicative only and will be adjusted as ICOD's 
programs develop. They may also be adjusted, in future, to
reflect changing Government ODA priorities.
The figures represent only ICOD's core funding activities and not 
contractual work undertaken for other donors.

v
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
A. Summary

The International Centre for Ocean Development (ICOD) is a 
federal Crown Corporation established by statute on February 27, 
1985.* The mandate of the Centre is to "initiate, encourage and 
support co-operation between Canada and developing countries in 
the field of ocean resource development."

During 1989/90, the Centre will undergo a major re
organization in order to better manage increased resources and to 
respond to increased participation in international ocean 
development issues. The reorganization will reflect ICOD's 
concentration on four geographic areas and will strengthen 
corporate support, services and sectoral expertise.

For indicative planning purposes, projected expenditures of 
$96,000,000 have been forecast for the five year period rising 
from $11,500,000 in 1989/90 to $27,500,000 in 1993/94.

In addition, ICOD is projecting a flow-through of funds from 
other donors of up to $3 5,000,000 over the five year period based 
on current planning activities. This amount could increase if 
non-Canadian donor funding is directed through ICOD for overseas 
proj ects.

ICOD's evaluation activities will increase in 1989/90 and 
strategies for all areas of concentration will be implemented and 
refined. Also, ICOD will define programs within the context of 
thirteen sectoral and sub-sectoral priorities.

* S.C. 1984-85, c.6.



International Centre for Ocean Development Corporate Plan Pro Forma Statement of Sources and Uses of Funds
For the Seven Years 1987/88 to 1993/94

1987/88
Sources of Funds
Government of Canada- Appropriations Interest Income

Uses of Funds
South Pacific and Caribbean Basin Africa and Indian Ocean GlobalCorporate Services and Sectoral Expertise
Total Uses

(Deficit)/Surplus

(Awaiting restatement)

1988/89

8 ,000,000

3.400.0001.145.000 2,330^000
1.125.000
8 ,000,000

0

1989/90

11,500,000

3.800.0002.500.000
3 . 8 0 0 . 0 0 0

1.400.000 
$11,500,000

0

1990/91

15,000,000

5,000,000 3,450 000 5,000;000
1,550,000

$15,000,000

0

1991/92 1992/93

18,500,000 23,500,000

6,100,000 4,650 000 
6,100,000
1,650,000

$18,500,000

0

7.600.000 6,500 000 7,600;000
1.800.000 

$23,500,000

0

19*33/94

27,500,000

8.700.000
8.100.000 8;7oo;ooo
2,000,000

$27,500,000

Funds managed on behalf of other organizations (Flow-through funds
Note:

$ 135,750 $ 550,000 $ 2,750,000 $ 4,000,000 $ 7,000,000 $ 8,000,000 $ 8,000,000
Funds managed on behalf of others: Figures based on 3 major CIDA projects only with value of + $35 Million over 5-6 years

NJ



II. MANDATE

As stated in the Act establishing the corporation 
(International Centre for Ocean Development Act, S.C. 1984-85 
c.6), the mandate of ICOD is to "initiate, encourage and support 
cooperation between Canada and developing countries in the field 
of ocean resource development". The Act indicates that this 
general mandate is to be pursued by:
(a) initiating and supporting programmes in developing countries 

for the improved management and utilization of ocean 
resources, particularly as a source of food;

(b) supporting the development of indigenous expertise and 
institutions in developing countries in order to increase 
the capacities of developing countries in integrated ocean 
use management ;

(c) enlisting the expertise of people and institutions in 
Canada, developing countries and elsewhere;

(d) developing and sponsoring the collection and dissemination 
of information relating to ocean resource development;

(e) developing and sponsoring training programmes, technical 
assistance and advisory services relating to ocean resource 
development; and

(f) supporting research relating to ocean resource development.



Ill. CORPORATE ORGANIZATION
In February 1985, ICOD was established by statute^ as a Crown 

Corporation, which is, excepting for Governor in Council 
directives [s.99(l) of the Financial Administration Act (FAA)], 
fully subject to Part XII of the FAA.

Section 7 of the incorporating statute provides for a Board 
of Directors consisting of a Chairman, the President and Chief 
Executive Officer, and not more than 12 other Directors. The 
functions and power of the Board are as set out in Part XII of 
the Financial Administration Act and S.14 of the ICOD Statute. 
The Chairman and President are appointed by Governor in Council, 
to hold office during pleasure for a term to be established by 
the Governor in Council (S.7(3)). The remainder of the Board is 
appointed by the Minister of External Relations and International 
Development, with the approval of the Governor in Council to hold 
office during pleasure for a term not exceeding three years 
(S.7(2)). The Chairman, President and at least seven other 
directors must be Canadian citizens (S.8(l)).
The Board of Directors has the following membership:

ELISABETH MANN BORGESE
ROY CHEESEMAN 
MARY JO DUNCAN 
GASTIEN GODIN 
VAUGHAN LEWIS 
ROBERT MAGUIRE 
ELLEN MCLEAN 
MOISE MENSAH 
PHILIP MULLER 
SHARON PROCTOR 
DANIELLE DE ST. JORRE
JOHN H. VANDERMEULEN, VICE-CHAIRMAN 
GARY VERNON, PRESIDENT

The Executive Committee consists of:
Elisabeth Mann Borgese, CHAIRMAN
Roy Cheeseman
Robert Maguire
John Vandermeulen
Gary Vernon

In November 1988, the Board broadened the mandate of the 
Audit Committee to include responsibility for reviewing ICOD‘s 
evaluation activities and renamed the Committee accordingly.

CHAIRMAN: 
DIRECTORS:



The Audit and Evaluation Committee consists of:
Ellen McLean, Chairman 
Gastien Godin 
Sharon Proctor
Elisabeth Mann Borgese, Ex Officio 
Gary Vernon, Ex Officio

The Officers of the corporation are as follows:
Chairman: Elisabeth Mann Borgese
Vice-Chairman: John Vandermeulen
President: Gary Vernon
Vice-President
& Secretary-Treasurer: Garry A. Comber
In November 1988, the Board approved a re-organization 

within ICOD in recognition of the growth in funding over the 
preceding 3 years and the projected growth over the Corporate 
Plan period. The structure reflects ICOD's concentration on four 
geographical areas. It also reflects a strengthening of core 
activities such as Corporate Services (which includes personnel, 
financial, administration, and legal functions) and increased 
access to sectoral expertise under contractual arrangements in 
areas critical to ICOD's activities.

The new corporate structure will become effective on, or 
about, May 1, 1989. An organization chart is given below as
Exhibit One.

The number of permanent staff will increase from 3 4 to 
approximately 50 during fiscal year 1989/90 plus an additional 5 
or 6 contractual experts. The current target for the next 2 to 3 
years is 60 permanent staff plus approximately 10 contractual 
experts.

ICOD operates under the supervision of the President who is 
the Chief Executive Officer (S. 11 of the incorporating statute)
and the Vice-President who is the Chief Operations Officer. The 
latter position was created in November 1988 as one of the first 
steps in the re-organization.

The Principal Office of the Centre is located at Suite 900, 
5670 Spring Garden Road, Halifax, Nova Scotia, B3J 1H6. The 
Ottawa Bureau is at 255 Argyle Avenue, 1st Floor, Ottawa, 
Ontario, K2P 1B8. A telephone link and information distribution 
service is maintained in Vancouver, British Columbia.
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Exhibit One

APPROVED ICOD ORGANIZATION 
NOVEMBER 30, 1988

Counsel 
Director 
of Finance 
Personnel 
Manager 
Library

Projects 
New Concepts 
Data Collection 
and Analysis 
Information 
Services

FIELD OFFICES

Regional
Programs

Regional
Programs

Scholarship
Training
Materials
Other
Global
Programs
Pilot

Management
Environment
Fisheries
Evaluation
Economics
Ocean
Sciences
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IV. OPERATIONAL ENVIRONMENT AND CORPORATE ASSESSMENT
The advent of the new Law of the Sea and the massive 

expansion of coastal state jurisdiction over marine space has 
presented many developing countries with a significant new 
resource base and potential increases in national wealth. 
Coastal states now have sovereign rights over all economic uses 
of their Exclusive Economic Zone (EEZ) and the continental shelf 
beyond that. These new rights to marine space and resources are 
counterbalanced by new responsibilities to manage the 
interrelated resources and uses of the expanded jurisdictional 
zones. The United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea 
provides a new framework for management and new mechanisms for 
scientific/industrial cooperation, both North-South and South- 
South.

The impact of these developments is truly revolutionary. 
The political globe includes 135 coastal states and worldwide 
implementation of EEZs promises to place a significant new 
portion of ocean under the economic control of coastal states. 
This has occurred at a time when technological advances are 
intensifying human use of the most productive zones of the ocean.

The task of formulating and implementing national ocean 
policies and plans for rational and sustained resource 
development is one which all coastal states, developed and 
developing, continue to confront. Canada, for example, has 
successfully achieved a level of sophistication in managing 
particular resource sectors, but has yet to adopt a national 
ocean policy.

Canada's position at the Law of the Sea Conference reflected 
its interest as a coastal state as opposed to the maritime powers 
with shipping or distant fishing interests. Accordingly, 
throughout the protracted negotiations at the Law of the Sea 
Conference, this country and developing countries found common 
cause on many issues. This enhanced Canada's reputation for 
active involvement in Third World development, a reputation 
already established over a period of more than thirty years.

Prior to the establishment of ICOD, there was no Canadian 
agency charged specifically with development assistance in the 
marine sector. Canadian aid to the marine sector was part of 
the programs of three major organizations - the Canadian 
International Development Agency (CIDA) , the International 
Development Research Centre (IDRC) , and the Petro-Canada 
International Assistance Corporation (PCIAC) . Since its 
inception, CIDA has undertaken major ocean-related projects 
involving capital assistance and training. IDRC, with a much 
more limited budget and narrowly defined objectives, has focussed 
on discrete research and development projects. PCIAC was 
established to assist developing countries in oil and gas
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exploration and related activities, both on land and in offshore 
areas.

In addition to these agencies, several federal government 
departments, universities and related research institutions, 
provincial governments and private consultants have also been 
involved in ocean-related development assistance for many years.

The development assistance programs of the technologically 
advanced maritime nations have also had marine sector 
components. Finally, a number of multilateral organizations and 
some international non-governmental organizations have been 
active in the marine sector.

Many of the world's coastal states, which gained so much in 
jurisdiction and responsibility at the Conference, are among the 
world's Least Developed Countries (LDCs). As they lack the most 
rudimentary ocean management expertise and infrastructure, as 
well as the financial resources to exploit their new resource 
base, many of these LDCs are effectively precluded from realizing 
any substantial benefit from their potential gains. Nor are 
they, in most cases, capable of fulfilling their accompanying 
management responsibilities.

ICOD was created as the Canadian response to the new 
requirements of Third World countries to effectively manage and 
develop their ocean resources pursuant to the adoption of the 
United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea in 1982. 
Initially established in October 1983 as a Part II Corporation 
under the Canada Corporations Act (a non-governmental 
organization), it was the Government of Canada's desire that ICOD 
offer specialized assistance to developing countries in ocean 
management and development, as an effective way of meeting the 
needs and opportunities arising from the Third United Nations 
Conference on the Law of the Sea (UNCLOS III) . Canada was the 
only country to establish such an agency. This policy initiative 
is especially practical as Canada possesses a recognized 
capacity, both technological and managerial, in the ocean 
resources field. Furthermore, Canadian aid in ocean matters is 
widely sought by developing countries as Canada is viewed as 
having few, if any, "distant water" interests in exploiting the 
economic zones of other nations.

In March 1988, the Government tabled its new strategy of 
Official Development Assistance entitled Sharing our Future. At 
the invitation of the Canadian International Development Agency, 
and as indicated in last year's Corporate Plan, ICOD reviewed its 
program in light of the new strategy and presented a paper to 
illustrate how ICOD's activities were in harmony with the new 
policy. ICOD also proposed funding increases in keeping with the 
priorities established in the new ODA strategy. ICOD is well 
suited to support the four basic tenets of the ODA Charter:
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Putting poverty first; Helping people help themselves; 
Development priorities must prevail; and Partnership is the key. 
ICOD also supports four of the six major themes of the ODA 
strategy: Poverty alleviation, Environmentally sound 
development, Food security, and Increased participation of 
women. The other two themes - Structural adjustment and Energy 
availability - do not fit with ICOD's mandate and, in any event, 
are best handled by other Canadian ODA partners.

In responding to the ODA strategy, ICOD identified thirteen 
sectoral or sub-sectoral priorities which are found in Section IX 
below. These activities will be monitored and evaluated during 
the five year planning period.



V. PHILOSOPHY AND STRATEGIES
ICOD's philosophical approach is based on the following 

premises :
1. The oceans offer considerable potential for economic returns 

to developing countries;
2. Ocean resources should be managed in a rational way with due 

respect for conservation and preservation of the 
environment ;

3. Responsibility for management of economic zones should be 
assumed by coastal countries;

4. Effective management strategies must incorporate scientific, 
social, and economic considerations;

5. Adequate management of ocean resources can only be achieved 
through information, education and the development of 
trained personnel; and,

6. Regional and global cooperation are necessary for sound 
ocean management.
The primary objectives of ICOD were established by statute 

and are set out in the "Mandate" section above. In addition, 
ICOD adopted the following three operating principles to guide 
its program development:
1. responding quickly and efficiently to requests from 

developing countries or regions;
2. concentrating on the development of human resources and 

management capacity in developing regions; and,
3. limiting geographical focus and building on specific areas 

of sectoral expertise.
Within the context of ICOD's objectives and principles, the 

Centre has adopted the following approaches and strategies:
1) ICOD's programs will encompass all aspects of ocean 

resources development and management through environmentally 
sound projects. In this context, ICOD will continue to 
broaden its programming base.

2) ICOD's program selection is designed to provide for a mix 
of projects which are aimed at a wide range of people within 
recipient countries from fishermen or technicians to senior 
level government officials or which involve institution 
building within the recipient government structure.



3) ICOD will concentrate on countries and regions in which the
development of ocean resources will have maximum economic 
impact and in which the scale of operations will be small 
enough to permit the greatest possible results from the 
Centre's limited funds. This has led to geographic
concentration in the Caribbean Basin, the South Pacific, the 
South and West Indian Ocean, and West Africa and includes 17 
of the 22 Least Developed Countries which are coastal 
states. Several of the countries, especially in the South 
Pacific and South and West Indian Ocean, have not been major 
recipients of other Canadian Development Assistance 
programs. Thus, the ICOD projects permit a Canadian
presence in these areas which would otherwise be lacking.

4) ICOD will undertake projects at the bilateral, regional, and 
global levels. Global projects are undertaken where there 
is a worldwide commonality of needs, where the nature of the 
problem lends itself to global solutions, and where it is 
more efficient to undertake the project at a global level. 
Bilateral projects are undertaken to meet country specific 
needs and priorities, especially when such projects can be 
replicated in other countries or are pilot projects. 
Regional programming is ICOD's preferred approach as many 
oceans issues are of a regional nature and such an approach 
allows for a wide range of projects designed to fill 
identified needs within the broad mosaic of regional 
development.

5) ICOD intends, where possible, to promote and facilitate 
transfers of technology, information and expertise on a 
"South-South" basis, so that existing capacities in one part 
of the developing world are made more accessible to other 
regions.

6) ICOD will undertake pilot projects involving new initiatives 
and/or experimental approaches to the management or 
development of marine resources.

7) ICOD is cognizant of the role of women in developing 
countries and tries to ensure that this role is given 
particular consideration, wherever possible, in the 
development of projects.

8) Similarly, ICOD will endeavour to assist disadvantaged 
groups and the poorest people in target countries, wherever 
possible.
ICOD will deal directly with government bodies and regional 
intergovernmental organizations and will require that 
projects be submitted or endorsed at this level. In this 
manner, it will be possible to ensure that projects have the

11
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full support of local authorities and contribute to the 
national and regional marine priorities and objectives.

10) When implementing programs either on behalf of the Canadian 
Government or other donors, ICOD will utilize Canadian 
expertise to the greatest degree possible in the planning, 
implementation, and evaluation of projects and programs.

11) ICOD will act, where possible, as an "aid broker" between 
developing countries/regions and major aid agencies. This 
approach may involve ICOD as an implementing agency, a 
partner involved in joint funding, or a facilitator linking 
donors and aid recipients.

12) ICOD will pursue active and continuing coordination with
Canadian and other aid programs in order to ensure: (a)
the avoidance of unnecessary duplication or conflict of 
activities; and (b) the creation of complementary programs 
whenever possible. Such an approach will permit ICOD to 
extend the effective impact of its limited funding, and to 
improve its own general expertise and awareness as an 
information source on ocean resources development projects.



vi. PERFORMANCE INDICATORS AND PROGRAM EFFECTIVENESS

Evaluation Activities
ICOD's evaluation approach, systems and procedures^ were 

introduced to staff over the past year. Training programs have 
been initiated and are scheduled to continue over the next year 
to ensure that evaluation becomes an integral part of the 
Centre’s management efforts.

Effective and efficient systems require that ICOD's 
evaluation efforts be integrated into the Centre's program and 
project planning efforts. Towards that end, ICOD's new Program 
and Project Management Manual provides the tools for this 
integration. Implementation will follow a period of training to 
ensure that all new programs and projects reflect this approach. 
As indicated elsewhere in this document, existing projects are 
presently being reviewed to ensure that proper evaluations can 
take place in future. During 1988/89, ICOD entered into three 
Standing Offer contracts to provide evaluation services to the 
Centre.

A . Program Evaluation
Three levels of ICOD programs can be identified at present, 

ie. Corporate Programs, Geographic Programs, and Sub-sectoral 
Programs. During the coming year, planning documents setting out 
the scope and objectives of these three levels of programs will 
be issued. They will include performance indicators for each 
category and indicate how information respecting performance can 
be measured.

Corporate Programs

These programs reflect ICOD's total effort and investments. 
Corporate initiatives directed to environmental protection and 
enhancement, law of the sea, women in development and other areas 
are presently under review. ICOD expects that in its next . 
Corporate Plan, strategies for directing its efforts in these and 
other areas will be fully documented. Systems will also be in 
place to identify and report information on projects and their 
impact on each category.



Geographic Programs
With the proposed reorganization of ICOD, managers will be 

expected to develop and manage programs on a geographic basis. 
During the coming year, staff will develop strategies directed at 
specified regions which contribute to the Centre's Corporate 
Programs. In the process each group will identify indicators and 
performance measurement approaches to facilitate reporting on the 
impact of ICOD's investments on each region.
Sub-sectoral Programs

ICOD has identified a number of sub-sectoral programs which 
it intends to pursue (see Section IX) . As with other program 
levels, definition of these programs will include development of 
indicators and evaluation plans which will permit ICOD managers 
to monitor and report progress.

B. Project Evaluations
As indicated earlier, each ICOD project approval document 

will in future identify criteria to establish the effectiveness, 
efficiency and impact of project investments.  ̂ These will be 
formulated to enable program managers to identify how projects 
will contribute to each of the Centre's program level objectives.

To the extent possible, evaluation tools will facilitate 
internal evaluation of projects. This can be assisted by 
ensuring, to the extent possible, that project reports from co
opérants, trainees, contractors and/or recipients will generate 
the kind of information needed for the Centre to assess the 
impact of its investments. Termination reports will be prepared 
by ICOD staff for all completed projects. These will provide 
information respecting the impact of projects as it relates to 
the project's objectives, regional objectives, corporate 
objectives and sub-sectoral objectives. Supplementary analysis 
will be provided using contracted resources as required to ensure 
that the information available is sufficient to meet the Centre's 
needs.

This information will be co-ordinated by the Centre's Policy 
Planning Officer and will form the basis for a Corporate Data 
Base (CDB). It is managements intention to make use of this CDB 
to assist in preparation of reports, review of programs, 
development of plans, and generation of background information 
respecting ICOD's experiences. Computerization of this 
historical record will likely be necessary and it is ICOD|s 
intention to review the most efficient way to streamline this 
work.



c. Evaluation and Audit Committees
To optimize the impact of finding from ICOD's evaluative 

efforts, it is necessary for managers and the Board of Directors 
to be familiar with information drawn form the Centre's 
experiences. Moreover, both groups must be involved in directing 
the Centre's evaluation efforts to ensure that it produces the 
information required. Towards this end, all evaluations and 
related documents must be reviewed by these two groups. For 
these reasons, an internal Evaluation and Audit Group (EAG) 
consisting of the Centre's managers will be established to 
complement the work of the proposed Audit and Evaluation 
Committee (AEC)of the Board.

The EAG, chaired by the Vice President will report to the 
President and will provide recommendations or report changes 
stemming from lessons learned. The Secretary of this group will 
be the Policy Planning Officer. The AEC, chaired by a member of 
the Board of Directors, will consist of a rotating membership 
drawn from the Board and will report to the full Board. ICOD's 
Secretary will provide secretariat services to the AEC.
D. Timing of Evaluation System Installation

1 to 36 Months
Key Activities:

- Implement Multi-year Evaluation Plan
- Undertake Selected Programme Orientation Evaluations
- Undertake Selected Project Evaluations
- Present Evaluation Findings and Recommendations
- Define and Install Mechanisms for Long-term Performance 
Measurements

36 Months and On
Key Activities:

- Maintain and Update Ongoing Evaluation Systems and Plans
- Present Annual Effectiveness Assessment
- Present Planned Program and Project Evaluations
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VII. Operational Plan:

A) South Pacific and Caribbean Basin Division
This Division includes the two most active geographic 

programs at the present time; they also represent the heaviest 
commitments for 1989/90. Both regions have strong regional 
organizations that have facilitated the development of ICOD's 
programs and have acted as project implementation agencies. In 
the Division, the planning of new projects for future years will 
be balanced by project monitoring and project evaluation 
activities.

ICOD opened its first regional office in November 1988 in 
Fiji to service the South Pacific Program and to manage a major 
CIDA project in the Region. ICOD is now considering the guestion 
of regional representation in the Caribbean in view of the fact 
that it may be contracted to manage a major CIDA project in that 
area starting in 1989/90.

The South Pacific and Caribbean Basin programs will be 
managed as separate organizational units in-so-far as possible 
while reporting to the same Director. This will facilitate an 
eventual separation of these two programs into distinct 
organizational units if warranted in future.
South Pacific

The majority of ICOD's projects in the South Pacific during 
the past year supported development of the fisheries sector 
through technical assistance and training and with the 
cooperation of regional institutions such as the Forum Fisheries 
Agency (FFA), University of the South Pacific (USP) and the South 
Pacific Commission (SPC). In addition a major marine related 
information program (PIMRIS) was launched within the region that 
strengthens the network of information exchange among the major 
regional institutions.

The CIDA Canada-South Pacific Ocean Development project 
officially commenced in 1988. This is a tri-partite arrangment 
among CIDA, ICOD and four agencies in the South Pacific; ICOD is 
charged with managing the $10 million CIDA funding and will add 
a similar amount of its own project funding to provide maximum 
impact for Canada in the region. As the CIDA project 
concentrates on regional institutions, it is perceived that 
ICOD's own funding focus will shift from primarily supporting 
regional institutions to responding more directly to the needs of 
National Island Governments and to strengthening their linkages 
with regional institutions.
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ICOD will attempt to broaden its areas of activity in the 
South Pacific as much as possible and commensurate with the needs 
and objectives of recipient countries. The areas of 
environment, ocean resource assessment, boundaries and mapping, 
and ocean transportation are all areas of potential interest.

Increased awareness of women in the development process will 
result in projects that recognize women as an integral part of 
marine sector activities. Such projects will include training 
seminars in the areas of fish processing and marketing.

ICOD will continue posting qualified Canadians in advisory 
positions in the South Pacific, as in the on—going Surveillance 
project, the Regional Marine Geology project and the new PIMRIS 
project. Strong emphasis on developing indigenous human 
resource capacity will be continued through support of various 
training programs, scholarships, and South—South cooperation and 
exchange.

Although the system and network for the collection of 
bibliographic materials related to marine sciences is gradually 
being formed and strengthened, the area of public awareness and 
education in marine matters requires more attention. Projects 
related to education of school-age children and public awareness 
(through radio and other media) are being explored for possible 
ICOD support.

ICOD is considered a major donor in the South Pacific. 
Given its pivotal role in managing the Canada—South Pacific Ocean 
Development Project, it will be the major vehicle for Canadian 
aid in the region. The strategy for the South Pacific is to 
reinforce the presence and commitment of ICOD in the region and 
to expand assistance to a much broader range of activities. 
Recipient countries are listed in Appendix A.

Caribbean
In recognition of the trans-national nature of ocean 

resource and management issues, ICOD's strategy is to support 
regional initiatives and institutions. Accordingly, ICOD has 
developed close links with the Fisheries Unit of the Organisation 
of Eastern Caribbean States (OECS), the University of the West 
Indies, the Caribbean Conservation Association, and other 
regional institutions and agencies.

During 1988, ICOD was requested by CIDA to assume the lead 
role in redesigning the Caribbean Marine Resources Assessment 
Program. This involved discussions with CARICOM, OECS and 
fisheries authorities from several Caribbean States. CIDA may 
request ICOD to implement the resulting $10 million to $15 
million project starting in 1989.
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A move from direct fisheries support toward a broader range 
of ocean resource development and management programs was 
initiated in 1988. New initiatives included support for the 
development of a post-graduate program in Marine Resource 
Management and Environmental Studies at the Barbados Campus of 
the University of the West Indies (UWI) (administered by the 
Global Activities Division), and initial support for a program to 
establish a network of marine park managers for the exchange of 
technical expertise and information within the region. The 
Division will continue to work closely with organizations and 
agencies such as the Caribbean Conservation Association, CARICOM, 
and the regional Coordinating Unit of the United Nations 
Environment Program (UNEP) on national and regional programs in 
the important area of environmental management.

The Division will endeavour to further encourage a broad 
range of ocean resource management and development programs, 
particularly in areas such as the environment, tourism, boundary 
delimitation and shipping. Within these subject areas, an 
increased emphasis will be placed on projects which address the 
need for improved utilization and exchange of information. In 
addition, projects for the improvement of educational materials 
at the primary and secondary school level and public awareness 
programs on ocean-related issues will be actively encouraged.

As in other regions, ICOD will continue to support technical 
cooperation among developing countries (TCDC) and human resource 
development through the promotion of specialized courses, 
workshops, seminars, on-the-job training and short term 
attachments. This policy to promote and initiate South-South 
cooperation increases the exposure of ongoing and neŵ  training 
programs and facilitates the dissemination of new ideas and 
concepts in ocean resource management. In addition to making use 
of Canadian ocean resource management and development expertise, 
ICOD will continue to promote the utilization of indigenous 
expertise whenever possible. (See Appendix A for a list of 
recipient countries).



Detailed Budget for South Pacific and Caribbean Basin Division
Operating Budget

Proi ects
A) South Pacific
1. FFA Surveillance and Enforcement
2. Research Coordination Unit - FFA
3. Establishment of Rural Fishing Groups

- Solomon Islands
4. Vanuatu Fisheries Extension Advisor
5. Regional Fisheries Observer Program

- South Pacific
6. Pacific Islands Marine Resources

Information System - USP
7. Strengthening Technical Information

Services - CCOP/SOPAC
8. Enhancement of Fisheries Information

Handling Capabilities - FFA
9. Conference on Management & Development

Strategies in South Pacific Fisheries
10. UPNG Law Faculty Development
11. Micro Computer Training and Systems

Development; Pacific Island Fisheries 
Departments

12. Other
Sub-Total - South Pacific Projects
B) Caribbean Basin
1. Fisheries Data Management,

Institutional Enhancement Program
- Eastern Caribbean

2. Reef Fisheries Management Planning
- Jamaica/Belize

3. Caribbean Marine Parks and
Protected Areas

1988/89 1989/90
($0 0 0 ) ($0 0 0 )

162.1
181.2

260.0 
163.0

37.9 
53.0

42.1 
53.0

24.0 48.0

110.0

100.0

70.0

114.1

89.1

109.1

50.0
42.1

112.4 
55.0

65.0 66.1

62.0 1 0 0 . 0

67.8 87.6
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1988/89
($0 0 0)

Proi ects
(Caribbean continued...)

11. Marine Law Database & Document Delivery
Service - Caribbean

12. OECS Fishermen’s Training Program
13. Other
Sub-Total - Caribbean Basin Project 
Projects Total 
Program Development

75.0 
95.3
259.8
907.9 

2.648.2
85.0

1989/90
($0 0 0 )

4 . Technical Support for Nicaragua's 
Industrial Fisheries 0 305.0

5. Lobster Assessment Program 
- Jamaica 35.0 117.0

6. Eastern Caribbean - Fisheries 
Monitoring, Control and 
Surveillance 73.0 82.2

7 . OECS Small Projects Funding Program 65.0 210.0

8 . Institutional Planning 
For National Fisheries Divisions 
- OECS 0 100.0

9 . Enhancement of Coastal and Marine 
Environmental Monitoring Capability 
in Caribbean 60.0 153.5

10. Marine Educational Material for 
St. Kitts/ Nevis 50.0 58.0

97.0 
108.0
89.1 

1.573.5 
3.057.4

150.0

■ ■
mI

i

■
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1988/89
($0 0 0)

1989/90
($0 0 0)

Non-Project Expenditures 
Staff Salaries 
Staff Travel
Other Divisional Admin. Expenses

$ 325.0*
90.0* 
145.0*

$ ̂  510.0 
~ 175.0 
150.0

Total $ 560.0 $ 835.0

Grand Total - South Pacific and 
Caribbean Basin Division $3.293.2* $4.042.4

* Prorated from costs of previous organizational structure.
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VII. Operational Plan:
B) Africa and Indian Ocean Division

This Division faces a much greater challenge to effective 
programming than is the case for the South Pacific and Caribbean 
Basin Division. Africa and the Indian Ocean suffer from a lack 
of effective regional organizations and general levels of 
development in Africa, in particular, pose problems for small 
development agencies such as ICOD. Currently, almost all of 
ICOD's activities are bilateral in nature. However, in both 
areas, ICOD is actively supporting the development of marine 
related Regional organizations.

The Division will be tasked with developing an overall plan 
for ICOD activities in the Africa/Indian Ocean area. In order to 
achieve targets, programming activities in this Division will 
have to increase at about twice the rate of growth of the South 
Pacific and Caribbean Basin Division. In view of the nature of 
the two regions served, this Division will be staffed by fully 
bilingual personnel.

West Africa
General Strategy

West and Central Africa comprises an important grouping of 
francophone countries. This region also includes seven of the 
least developed countries of the world among the seventeen 
eligible for ICOD assistance. Some of the most productive 
oceanic waters are found in this region. It is also an area of 
great geographical, political and cultural diversity as well as a 
wide range in levels of development.

In this region, ICOD's priority is on. francophone countries 
and the small island states of the western African coast (see 
Appendix A for a list of recipient countries). Initially, the 
Centre's presence in the region was through global programs such 
as scholarship programs. Future actions will be oriented 
towards the development of bilateral and regional programs. Even 
though regional organizations are recent and their financial and . 
political base remain fragile, they merit support and 
strengthening. While looking for opportunities for assistance 
and co-operation with regional organizations, ICOD will continue 
with bilateral programming. South-South co-operation will be 
encouraged by the use of local expertise, when available, and 
exchanges between countries, when feasible.
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Considering the difficulties in bringing the West Africa 
program up to full speed, ICOD will develop regional courses and 
seminars (law of the sea, fisheries management for biologists 
and administrators, management of the EEZ) to improve the 
visibility of the Centre in the region and to provide support to 
several countries at once. In the short to medium term, the 
creation of an ICOD regional office, initially to facilitate 
planning activities, will be considered.
Sectoral Priorities

The fisheries sector will continue to be the major sector of 
ICOD's assistance, considering its economic importance for the 
countries of northwestern Africa and the urgent needs of protein 
for the whole continent.

Fisheries management will be pursued through projects in 
fisheries economics, stock assessment and management, data 
analysis, and in Monitoring Control and Surveillance of 
fisheries. These activities will be conducted through
scholarships, training programs, and technical assistance. 
Considering the existence of many trans-boundary stocks, 
activities will be pursued at the regional level whenever 
possible. Assistance to artisanal fisheries will necessitate 
training at the community level, often in co-operation with 
NGOs. Training of fishermen will be achieved through assistance 
to local schools (training of trainers, scholarships, logistical 
support). Whenever possible co-operation between Canadian and 
national/regional institutions will be encouraged.

Question of women in fisheries will be addressed according to 
the role of women in the sector. Projects may address
improvements to productivity and commercial management activities 
(e.g. practical economics and bookkeeping).

Integrated ocean management remains a. central priority for
ICOD. The integration of ocean activities will be furthered 
through training programs (management of the EEZ, management of 
the coastal zone, boundary delimitation and mapping) in the near 
future until appropriate institutions are fully staffed in the 
region. The implementation of the Law of the Sea will be
supported through training, information and through technical - 
assistance in the updating of national laws and regulations.

African states are currently more concerned with terrestrial 
rather than ocean non-living resources (with the exception of
offshore oil). ICOD activities will be oriented towards raising 
awareness of the existing potential in offshore resources through 
specialized courses, seminars and training of geologists.



The protection of the marine environment underlies all 
ICOD's activities. Specific activities will be undertaken in 
terms of training of experts, information for governments and the 
public, and the formulation of national and regional plans for 
environmental protection and pollution control.

Training in maritime transportation will be pursued through 
scholarships for the World Maritime University (WMU). Technical 
assistance will cover port management, security at sea, pollution 
control, national laws and regulations.

2 4

Regional Organizations
Western and Central Africa have few organizations which 

specifically deal with the marine sector. Those which do are 
primarily concerned with the fisheries sector. The "Commission 
sous régionale des pêches" is a regional initiative and includes 
Mauritania, Senegal, Cape Verde, Gambia, Guinea and Guinea- 
Bissau. The "Comité régional des pêches du golfe de Guinée" was 
created with the support of the European Economic Community and 
includes Gabon, Congo, Equatorial Guinea, Sao-Tome and Principe 
and Zaire. A Committee for East Central African Fisheries 
(CECAF), under the umbrella of FAO, is being reassessed at the 
present time and may be reconstituted under UNDP funding. The 
CEAO (Communauté économique de l'Afrique de l'ouest) has more 
interests than the marine sector; it was, however, responsible 
for the creation of the ISSTH (Institute supérieur des sciences 
et techniques halieutiques) with which ICOD is developing several 
projects. The ACCT (Agence de cooperation culturelle et 
technique) includes countries out of ICOD regions of interest, 
but organizes several training projects in the fisheries sector.

All of these organizations, as well as FAO and UNDP, can be 
potential partners for ICOD. However, for the immediate future, 
the Centre will concentrate on support for regional fisheries 
organizations and especially the Commission sous—régionale des 
pêches. In this case, ICOD will support projects^which will help 
the Commission to meet its mandate in the sub-region.
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South and West Indian Ocean
The South and West Indian Ocean region comprises a vast 

territory of diverse states all of which share a common ocean 
heritage. Within the region there are four sub-regional 
groupings of coastal and island nations: ^
i) Island states of South Asia - notably Sri Lanka and the 

Maldives
ii) Island states of South and West Indian Ocean - i.e. Comoros, 

Madagascar, Mauritius and the Seychelles
iii) East African Coastal states - i.e. Mozambique, Tanzania, 

Kenya and Somalia
iv) Gulf of Aden States - primarily Djibouti and the Yemen Arab 

Republic (see Appendix A for a listing of recipient 
countries)

The region is culturally diverse and populations and 
standards of living in representative countries vary widely. 
Indian Ocean states have little cohesiveness and as such, there 
are few, if any, effective regional organizations. The only 
examples in the marine area are the Indian Ocean Marine Affairs 
Cooperation (IOMAC) and the Commission de l'Ocean Indien 
(COI/IOC) which have their secretariats in Colombo, Sri Lanka and 
Port Louis, Mauritius respectively.

During the coming period, ICOD will continue its bilateral 
relations while supporting regional organizations whenever 
possible. The Centre will attempt to establish a greater 
presence in the region especially in the East African coastal 
states. Consideration will be given over the next few years to 
opening a regional office if program levels warrant such a move.

The main areas of activity growth in the region relate to 
marine resource management, marine environmental protection, 
tourism, and, where possible, mineral exploration and 
development.

ICOD's will attempt to address these needs through projects 
which have a regional impact.

In addition to supporting regional initiatives in ocean 
managment, ICOD will continue with current bilateral programming 
and will develop pilot or model projects which can be applied 
across the region.
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In providing support to the existing regional bodies such as 
IOMAC and COI/IOC, ICOD will undertake to encourage linkages 
with regional organizations elsewhere, in particular, the natural 
francophone linkages between the West African and Indian Ocean 
countries. Exchanges, consultancies, and study tours will be 
supported with regional bodies in the Caribbean and ̂  South 
Pacific as well to emphasize the advantages of effective regional 
co-operation. Support to such organizations will increase the 
profile of ICOD (and Canada) as an 'honest broker' in the region.



Detailed Budget for Africa and Indian Ocean Division
Operating Budget

1988/89
Proi ects

1989/90
($000) ($000)

-**

A) West Africa
1. Evaluation of Demersal Fish Stocks 

- Benin 0 69.5

2 . Mauritania Documentation and Information 
Services Assistance (CNROP) 13.0 60.2

3 . Stock Assessment - CECAF -29.2 71.6

4 . West Africa Offshore Non-Fuel Mineral 
Assessment & Management Course 8.8 161.2

5. Programme de Cooperation avec 1'ISSTH 
(Mauritanie) 55.8

6. French Lawyers Maritime Boundary 
Delimitation Course - West Africa 4.0 151.0

7 Other
-Total

South and West Indian Ocean

83.7 75.5

Sub-

B)
1.

80.3 644.8

Fisheries Surveillance 
- SW Indian Ocean 9.3 54.9

2 . Investigation of Lagoonal Habitat 
Characteristics and Coastal Pollution 
- Mauritius 38.0 121.0

3 . Coral Reef Research Unit 
- Maldives 0 177.1

4 . Aquaculture of Giant Clams 
- Seychelles 0 65.0

5. Technical Training of Fishery Instructors 
- Maldives 0 1 2 6 . 1
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Projects
1988/89
($0 0 0)

1989/90
($0 0 0 )

6. Nearshore Non-Fuel Marine Mineral
Resources Course - Indian Ocean

7. Other
Sub-Total
Project Total
Program Development
Non-Project Expenditures

Staff Salaries 
Staff Travel
Other Divisional Admin. Expenses 

Total
Grand Total
Africa and Indian Ocean Division

10.0 
280.5 
337.8 
418.1 
85.0

$ 325.0*
90.0* 
145.0*

$ 560.0*

145.0 
337.4

1f 026.5 
lf671.3
150.0

510.0
190.0
150.0
850.0

$1.063.1* $2,671.3
* Prorated from costs of previous organizational structure.

i/̂ j



VII. Operational Plan:
C) Global Activities Division

2 9

As indicated in Section 5 above, global projects are 
undertaken where there is a widespread commonality of ^needs, 
where the nature of the problem lends itself to global solutions, 
and where it is more efficient to undertake a broadly based or 
"global" project. In addition to undertaking global projects as 
described above, the new Global Activities Division will handle 
new or "pilot" programs, core information gathering and analysis, 
and other activities/programs which transcend geographical 
division lines.

General Strategy
The Global Activities Division will encompass existing ICOD 

programs including the Study in Canada Scholarship Program, the 
Marine Affairs Diploma Program, the Marine Resource Management 
and Environmental Studies Program at UWI, World Maritime 
University courses and scholarships, Materials development, the 
Research Vessel Operations project, some information projects, 
and others listed in the attached budget.

The Division will also examine new and innovative programs 
dealing with training materials, new approaches to scholarships, 
pilot projects in the more traditional ICOD areas of Training, 
Information or Technical Assistance, and the development of 
programs for new concepts, including Women in Development. The 
Division will also collect and analyze data on the needs and 
capacities of ICOD target countries and regions as a basis for 
future programming.

Initiatives
As an adjunct to the Study in Canada Scholarship Program 

(which supports study at the Masters Degree level), ICOD will 
also examine the feasibility of providing Bachelor or technical 
level scholarships for study in Canada. Regional scholarship 
programs will provide for study at institutions within ICOD . 
target areas. This training will normally be at the Bachelor or 
diploma level, with some Masters Degree training as appropriate. 
Increasingly, ICOD will undertake scholarship support as an 
integral part of bilateral or regional programming. For ease of 
administration and to provide a standardized approach, these 
scholarships will be administered by the Global Activities 
Division on behalf of the Geographic Divisions.
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The full gamut of priorities within the marine sector will 
be investigated in order to meet the training needs of client 
countries. Within this context, during FY 1989/90 particular 
attention will be focussed on the scholarship needs of the South 
and West Indian Ocean and in West Africa. A computerized 
scholarship alumni database will be finalized and a newsletter 
and other appropriate post-training support mechanisms will be 
instituted to allow ICOD to better evaluate its scholarship 
programs and to build a network of important contacts in the 
marine sector in all appropriate developing countries.

The Global Activities Division will marshall existing 
training materials produced for ICOD and other donor training 
courses which could be used to support the development of 
curricula at regional universities. The Centre will investigate 
the possibility of building upon its existing Marine Affairs 
Diploma Program in Canada (which is being upgraded to a Master's 
Degree program) and the Marine Resources Management and 
Environmental Studies program at the University of the West 
Indies to see if other regional universities could become focal 
points for marine sector studies. Educational materials for 
primary through university level will be collected and reviewed 
for use in support of specific initiatives. This would include 
readers, directories, manuals, and various software packages.

A database of available training courses in ocean development 
related subjects will be undertaken for use by all coastal 
states.

Assistance will be provided, as appropriate, to allow 
developing countries to participate in worldwide information and 
data networks through training activities, project support, and 
advisory services. In this context, South-South technical co
operation and exchanges will be encouraged. Efforts will be 
made to ensure that regional information networks are available 
to users at the community level, not just at the national 
government level.

To meet ICOD's internal needs, the Division will be 
responsible for the collection of information from other donors 
on project and program activities. As indicated elsewhere, a
decision will be made shortly as to where ICOD's Information . 
Resource Centre will be located within the corporate structure.

The Global Activities Division will be responsible for 
overall policy development and monitoring of ICOD's Women in 
Development activities. The Division will also establish a 
mechanism for reviewing all ICOD projects to determine that there 
are no adverse effects upon women. Once again, South-South 
exchanges will be encouraged, as appropriate.



Within the Global Activities Division, innovative ideas and 
concepts will be reviewed to determine their relevance and 
utility within the marine sector. This may include high risk 
activities undertaken on a pilot basis. As new ideas or concepts 
and/or pilot projects prove themselves, the activities will be 
transferred to geographic divisions for further development.



Detailed Budget for Global Activities Division
Operating Budget

1988/89 1989/90
($0 0 0) ($0 0 0)

Projects

Global
1. Research Vessel Operation 61.1 258.4

2 . Marine Affairs Diploma Course 
Dal/UQAR 290.3 310.0

3 . Marine Affairs Diploma Materials 105.6 148.5

4 . Marine Affairs Materials 20.0 63.5

5. Graduate Program in (Marine)
Resource and Environment Management 
- UWI 101.9 443.8

6 . Erindale Maritime Boundary 
Delimitation Course 0.2 116.7

7 . World Maritime University (WMU) 
Training Modules Phase II 49.5 87.9

8 . International Maritime Law Institute 
Scholarships 64.0

9 . WMU Scholarships 66.8 83.8

10. Regional University Scholarships 50.8 100.0

11. Marine Affairs Diploma Scholarships 369.8 480.0

12 . ICOD Scholarship Program (1987-1991) 251.3 518.5

13 . Short Term Attachments Program 40.7 112.0

14. Other 
Project Total

82.7 44.0
1.490.1 2.831.1

Information Services 125.0 140.0

Program Development 65.0 100.0
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Non-Proiect Expenditures
Staff Salaries 
Staff Travel
Other Divisional Admin. Expenses 

Total

1988/89 1989/90
($000) ($000)

$ 325.0* $ ̂  500.0
65.0* 80.0

160.0* 175.0

$ 550.0* $ 755.0

Grand Total
Global Activities Division $2.230.7* $3 r 826.1

* Prorated from costs of previous organizational structure.
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VII- Operational Plan:
D) Corporate Services and Sectoral Consultants

In 1988/89, on the recommendation of the Auditor General, 
ICOD undertook a restatement of its administrative costs to more 
accurately reflect the overhead costs of each program division as 
well as the corporate administrative costs. This should result 
in further administrative savings since line managers will be 
directly accountable for the administrative costs of managing 
their programs.

ICOD's corporate services and in—house sectoral expertise 
will be considerably augmented in 1989/90 to meet the 
requirements of more staff, increased appropriations and 
increased contractual work. Corporate services will include the 
following: President, Vice-President, Counsel, Personnel,
Administration, Finance, other Corporate Services, and the Ottawa 
Bureau. Corporate Services provide direct support to ICOD's 
Board of Directors. The Sectoral Consultants unit will not be 
considered a full Division at the present time and will be 
managed by personnel from the Corporate Services Group.

Sectoral Consultants will be engaged by ICOD through a number 
of different contractual arrangements, including employment 
services contracts, retainers, standing offer consulting 
contracts, and short term contracts. It is not expected that 
advisors will be permanent employees.
Corporate Services - Operating Budget

1988/89 1989/90
($000) ($000)

(Awaiting Financial 
Restatement)

25 25

225 250

1,125 1.400

Employee and Contract Staff Salaries 
and Benefits 

Accommodation Costs 
Office Supplies and Services
Office Equipment and Leasehold Improvements 
Recruitment and Relocation Costs 
Travel and Entertainment 
Communications
Directors' Honoraria, Travel and Meetings
Professional Services
Library
Communications (Publications 
and Public Affairs)

TOTAL CORPORATE SERVICES



Vili. CAPITAL BUDGET
ICOD does not utilize a capital budget as purchases of 

equipment, office furniture and costs of leasehold improvements 
are expensed in the year of acquisition.



IX. SECTORAL PRIORITIES

Within the context of the Government's new Official 
Development Strategy, ICOD has identified thirteen sector and 
sub-sector priorities on which to focus its resources.
A short description of each initiative follows:

1.

2 .

Marine Environmental Protection - ICOD is prepared to 
develop more direct programs of assistance to promote 
environmentally sound development. These would focus
especially on support for regional initiatives m  marine 
environmental protection, given the trans-boundary nature o 
many marine.environmental problems. ICOD will also improve 
its capacity for environmental impact assessment of its own 
and other projects.
Fisheries Management - Promotion of improved fisheries 
management (including data collection, technology 
development, information systems and monitoring, control and 
surveillance) will contribute to food security and 
environmentally sound development.

Integrated Ocean Management - Understanding of the 
interrelationships among marine resources and their uses is 
critical to the effective management of coastal development 
and ocean space. ICOD will continue to provide advice and 
training to policy makers and managers m  developing 
countries in this important area.
Implementation of the Law of the Sea - This general area 
encompasses development of national marine po icies, 
legislation, maritime boundaries delimitation, regiona 
development and international co-operation. In that the 
effective extension of national jurisdiction over the oceans 
is critical to all other marine sectors, this group of 
programs has implications for all of the initiatives
outlined.
Support for Artisanal Fisheries - The further development of 
direct assistance programs for artisanal fisheries in 
developing countries, including the provision of community 
based advisory support, will be an essential element of 
ICOD's approach to the alleviation of poverty and e 
enhancement of food security.

5.



H^P.n i n Fisheries - The role of women in fisheries in 
particular, and the marine sector generally, w .l11 b 
targeted for new programs in areas such as marketing an 
production of food. In addition to contributing to an
increased focus on WID activities, this will have impacts on 
food security and the alleviation of poverty.
Mariculture - ICOD intends to increase its contribution to 
this potentially important element of food security. 
Implementation of this target will be based on research 
carried out by agencies in Canada (IDRC) and elsewher .
Coastal nevelooment - In many coastal and island states, 
tourism and coastal developments in general are seen as 
important potential contributors to employment and foreign 
exchange earnings. They can, however, many negative
implications, both socially and environmentally. ICOD will 
develop programs to improve the planning and implementati 
of beneficial and environmentally sound coastal developmen , 
including the provision of advice on marine parks and 
tourist developments.
Community Education - ICOD will concentrate more heavily on 
extensioncourses, training and related information 
materials for rural communities so that they can use the 
resources a? their disposal effectively and contribute to 
environmentally sound development at the community leve .
Non-living Resource Development - Improved management and 
'conservation of non-living marine resources (eg. non fuel 
minerals) will continue to develop as an area of I 
interest. Proper management or exploitation will permi 
environmentally sound development and provide some 
contribution to import substitution.
Public information - Sustained communications efforts will 
IncreaseCanadianpublic understanding of ocean development 
issues and support for Canadian assistance tc> dev.eloping 
countries in this sector. Such information "ill also assist 
decision makers in developing countries to enhance the 
profile of the marine sector as a contributor to econom 
development.
Tprhnnl oav Developme_nt - Successful EEZ management 
increasingly depends on sophisticated technology, le. new 
materials, micro electronics, lasers, satellites, etc. The 
major factor in adapting and utilizing these technologies is 
through information and the development of human resources.



13. Marine Transportation - Marine transportation contributes to 
all aspects of national economic life, including rooa 
security and employment creation. ICOD will expand i s  
programs in marine transportation, with a io™s^ on th 
development of national shipping policies, training 
environmental protection.
The definition of these sector and sub-sector activities are 

indicative only and will be refined as ICOD's programs develop 
and as ICOD's sectoral consultants, internal working groups,; an

priorities.
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Appendix A
Confidential

LIST OF ICOD RECIPIENT COUNTRIES
ICOD categorizes developing countries in its four areas of 
concentration as:

a) Target Countries;
b) Countries of Secondary Focus; and
c) Non-recipients.

Target Countries are eligible to participate in regional and global 
projects and are the main focus of bilateral projects. Countries of 
Secondary Focus are eligible to participate in regional and global 
projects, but are not normally involved in bilateral projects. 
Countries in the non-recipient category would not normally participate 
in any ICOD projects, although limited participation in regional or 
global projects could be considered on a cost recovery basis or in 
special circumstances.
The following is a list of countries by category in the four areas of 
concentration:
1. South Pacific

A. Target Countries
All South Pacific Forum countries excluding Australia, New 
Zealand, and Nauru*
i.e. Cook Islands, Fiji, Kiribati, Niue, Papua New Guinea, 
Solomon Islands, Tonga, Tuvalu, Vanuatu, Western Samoa.**

* Nauru would not receive direct bilateral assistance because of its 
high per capita income.
** Three Forum members - Federated States of Micronesia, Marshall 

Islands and Palau are eligible for regionally administrative 
projects only.
B. Non-recipients

Colonial Possessions (i.e. American Samoa, Guam, French 
Polynesia, New Caledonia)
South East Asian States
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Caribbean
A. 1) Target Countries

B

Central American States: Costa Rica, Nicaragua
Commonwealth Countries:
O.E.C.S. countries (independent): Grenada, St.
Vincent and the Grenadines, St. Lucia, Dominica, 
Antigua and Barbuda, St. Kitts and Nevis, Barbados, 
Jamaica, Guyana, Belize 
Dominican Republic

2) Secondary Focus
Commonwealth: Trinidad and Tobago
Commonwealth non-independent states: British Virgin
Islands, Montserrat, Anguilla.
Haiti
Bahamas

Non-recipients
Central American States:
Panama.
South American States (excluding Guyana) 
Cuba
Colonies: French, Dutch, U.S.

Guatemala, Honduras,

3. South and West Indian Ocean 
A. 1) Target Countries

B.

Island States: Sri Lanka, Maldives, Seychelles,
Mauritius, Comoros, Madagascar.
East African Coastal States: Mozambique, Tanzania,
Kenya, Somalia, Djibouti.

2 ) Secondary Focus
- Yemen Arab Republic.

Non-recipients
Asian States: Burma, Bangladesh, India, Pakistan.
Arab States: Oman, Democratic Yemen

- Ethiopia
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4. West Africa
A. 1) Target Countries

Francophone Coastal Countries: Morocco, Mauritania,
Senegal, Guinea, Ivory Coast, Togo, Benin, Cameroon, 
Congo.
Island States: Sao Tome and Principe, Cape Verde
Islands.

2) Secondary Focus
- Gambia, Sierra Leone, Liberia, Ghana, Nigeria
- Guinea-Bissau
- Equatorial Guinea 

Gabon
B. Non-recipients

- Zaire, Angola, Namibia, South Africa.

This list will be reviewed from time to time based on ICOD experience, 
Canadian Government policies, and relevant international approaches or 
domestic changes within countries. It should be assumed that all 
states not specifically mentioned above would be in the non-recipient 
category.



Appendix B

ACRONYMS AND ABBREVIATIONS

CARICOM Caribbean Community PIMRIS Pacific Islands "Marine 
Resources Information System

CCOP/SOPAC Committee for Coordination of SPC South Pacific CommissionJoint Prospecting for Mineral 
Resources in the South Pacific
Offshore Areas TCDC Technical Cooperation among 

Developing CountriesCECAF Fishery Committee for the 
Eastern Central Atlantic UNCLOS III Third United Nations Conference 

on the Law of the SeaCIDA Canadian International 
Development Agency UNDP United Nations Development 

ProgramCOI/IOC Indian Ocean Committee
UNEP United Nations Environment

DAL Dalhousie University Program

EEZ Exclusive Economic Zone UPNG University of Papua New Guinea

FAO Food and Agriculture UQAR University of Quebec at
Organization (United Nations) Rimouski

FFA Forum Fisheries Agency (South USP University of the South Pacific
Pacific)

UWI University of the West IndiesFSH Federated States of Micronesia

WMU World Maritime UniversityICOD International Centre for Ocean 
Development

(Sweden)

IDRC International Development 
Research Centre

IOMAC Indian Ocean Marine Affairs 
Cooperation

ISSTH Institute Superieur des 
sciences et techniques 
halieutiques

LDC Least Developed Country

NGOS Non-Government Organizations

ODA Official Development Assistance

OECS Organisation of Eastern 
Caribbean States

PCIAC Petro Canada International
Assistance Cooperation
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PROPOSED ORGANIZATIONAL UPDATE 
CONFIDENTIAL

BACKGROUND
Since its inception, ICOD has sought to establish a reputation 
for management efficiency and ocean development expertise.
Initially the Corporation was expected to disburse $25 million 
over 5 years. By April 1988, while ICOD's own 5 year budget had 
increased to $64.5 million, the Centre had agreed to administer 
some $10.6 million in funding from other agencies. Today, five 
months later, the combined increases of approved and expected 
funding for the Centre have risen to some $120.0 million over the 
next five years. By November, a further $12 to $13 million may 
be approved by CIDA for ICOD administration.
The rapid increase in budgets and responsibilities is forcing the 
Centre to enhance its ability to provide essential services and 
to expand its reporting functions. It is also increasing the 
need for in-house expertise. Finally, the Centre's expanding 
role in the international development field and in ocean 
development has placed greater demand on senior managers to 
interact with agencies in Ottawa and abroad.
With increased responsibilities has come a need to re-assess and 
re-orient ICOD's activities. As the Centre reviews its 
experiences over the past few years, it becomes clearer that it 
should re-define its list of eligible countries. Further, more 
attention must be directed to improved program planning and 
management. Finally, ICOD must ensure that its structure and 
depth of personnel will continue to provide the required response 
capacity.
Against this background, ICOD managers have recently reviewed 
their operations. In undertaking this review, managers were 
conscious of the need to minimize the administrative costs of the 
Centre and maintain an orderly and phased approach to 
organizational change.
Based on this review, recommendations are included for 
organizational and staffing requirements for the Centre, based on 
short (2 years) and longer term (5 years) management scenarios.
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TRANSITIONAL PHASE (Within 2 years)

In the short term, ICOD will need to re-structure and strengthen 
its internal administration and corporate services.
Two corporate services are identified to meet the short term 
needs. One would incorporate all administrative support
functions and other Central Services under Corporate Services. 
The second would include in-house experts in various ocean 
related fields, management and socio-economics into a category 
called Corporate Experts. In addition, it is recommended that the 
position of Vice President be created to act as Chief Operating 
Officer to add depth to the Centre's management and to allow the 
President to dedicate more time to policy and maintaining ICOD 
relations with other agencies.

CORPORATE EXPERTS
For the most part, work that would fall to Corporate Experts is 
now provided by outside contractors. As ICOD's workload expands, 
demand for in-house expertise has increased and is anticipated to 
increase even more dramatically as new budgets come on stream. 
ICOD must ensure that these expert resources are available when 
required and that they are acquired at the lowest possible cost 
to ICOD's program budgets.

CORPORATE SERVICES
Most of ICOD's corporate management functions are performed by 
existing staff, with inputs as required from contract personnel. 
Key functions which must be enhanced quickly include legal 
services, finance and personnel. It is also the view of managers 
that ICOD's public information and public relations needs would 
be better served if these functions were managed at the Corporate 
level. To undertake these tasks, some of the existing staff from 
Information Division could be moved to that group. Establishment 
of the pool of expert resources and strengthening of the central 
administration is the first step in the management improvement 
process proposed in this transition phase.

VICE PRESIDENT
The second step in the transition phase would permit the Centre 
to devote more of its time to expanding its participation in 
development and ocean related fora, and strengthen the senior 
management function within the Centre. This proposed change 
would create the post of Vice President as Chief Operating
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Officer. While the focus of the Vice President would be on 
operation of the Centre's programs and projects, the President's 
attention could be turned increasingly to manage the Centre's 
agenda outside the Corporation.
Implementation of the changes in Step 1 and Step 2 would complete 
the short term transition plan. While the plan is proposed for 
completion within 2 years, it should be done as soon as possible. 
An organizational chart of ICOD during this transition phase is 
outlined below.

BOARD OF DIRECTORS 
PRESIDENT 

VICE PRESIDENT

CORPORATE TRAINING TECHNICAL INFORMATION CORPORATE
SERVICES DIVISION ASSISTANCE DIVISION EXPERTS

DIVISION

Legal
Personnel
Administration
Communications
Finance

Fisheries
Evaluation
LOS
Geo-sciences 
Socio-econ.

LONGER TERM (Within 5 years)
Over the longer term. ICOD must be organized to deal with 
integrated regional programs involving a mix of activities but 
based on extensive regional expertise.
The ideal organization would combine a regional focus for program 
management, and a pool of sectoral and management expertise which 
could be allocated to specific tasks. The number and geographical 
scope of the divisions involved would depend on circumstances. 
Two are recommended initially.
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The recommended structure would enhance the Centre's ability to 
do program planning and to integrate the Centre's efforts in 
particular regions. Personnel to staff these divisions would be 
drawn from existing program staff in the Technical Assistance, 
Training and Information Divisions, augmented by additional staff 
in future as required.

ICOD - LONGER TERM ORGANIGRAM

PRESIDENT 
VICE PRESIDENT

CORPORATE
EXPERTS

Fisheries 
Evaluation 
Law of the Sea 
Geo-sciences 
Socio-econ.

CORPORATE REGIONAL
SERVICES PROGRAM

DIVISION

Legal
Personnel
Administration
Communications
Finance

GLOBAL REGIONAL
PROGRAM PROGRAM
DIVISION DIVISION

Scholarships
WMU
Marine Affairs 
Diploma Program

ADMINISTRATIVE COSTS
To effect the proposed changes, ICOD managers project that 15 
additional staff will be necessary, representing a 43% increase 
in permanent staff of the Centre to manage budgets that are now 
500% greater than originally planned for.
If present administrative expenses are adjusted for the proposed 
15 additional staff and inflated by 5% per year over the next 
five years, administrative expenses over the five year period 
89/90 to 93/94 would be about $10 million.
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ESTIMATED ICOD ADMINISTRATIVE BUDGETS 
Inflated at 5% Per Year 

1989/90 - 1993/94

Year Budaet
89/90 $ 1.77 million
90/91 $ 1.89 million
91/92 $ 1.98 million
92/93 $ 2.08 million
93/94 2.19 million
Total $ 9.91 million

Applying this figure against ICOD's core budget would indicate 
administration expenses of slightly more than 10%. If both 
ICOD's budgets and those funds administered by ICOD on behalf of 
others are included, then administrative budgets as a percentage 
of overall disbursements would drop to about 8%.
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VII. PERFORMANCE INDICATORS AND PROGRAM EFFECTIVENESS 
A. Evaluation Activities
1. 1989/90 CORPORATE PLAN UNDERTAKINGS
In last year's Corporate Plan, ICOD indicated that it planned to 
place special emphasis on a number of general initiatives. 
These are underway and the necessary management tools have been 
or are being developed to support them. These efforts were 
facilitated by the establishment of a Corporate Evaluation 
Committee and the hiring of consultant resources to coordinate 
and support evaluation activities. The Committee consists of
members drawn from each of the Program Divisions and the 
Executive Group.
The Audit and Evaluation Committee of the Board of Directors was 
also active during 1989/90 meeting three times to review the 
annual evaluation plan for 1989/90, the annual evaluation for 
1990/91, the results of the Special Examination conducted by the 
Office of the Auditor General and the results of various 
evaluation activities.
The Corporate Plan also identified specific activities planned by 
the Centre including the following over fiscal years 1989/90 to 
1991/92 :

1. implementation 
(Completed)

of a multiyear Evaluation Plan;

2. completion of 
Schedule)

selected Program Evaluations; (On

3. completion of 
Schedule)

selected Project Evaluations; (On

4. the presentation of evaluation findings and
recommendations; and, (Ongoing)

5. the definition of long term performance measurement 
mechanisms. (In progress)

ICOD also undertook during 1992/93 and beyond to:
1. maintain and update ongoing evaluation systems;
2. present Annual Effectiveness Assessments;
3. present Planned Program and Project Evaluations.
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In June of 1989, upon the recommendation of the Audit and 
Evaluation Committee, ICOD's Board approved the draft of a 
multiyear Evaluation Plan, designed to implement the activities 
identified above.
2. PRESENT STATUS OF EVALUATION PLANS
Development of cohesive evaluation systems requires the 
establishment of comprehensive and complementary data bases 
related to ICOD's project activities. To achieve this common 
ground, ICOD has adopted Logical Framework Analysis (LFA) to 
define their projects.
ICOD has also recently undertaken the development of management 
tools to permit auto-evaluation of completed projects. The 
completion of an ICOD project will now require the preparation of 
a document synthesizing information about the project, its 
impacts, and lessons to be learned from the project before 
closure of the file. These will be submitted to ICOD's Corporate 
Evaluation Committee for their information and will contribute to 
ICOD's Corporate Memory. This information will be available to 
all ICOD staff on an ongoing basis to assist in the future 
planning of projects.
2.1 General Undertakings
Below, in point form we outline the status and general 
undertakings identified in the 1989/90 Corporate Plan as well as 
the status of specific undertakings to be completed by 1991/92.

1. Develop Program Planning Documents - Completed.
2. Develop Program Measurement Standards - Completed.
3. Develop Program Evaluation Plans - Completed.
4. Enhance Evaluative Sections of Project Approval 

Documents - Completed.
5. Install Auto-evaluation Systems and Tools - Underway.
6. Develop Reporting Standards - Completed.
7. Develop Corporate "Lessons Learned" Data Base - Underway.
8. Establishment of Internal Evaluation Group - 

Completed.
Implement Multiyear Evaluation Plan - Completed.9.
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10. Complete Selected Program Evaluations - Ongoing.
11. Complete Selected Project Evaluations - Ongoing.

During 1989/90, two other ICOD activities resulted in decisions 
will have a direct bearing on the conduct of ICOD evaluations. 
In the first instance, as part of ICOD's strategic planning 
exercise, ICOD program activities were regrouped into seven 
sectoral program themes. This will lead directly to a more
simplified and manageable program evaluation matrix both at the 
corporate and divisional levels.
Secondly, during the budget preparation process, it was decided 
that each appropriate program unit should show a specific budget 
for program evaluation activities. Individual project
evaluations would continue to be charged to the appropriate 
project budget.
3. 1990/91 PROGRAM AND PROJECT EVALUATION PLANS
During 1990/91, ICOD will solidify the first phase of its 
comprehensive evaluation strategy. Selected programs and
projects identified for independent evaluation or the completion 
of evaluations will be drawn from the list identified below:

Corporate Evaluations
South Pacific Field OfficeInformation Resource Centre

Women in Development Scholarship Policies and 
Programming

Communications Activity Evaluations
ICOD Fisheries Map DELMAR (A Boundary 

Delimitation Computer 
Program)

ICOD Newsletter Ocean Training Directory

South Pacific/Caribbean Basin Evaluations
Forum Fisheries Agency (FFA) 
Surveillance ProjectOECS-Caribbean Fisheries 

Projects
PIMRIS Projects (3)
Full FFA Program and Fisheries 
Projects

Centre for Resource 
Management and Environmental 
Studies (CERMES) Project (UWI)
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West Africa/Indian Ocean Evaluations
Seychelles Program Evaluation

Mineral Resource Course - 
West Africa
Coral Sand/Reraoval - Mauritius

Fisheries Statistics 
Project, Morocco
Boundary Delimitation Course

NMR Management Study - 
Mauritius

Lagoonal Health - Mauritius
IRCAD Evaluations

Marine Affairs Program and 
Proj ects
ICOD Scholarship Program
Erindale Boundary Delimitation 
Course
WMU Modules, Training and 
Scholarships

101 Scholarships

Regional Scholarship Program 
Non-fuel Minerals Courses

Short-term Attachments
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B. Internal Audit Activities
1. Activities During 1989/90
In late 1988/89, ICOD reached agreement with the Audit Services 
Bureau (ASB) of the Department of Supply and Services to 
undertake, on a contractual basis, ICOD's internal audit function 
as called for in Section 131(3) of the Financial Administration 
Act.
During 1989/90, ICOD and ASB prepared a multi-year internal audit 
plan to provide for the audit of all major programs and 
organizational structures over a five-year period. This plan was 
approved by the Audit and Evaluation Committee and the Board of 
Directors in June 1989.
Audit activities relating to several of the largest 
programs/recipients have been conducted or initiated, ie. the 
Marine Affairs Program (at two Canadian Universities), the 
Organization of Eastern Caribbean States Fisheries Unit, the 
University of the South Pacific and the South Pacific Applied 
Geosciences Commission. The first organizational internal audit 
dealt with ICOD's Communication Program.
2. Planned Activities for 1990/91 and Beyond
ICOD has updated the multi-year internal audit plan, but (at the 
time of writing) is also awaiting the results of the Auditor 
General's Special Examination before finalizing audit activities 
for 1990/91. The Multi-year plan will be adapted accordingly.
Tentative plans call for an audit of:
A. South Pacific - Caribbean Basin Division 

i) South Pacific
South Pacific Forum Fisheries Agency 
Forum Fisheries Surveillance 

South Pacific Forum Fisheries Agency 
Research Coordination Unit 
CIDA/South Pacific Funding

ii) Caribbean Basin
OECS Follow-up Audit

B. Interregional and Cooperative Activities Division
World Maritime University 
Training Modules
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World Maritime University 
Scholarships

World Maritime University 
Africa Scholarships

plus several other small projects as available audit time 
permits inclusion.
A limited number of internal audits of various ICOD 
Management Units will also be conducted during 1990/91.

Specific project audits of a more financial nature will be 
commissioned in instances of greater risk or high dollar value.
3. Special Examination
During 1989/90, the Auditor General conducted a Special 
Examination of ICOD in accordance with Section 138(1) and (2) of 
the Financial Administration Act.
At the time of writing, the Report had not been reviewed, but the 
Comments of the Auditor-General will be incorporated into future 
ICOD planning, implementation, evaluation and audit activities, 
as appropriate.


